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Abstract

The greatest successes of fundamental physics occur at the two extremes of scale. At
the smallest length, nature is understood with the tools of quantum field theory and
the framework of the Standard Model of particle physics. Meanwhile, on astronomical
and cosmological scales, the dominant physics is gravity, described by the formalism of
General Relativity. Despite the incredible triumphs of both these theories, there is still
much to explore in the intersection of these two regimes of size. Perhaps chief among
these mysteries is the nature of dark matter. In this thesis, I will explore the physics of two
dark matter candidates—primordial black holes, and axions. A central theme emerged
from my investigations, related to the fundamental tensions between gravity and particle
physics, between the largest and smallest regimes of physics. Namely, that the isolated
treatment of each of these candidates misses novel phenomenology that only comes to
light when both gravity and particle physics are accounted for.

Primordial black holes form in the early universe and so could comprise a fraction
(or all) of the cold dark matter. Indeed, black holes are probably the only dark matter
candidate that we have certainly observed. However, the Schwarzschild metric describes
black holes in a flat, empty background. In the very early universe, a phenomenologically
important period for primordial black holes, this is certainly not applicable. The black
holes would be surrounded by the hot and dense cosmic fluid, and so we require a black
hole solution which is properly cosmologically embedded. In this thesis, I explore the
physics of these cosmological black holes generally, before choosing a specific metric—
the Thakurta metric—for particular study. This metric was the only one we found in
the literature which was pathology-free and valid in radiation dominated eras, although it
is not without its criticisms, which I discuss also at length. The Thakurta metric has a
time-dependent Misner-Sharp mass roughly proportional to the cosmological scale factor.
We found that this greatly affects the landscape of black hole dark matter constraints. For
one, binary formation in the early universe is significantly suppressed, removing entirely
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the gravitational wave bounds on primordial black hole abundance. Secondly, these black
holes evaporate significantly quicker, greatly increasing the mass of the smallest black hole
which can survive to today. As a result, we close entirely the previously-unconstrained
asteroid mass range of primordial black hole dark matter.

In the second half of my thesis, I examine a different dark matter candidate—the ax-
ion. This hypothetical light scalar particle was proposed to solve the strong-CP problem,
a theoretical issue with the strong force related to its nontrivial background structure.
However, it was shown recently that the inclusion of coloured gravitational instantons
spoils the axion solution to the strong-CP problem. The most natural solution to this
new strong-gravity-CP problem is the introduction of a second, coupled axion, which we
called the ‘companion’ axion. The companion axion solution has qualitatively different
phenomenology when compared to the single axion scenario, since one of the coupled ax-
ions can be much lighter than the other. First, we recomputed the axion-photon constraints
in the new context of the companion axion. Then, we recomputed a number of cos-
mological considerations related to axions—perhaps most importantly, the misalignment
mechanism for dark matter production. Notably, the ‘favored’ dark matter regime (where
haloscopes would preferentially guide their searches), can occur at much lighter masses
than are currently being probed. In addition, we found that the domain-wall problem
which plagues the standard axion scenario is automatically avoided.
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1
Introduction

All the attraction, the tension—can’t you see, baby, this is perfection?

—Shakira (on the Standard Model), Hips Don’t Lie

Hello, and welcome to my thesis—please, take a seat. During a rainy April in 2022, I find
myself wrapping up my PhD after three-or-so years of research, making for a cumulative
total of seven-ish years of physics learning. This is an unfortunate state of affairs, since
the rest of the world has regrettably been studying physics for many more than seven years.
Actually, physicists have been hard at work for some millenia now, and as a result, there
has been quite a lot to catch up on.

On the one hand, humans have spent significant time asking the fractal-like question
of, ‘and what is that made out of?’ This innocent persistence leads one down the helter-
skelter of earth to atoms to nuclei to particles to quantum field theory, and other related
mischief.

Similarly, many bathtimes have been spent wondering in the opposite direction, ‘and
what is that inside of?’ Once we leave the Earth, we must pass through the solar system,
the galaxy, the local cluster, through the cosmos and beyond the particle horizon.

Still, even though I have generously given everyone else a few-thousand-year head
start, they have not gotten to the bottom of everything yet. The elementary particles and
forces are extremely well-described by the beautiful Standard Model of particle physics,
while the largest scales of the universe fall into the domain of gravity via General Rela-
tivity. However, the Standard Model is imperfect, with both theoretical and experimental
anomalies remaining. And General Relativity has its own issues—on top of its incompat-
ibility with quantum mechanics, many exotic predictions, such as black holes, still have
much to be grappled with.

I do not mean to imply that physicists have been slacking off on these topics until I
arrived. Rather the opposite—there is so much written on these issues, both old and new,
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that it might take a long and full career before a truly informed literature review could be
written.

However, of chief interest to this thesis is the areas of intersection between the two
regimes of the large and small, where many unusual mysteries remain. The universe
seems to be filled with some unknown elementary materials, such as the dark energy
which appears to injecting energy into the universe to drive its expansion, and the dark
matter which makes up about 80% of the mass content of the universe. Increasingly, it
does not seem like particle physics alone, or astronomy alone, will be able to address these
questions—precisely, perhaps, because they exist at the intersection of the two paradigms
at opposite length scales. In recent years, the field of astroparticle physics has emerged
to occupy this niche. The ultimate intention of astroparticle physicists is to use the tools
of particle physics to study the broader universe while simultaneously using astronomical
probes to study particle physics.

I have been privileged throughout my PhD to research a relatively broad range of
astroparticle topics, mainly centering around the nature of dark matter. Maybe the main
philosophical direction guiding these projects, however, has been the necessity of integrat-
ing gravity and particle physics—and the consequences of taking these lessons seriously.

Roughly one half of my thesis regards the difficulty of properly embedding a black
hole in the dense, hot fluid of the early universe. We found that the solutions to this
problem are qualitatively very different to the usual black hole models, which treat the
black holes as separate from their environment. As a result, the landscape of black hole
dark matter constraints is drastically modified.

The second half focuses on a hypothetical particle, the axion, which both solves some
theoretical issues in the Standard Model while being a handy dark matter candidate. When
gravitational interactions are properly included, however, we found that the axion solution
breaks down. Again, the solution to this problem—funnily enough, adding a second
axion—has rather drastic phenomenological consequences, especially for the dark matter
question.

Since my studies have ranged somewhat extensively across particle physics, gravity,
and astrophysics, I have included a relatively lengthy introduction to these topics in this first
chapter. Chapter 2 comprises a dedicated review of black holes, while Chapter 3 contains
most of my original research on cosmological black holes. Chapter 4 is a moderately
pedagogical review of axions, and in Chapter 5 most of our novel work on companion
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axions can be found. Finally, I conclude with some rather chatty remarks in Chapter 6.

Writing philosophy

Before I begin, I would like to briefly describe my writing philosophy throughout this
thesis, and particularly regarding literature review. For one, this thesis is not a pedagogical
textbook, and the intended audience is of relatively informed physicists. As a result, I
will not be giving comprehensive and introductory explanations—there are uncountable
excellent sources already existing for topics such as the mathematics of general relativity,
or the spectrum of dark matter candidates. A small subset of this uncountable set might
include Refs. [7–15], which were particularly impactful on the writing and structure of
this thesis1.

Instead, I have tried to emphasize and elaborate on topics and perspectives that either
do not get nearly as much pedagogical attention, or that I found myself particularly excited
to synthesize my thoughts on. For example, I spent multiple pages on the physics between
Special and General Relativity, and significantly less time on the mathematical formalism
of General Relativity itself. And I spent significant time discussing the strong-CP problem
on a more introductory level, since I found that I often struggled with so-called ‘introduc-
tory’ texts on axion physics—whereas, I summarize much more briefly the status of axion
constraints. In all, I just wanted to write a thesis whose literature review was not merely a
retreading of familiar territory, and more accurately summarized the questions and confu-
sions I struggled with throughout my studies. I hope that you find these elaborations and
tangents as interesting as I did writing them.

Where possible (at the very least, in this introduction), I have tried to cite the original
texts of a concept. This posed a particular challenge for older works or broader ideas
(e.g. the ΛCDM framework), so in some places modern reviews have had to suffice. I
have also attempted to minimize the use of acronyms where possible, in attempt to curb
the ever-increasing mess of jargon which appears to be yelled at you in academic writing
these days.

Generally, spacetime indices are labelled with Greek letters, and spatial indices with
Latin letters, but there are some noted exceptions (e.g., sometimes Latin indices run over
the gluon fields). I mostly use natural units where ℏ = c = 1, and occasionally geometric

1Perhaps even more impactful on the structure itself was Ref. [16], a thesis template which I forked
before modifying substantially.
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units where G = 1, unless I am including units for particular emphasis.

Finally, a quick note on narrative voice—I swap back between the personal ‘I’ and
the scientific ‘we’ throughout the thesis. In general, I have tried to use my personal voice
when editorializing or making a more opinionated point, and ‘we’ in more impersonal
contexts, such as a derivation or presenting research findings.
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1.1 Gravity and general relativity
Of all the fundamental forces, gravity has arguably been around the longest in human
thought and learning. Aristotelian ideas of earth which longs to return to its ‘natural’ place
held for almost two millenia [17–20]. The revelation of heliocentrism by Copernicus and
others [21–24] eventually paved the way for Newton’s theories of gravity and force [25],
often considered the birthplace of modern physics (at least, in the west—the pioneering
work of astronomers and mathematicians throughout the Middle East, India, China and
the rest of the world cannot be understated [26–34]). Newton’s gravitational theory, which
lasted for centuries as the preeminent description of gravity, posited an attractive force
between objects with mass given by,

F = G
m1m2

r
, (1.1)

in terms of the massesmi of the two objects, their separation r, and Newton’s gravitational
constant G. Newton’s theory can also be written in field theoretic fashion, using the
gravitational potential ϕ:

∆ϕ = 4πρ , (1.2)

where the spatially-defined scalar field ρ is the density of matter. Then the dynamics of a
test particle are given by,

d2x

dt2
= −∇ϕ . (1.3)

From this perspective, it will be slightly easier to see the conflicts between Newtonian
gravity and Special Relativity.

1.1.1 Special Relativity
It was the meddling of physicists with another of the fundamental forces, electromagnetism,
that eventually led to thin cracks in Newtonian gravity. Maxwell’s equations [35–38] are
inherently (and at least historically, accidentally) Lorentz invariant [39–42], leading to the
prediction that the speed of light is constant in all reference frames. Although regarded as
somewhat of a curiosity at the time, this was at odds with the Galilean principles of rela-
tivity that underpinned Newtonian physics [43]. Famously, Albert Einstein’s resolution of
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this discrepancy led to his theory of Special Relativity [44], which gave ‘new’ prescrip-
tions for coordinate changes in order to respect this different kind of relativity, along with
the famous revelation that energy, mass and momentum are related. Of particular note was
that the coordinate changes when boosting—moving to a system with a different velocity
at the same point in space—naturally rotated the time and spatial coordinates (specifically,
with a hyperbolic rotation).

I use ‘new’ in quotation marks above because Lorentz transformations were already
understood at the time, primarily by mathematicians studying geometry [39–42]. It was
quickly realized that a geometrical perspective was indeed valuable for the interpretation
of special relativity, especially when grappling with the somewhat confusing situation
where time and spatial coordinates can be mixed. Vector-like quantities, such as position
and momentum, are more appropriately written as four-vectors—position is promoted to a
spacetime four-vector, and momentum to the energy-momentum four-vector. These four-
vectors are defined on a four-dimensional background geometry, known as Minkowski
space [42, 45], and points on the manifold are spacetime events.

This spacetime background is understood mathematically as a pseudo-Riemannian
manifold, meaning that it comes equipped with a natural inner product for vectors called
the metric (it is ‘pseudo-’ because the manifold is not positive-definite—the temporal and
spatial coordinates have a relative minus sign). Compared to the old Euclidean geometry
of three-vectors with Galilean relativity, the spatial length of a position vector or the mag-
nitude of a momentum vector are not conserved under Lorentz transformations. Rather, the
metric inner product of a four-vector with itself is conserved. For the energy-momentum
four-vector, the invariant is actually mass, which is the origin for the popular energy-mass
equivalence relation. For the spacetime four-vector, meanwhile, the ‘spacetime interval’
is conserved:

ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 (1.4)

= −dt2 + dr2 + r2dΩ2 , (1.5)

where dΩ2 = dθ2+sin2 θdϕ2 in polar coordinates. The specific spacetime interval above,
denoting ‘flat’ spacetime, is the Minkowski spacetime [45]. Actually, the spacetime
interval is commonly used interchangeably in physics as a way to define the metric gµν .
Technically, the metric is an inner product, but this can be written succinctly as a second-
rank tensor. The spacetime metric can then be used to define spacetime backgrounds more
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complicated than the Minkowski space above:

ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν , (1.6)

where the so-called Einstein summation notation implies that we sum over the four space-
time coordinates for both contracted µ and ν indices, giving sixteen (possibly zero or
identical) terms. For reference, the Minkowski metric specifically is commonly written
as ηµν . This understanding of background spacetime, as we will see, is central to General
Relativity, where the motion of particles under gravity is reunderstood as the motion of
particles moving along geodesics of a curved spacetime background.

The layperson box: Special Relativity Previous — Next

You may have heard the rule, ‘nothing can go faster than light.’ This was a particular piece
of wisdom that first appeared somewhat accidentally in the late nineteenth century, when
physicists were studying the equations of electricity and magnetism. We will take here it as
an axiom, an elementary law which should be assumed (see, maybe, the end of appendix A
for some philosophical musings on physical assumptions).

One curious implication of this rule is that not even light can go faster than light.
What I mean is, if someone were on a moving train and shot a beam of light alongside
a stationary observer, the stationary observer would not see that the light is going at
light-speed + train-speed. They would just see it at regular light-speed. No matter what
frame of reference the observer is in, light always goes at light-speed.

This curious fact has rather severe consequences, which were spelled out carefully
by Albert Einstein. How can the scenario above be consistent at all? To oversimplify, we
should remember that velocity is given by ‘distance divided by time’. In order for both of
the observers to see the same light velocity then, one of the observers must be measuring
distance or time differently.

Actually, both are happening. To the stationary observer, the moving observer ap-
pears to have both a slower clock and a shorter train compared to what the moving person
observes. This is called ‘Special Relativity’, where time and length are mixed up with each
other. In fact, Einstein realized, this also applied to energy, mass and momentum—they all
depended on the frame of reference of the observer. For the stationary observer, even, this
implied a particular equivalence had to hold: E = mc2.
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1.1.2 Between Special and General Relativity
Introductions often move quickly from Special to General Relativity. However, I find
the decade-or-so period between these theories quite remarkable, and also instructive
for understanding General Relativity [46]. There are a number of immediate problems
for the reconciliation of Newtonian gravity with Special Relativity. If energy and mass
are equivalent, how does energy gravitate? What reference frame should be used when
considering distances between masses? And, Newtonian gravity has instantaneous action-
at-a-distance, whereas Special Relativity has causal structure given by the finite speed of
light.

While it was obvious to physicists in the early twentieth century that a relativistic
theory of gravitation was necessary, it was not at all obvious how it should look. It is
perhaps comforting (and relatable) that physicists navigating the fog of relativistic gravity
spent much of the decade at times arguing vehemently and other times working together
collegially [46].

Sometimes, the discrepancies between Special Relativity and Newtonian gravity are
used to justify the move to General Relativity. However, at least as best as I can tell, General
Relativity does not follow uniquely as the solution to these problems. Indeed, physicists
spent the better part of a decade developing a wide range of fascinating and instructional
gravity theories. As we will see, it actually requires the insistence of Einstein and others
on additional assumptions, related to the equivalence of inertial and gravitational mass,
and Einstein’s freefall equivalence principle, to intuit our way to General Relativity. Based
on Ref. [46], I will give an account of this intuition, partly following history and partly
following my own understanding of the logical process which would in principle have
guided physicists at the time.

Einstein’s dismissed his initial forays into Lorentz-invariant gravity very quickly. To-
day, we might call these first theories ‘scalar’ gravity. At the heart of his issues was the
recurring result that the internal energy of systems affected their vertical acceleration under
gravity. This violated an observation close to Einstein’s heart—his equivalence principle
of acceleration and gravity, wherein an observer cannot distinguish between a gravitational
field and an accelerating reference frame. Or, in other language, a freefalling observer
feels at rest. Einstein appears to have seen this equivalence as a fundamental flaw of Spe-
cial Relativity itself, where inertial reference frames are naturally ‘preferred’ [47, 48]. He
insisted on a system of mechanics with no preferred reference frames. Notably, this equiv-
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alence principle implies that light must be bent by gravity—an important observational
test that would eventually validate Einstein’s gravity theory.

These objections are reasonable to a modern observer, but we should remember that at
the time, there was less solid experimental evidence to guide these ideas. The equivalence
principle prediction of curved light from gravity was not yet observed, and the Eötvös
experiments which measured precisely the difference between inertial and gravitational
mass were only just being presented publicly [49]. As a result, relativistic gravity theories
were developed which attempted simpler modifications of Newtonian gravity.

One idea I find particularly fascinating regards the similarity between Coulomb’s law
and Newton’s law [50]. Actually, neither are Lorentz invariant, but the former is saved by
the Lorentz invariance of Maxwell’s full equations, via Ampere’s law and others. It was
hypothesized that a similar ‘gravitomagnetic’ field could exist, being sufficiently weak
to avoid detection but rescuing gravity from the Lorentz transformations. However, this
idea is ruined by the nature of the opposite sign of the gravitational force compared to
Coulomb’s Law. It was pointed out by Max Abraham [51,52] (a recurring rival/colleague
of Einstein’s) that this sign would imply that a moving mass would disastrously absorb
the analogous gravity-gravitomagnetic waves, rather than the situation where a moving
charge emits electromagnetic waves, losing energy instead of gaining it.

Meanwhile, a simple and natural modification to Newtonian gravity was developed
by Gunnar Nordström [53] (in close correspondence with Einstein, who had tried similar
ideas years earlier), who proposed that the Laplacian of Eq. 1.3 should be replaced with the
Special Relativity-flavored d’Alembertian ∂µ∂µ. Still, it was not obvious how to modify
the actual force law of Eq. 1.3, and Einstein maintained his objection that the internal
energy (from rotations, stresses, etc.) was altering the acceleration. In addition, Einstein
had crafted a thought experiment involving radiation in a box under gravity, in order to
show that shear stresses must also be accounted for, or else one could gain unlimited
energy by moving the box up and down [54].

The stress-energy tensor

In retrospect, we can see that these pains arise from the transition from the simple mass
density of Newtonian gravity to the stress-energy tensor we are more familiar with, devel-
oped also concurrently for spacetime by Max von Laue and Hermann Minkowski, amongst
others [45, 46, 55, 56]. Because all forms of energy need to gravitate, any attempt to simply
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modify Newton’s laws without accounting for all forms of energy were doomed to fail.

The stress-energy tensor T µν is a second rank tensor with the following interpretation:
the element T µν gives the flux of the µ-th component of the energy-momentum four-
vector over the surface of constant xν . In simpler English, T 00 gives the energy density,
T 0i gives the momentum density (with i ∈ {1, 2, 3}), T i0 gives the energy flux, and T ii

gives the momentum flux. The diagonal of this last block is indeed pressure, while the
off-diagonal elements represent shear stress. Realizing this, Nordström modified his scalar
equation [57, 58] so that the mass density could be replaced by the only reasonable choice
of the stress-energy tensor, the trace T .

Gravity and geometry

Meanwhile, Einstein (with mathematician Marcel Grossman) had become increasingly
interested in geometrical interpretations of spacetime, where objects move along geodesics
in a curved background described by some metric tensor gµν . With Adrian Fokker,
Einstein showed that Nordstrm̈s new gravity theory was equivalent to motion along a
curved spacetime with metric tensor gµν = ϕ2ηµν [59]. Although we now know that
such a conformally flat metric has no light bending, this was not a theoretical problem
before such observations had been made. As a result, Nordström’s gravity actually greatly
resembled General Relativity, in that it coupled explicitly geometry to an energy source,
via,

R = 24πT , (1.7)

whereR is the Ricci scalar. Interestingly, Nordström was more interested in embedding his
scalar theory into a five dimensional spacetime which would unify gravity and electromag-
netism [60–62]. This often-forgotten idea would be revived in the famous Kaluza-Klein
theory [63–65], an important step in the long theoretical road of unifying the fundamental
forces.

Despite the surprising success of this scalar gravitational theory, at the end of the
day, Einstein’s insistence on general covariance (inspired by his ‘happiest thought’ of the
equivalence principle), would turn out to be empirically correct—gravitational bending
of light was observed [66–68], as well as an accurate prediction for Mercury’s perihelion
shift [69, 70]. After the fog of covariant gravity theories settled, it was General Relativity
that remained.
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1.1.3 General Relativity
It is time to leave the history behind and look at General Relativity from the top down.
General covariance makes it necessary to write the gravitational field equations with
second rank tensors, coupling on one side geometrical objects such as the Ricci tensor
Rµν , and on the other the full stress-energy tensor Tµν . Actually, it was almost entirely
from intuition alone that Einstein suggested the correct form of the gravitational field
equations:

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν = Tµν . (1.8)

Freefalling test particles move according to the geodesic equation,

d2xµ

ds2
+ Γµ

αβ

dxα

ds

dxβ

ds
= 0 , (1.9)

in terms of the Christoffel symbols Γ (otherwise known as the Levi-Civita connection),
which are arrays of numbers used to compare objects defined at separate spacetime points.
Because the curvature of spacetime itself is nontrivial, comparing for example two vectors
is also nontrivial—the partial derivative ∂µ is not useful in that it cannot distinguish
between internal changes in the vector field and changes due to the curvature of spacetime.
Instead, the covariant derivative is required:

∇µV
ν = ∂µV

ν + Γν
µρV

ρ =
1√−g∂µ

(√−gV ν
)
, (1.10)

for arbitrary vector field V , and where g is here the determinant of the metric tensor.

There is, however, a more fundamental approach to the Einstein equations. It was
shown by David Hilbert [71] (rapidly, or even, in advance of Einstein) that the field
equations could be derived via the Euler-Lagrange equations from a simple action:

SEH ≡ 1

8πGc−4

∫
R

√−g d4x , (1.11)

where the determinant of the metric tensor is required to keep the action itself generally
covariant. Fundamental physicists love a good Lagrangian—as we will later see, the rest
of the fundamental forces, as part of the Standard Model of particle physics, are also
defined in this way.
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This formulation leads us to two important points. First, the action of General
Relativity can be seen as the simplest possible theory consisting of the metric tensor
and its second derivatives (first derivatives can be made to vanish in suitable coordinate
systems). This is because it can be shown that any tensor comprised of first and second
derivatives of the metric can be written in terms of the Riemann tensor and the metric
tensor itself—the Ricci scalar being the only independent scalar that can be made from
the Riemann tensor. This realization gives special importance to General Relativity, along
with giving an easy avenue to extend and modify the theory—we can add extra curvature
invariants, or even particle fields, to the action. Extending or modifying General Relativity
is a common practice, for example when attempting to explain phenomena like dark matter
and dark energy [72–77], or exploring the interaction of General Relativity with quantum
systems [78, 79].

The second advantage of this formulation is that we can see that the Einstein field
equations can also be given an integration constant Λ, so that they become,

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν + Λgµν = Tµν . (1.12)

It is popular folklore that Einstein introduced this factor originally and erroneously to
preserve the steady-state universe from gravitational collapse. However, observations of
the expansion of the universe today indeed support the existence of such a ‘cosmological
constant’, as we will see in Sec. 1.1.4.

Tests of General Relativity

General Relativity is incredibly well-tested across a wide range of scales, leading to a
large number of novel predictions. Famously, the precession in the perihelion of Mer-
cury [69, 70] and the bending of light near the sun [66–68] conspired to send Einstein’s
reputation from a big name within the scientific community, to international and last-
ing fame with the general public [80, 81]. Torsion-balance laboratory tests have probed
General Relativity even on small scales [49, 82, 83]. Gravitational fields also warp time,
which must be accounted for by GPS satellites [84]. Exotic objects like black holes
solve Einstein’s equations, which I will discuss in Ch. 2. Quadrupole moments of masses
source gravitational waves [42, 85, 86], ripples in spacetime analogous to electromagnetic
radiation—incredibly, gravitational waves from merging black hole binary systems have
been observed by LIGO/Virgo [87–90].
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There are also endless astrophysical and cosmological observations, like strong lensing
in galaxy clusters [91] or solar system tests [92] such as lunar laser ranging [93, 94]. And of
course, there is cosmology—the study of the large-scale universe with General Relativity
is one of its most powerful applications. As such, it deserves its own subsection.

The layperson box: General Relativity Previous — Next

If you have ever wondered why Albert Einstein is so famous when there have been other
highly talented scientists throughout history, General Relativity is the reason why.

Isaac Newton had two good points about physics and gravity. Firstly, objects that
are moving should keep moving in straight lines, unless something forces them to
accelerate off their straight line. Secondly, objects with mass attract each other.

General Relativity could be considered a way of combining those two points into
one single idea. Although it seemed to model nature somewhat well, Einstein did not like
the second point. Firstly, nothing can go faster than light—but according to Newton’s
theory, nudging a mass would instantaneously move a distant mass, which would let
you communicate instantly across arbitrary distances. Secondly, Einstein had previously
realized that energy and mass were ‘mixed up’, so gravity had to account for the gravitation
of energy itself, and not just mass.

Einstein’s solution is quite ingenious. First, he dispelled the Newtonian notion that
objects attracted each other. Then all we are left with is the first idea, that objects move in
straight lines. But—what is a straight line? On Earth, straight lines actually are most like
equatorial circles, and not straight at all. Really, what a ‘straight’ line is, depends on the
shape of the surface that you are moving along. This is the heart of General Relativity—all
objects are moving on a big background, which is warped and bent by the energy and
mass of objects on it. That means that the ‘straight lines’ they follow actually lead objects
naturally towards each other, as they follow the curving of the background down into the
dips that each object makes.

Part of what made Einstein so famous was the testing of his idea. Light too, fol-
lows ‘straight’ lines—meaning that a massive object, like the sun, would appear to bend
the light rays. Not long after Einstein suggested this theory, astronomers realized that there
was going to soon be an opportunity to see this. In both Brazil and São Tomé and Príncipe,
a solar eclipse in 1919 would allow astronomers to observe stars near the sun. Einstein’s
prediction was widely publicized in newspapers, so when the moment finally came and the
bending was observed, Einstein was propelled into lasting fame [80, 81].
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1.1.4 Cosmology
One of the most important philosophical adjustments in science concerns the place of
Earth in the cosmos. With the advent of the Copernican revolution [22], the tenets of
Aristotelian and classical geocentrism were abandoned in favor of a heliocentric solar
system. In fact, this principle can be extended even more generally, into what is known
now as the Copernican principle [95]. Not only is the Earth not the center of the solar
system, but the sun is not in the center of the galaxy, the galaxy is not the center of the
universe, and none of these particular structures we inhabit is more special than any other
one. Although there is a philosophical aura to this principle, we should not forget that it
is in fact an observation. The more we examine the distant (and wider) universe, the more
we are inclined to assume this cosmological principle: on the largest scales, the universe
is isotropic and homogeneous.

It turns out that Einstein’s equations have actually a rather simple form under these
two extremely constraining assumptions. Actually, we are left with only one free scalar
function after applying this principle. The metric is known as the Friedmann–Lemaître–
Robertson–Walker (FLRW) spacetime [96–103]:

ds2 = dt2 − a2(t)

(
dr2

1− kr2
+ r2dΩ2

)
, (1.13)

where the time-dependent function a(t) is known as the scale factor and k ∈ {−1, 0,+1}
is a constant curvature parameter which determines whether the spacetime topology is
hyperbolic, flat or spherical, respectively. Throughout, I will set a ≡ 1 today. On the
largest scales, then, the universe can simply be described by its global topological structure,
and a scaling function which determines at what rate it is growing or shrinking. The source
of this metric is a perfect fluid,

Tµν = (ρ+ P )uµuν − Pgµν , (1.14)

in terms of the energy density ρ, pressure P , and fluid four-velocity u. Of course, we
actually do know something of the energy-matter content of the universe, and we can
parametrize this content by an equation of state P = ωρ. It is common to split the energy
density into its components, each with their own value of ω:

ρ = ρradiation + ρmatter + ρcosm. constant . (1.15)
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Radiation (light and matter at relativistic speeds) has an equation of state with ω = 1/3,
matter with ω = 0, and the cosmological constant with ω = −1. It is not hard to derive the
time dependence of these components, but it is easily understood from physical principles.
Matter is diluted proportional to the change in volume, whereas radiation is additionally
redshifted as the universe grows, and the cosmological constant is, unsurprisingly, constant.
So the time dependent energy density can then be written as,

ρ(t) = ρradiationa
−4(t) + ρmattera

−3(t) + ρcosm. constant . (1.16)

Because redshift is an important physical observable in astronomy, it is also conventional
to use redshift z as both a time and distance measurement instead of the scale factor:

1 + z =
a(t0)

a(t)
(1.17)

The Einstein equations can be used to derive what is known as the Friedmann equa-
tions [96, 97]. The first of these is written using the important Hubble parameter,H ≡ ȧ/a:

H2 =
8πG

3
ρ− k

a2
. (1.18)

For convenience, we define a critical density ρc,0 ≡ 3H2
0/8πG, which would be the density

of a flat k = 0 universe today. Then we can define the dimensionless densities Ωi = ρi/ρc,
where the subscript 0 is traditionally dropped since it is understood they are defined today.
Then we can rewrite the Friedmann equation in the very useful form,

H2(a) = H2
0

(
Ωra

−4 + Ωma
−3 + Ωka

−2 + ΩΛ

)
, (1.19)

in terms of the Hubble constant, H0 ≡ H(a = 1) [104] and the somewhat-contrived
curvature parameterΩk ≡ −k/(a0H0)

2 (and I have shorted the energy density components
to ‘r’, ‘m’, and ‘Λ’).

The history of the universe

This form of the Friedmann equation makes it very easy to quickly see the evolution of
the universe, since there are distinct eras where each of these components dominates—at
smallest a, radiation dominates, then matter, etc. It was observed early in the twentieth
century that distant galaxies are moving away from us, implying that the universe is
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expanding [96, 98, 104, 105]. This means that a smaller scale factor does indeed correlate
to earlier times (although the scale factor could shrink again, if the fate of the universe was
to collapse). In this picture of the universe then, the universe began at a single moment
in time with a Big Bang [106–108], expanding (and decelerating) through radiation- and
matter-domination, before accelerating again during Λ-domination (as long as Λ ̸= 0).

The detailed story of the early universe is even more interesting, but I will give just a
qualitative picture here. As we go back in time, the universe becomes denser and hotter,
and so we require high energy particle physics (see the upcoming Sec. 1.2) to describe the
state of this thermal bath. Of course, our knowledge of particle physics is limited to theory
and laboratory experiments, so the hottest periods of the universe are actually a probe of
unknown physics, which is simultaneously a powerful use of cosmology and a source of
uncertainty.

Starting from the earliest times, as the universe cools, a number of phase transitions
occur (not dissimilar to the cooling of a magnet). First, we might pass through the hypo-
thetical Grand Unification scale [109,110], where the strong and electroweak forces would
cease to be unified. At yet cooler temperatures, the electroweak [111,112] phase tran-
sition occurs, separating electromagnetism from the weak force (which is spontaneously
broken). Cooler yet, hadrons are able to form—composite particles such as protons and
neutrons—during the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [113–117] phase transition.

Around one second after the big bang, nucleosynthesis (BBN) would begin [107,118–120].
The proportions of light nuclei such as Helium, Deuterium and Lithium which are pro-
duced here are a very powerful cosmological observable. At a redshift of z ∼ 5000,
matter finally begins to dominate. Eventually, the universe is sufficiently cool that elec-
trons couple to ions to form atoms—at this point, photons can suddenly freely stream and
the universe becomes transparent. This forms a surface of last scattering known as the
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) [107,108,121–123], because the light from this
surface is redshifted into the microwave band by the time we observe it.

The surface of the CMB is easily the most important physical observable in cosmol-
ogy, and the amount of information prised out of the CMB by crafty physicists is truly
staggering. Perhaps chief amongst these observables is the power spectrum of the small
observed temperature anisotropies [124–126]. Although we do assume that the universe is
homogenous, small perturbations either in the thermal bath or along the photon’s path after
the CMB [127] contain a significant amount of physical information. Oscillations in the
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photon-baryon fluid tell us about the pressure, gravity, and even the particle content and
earlier history of the fluid [128]. As a result, we can learn a surprisingly great deal about
the composition of the early universe just from the CMB temperature map [124–126].

After the CMB, the universe enters a dark age before the first stars are formed and
while large scale structures are still forming. The formation of the first stars and galaxies,
however, produces sufficient ionizing radiation to reionize neutral hydrogen, starting from
around z ∼ 11 and ending at around z ∼ 6 [129, 130] when all of the hydrogen has been
reionized. After this, the universe enters the long age of galaxy evolution that takes us
to today. Interestingly, around only 4 billion years ago, observations show that the cos-
mological constant began dominating in our universe [126]. As a result, we are currently
in a period of accelerating expansion—this last revelation is quite recent, having been
observed only recently using distant Type 1A supernovae as standard candles [131,132].

The nature of the cosmological constant is not well known, and is often referred to
interchangeably as dark energy. More carefully, dark energy is a hypothetical component
of the energy content of the universe with equation of state specified by ω < −1/3. The
cosmological constant corresponds to ω = −1, and observations seem to indicate that
the actual value is indeed around −1 [133]. Because we do not fully understand dark
energy, it is hard to make predictions for the future of the universe. Maybe it will approach
absolute zero temperature, forever. Possibly, dark energy will eventually be sufficiently
strong that all structures (even atoms) will be ripped apart. Perhaps the universe will
eventually collapse, and maybe even bounce again after. I do not believe I will be around
to find out.

The horizon problem and inflation

However, there is still one interesting paradox remaining, whose resolution is required
to complete our picture of the evolution of the universe. Based on observations of the
parameters in Eq. 1.19, it is possible to estimate the age of the universe to be roughly 14

billion years old. However, consider two regions at the antipodes of our night sky—the
distance between them is necessarily more than 14 billion light years, so they could never
have been in causal contact. In fact, when we observe the CMB, it is possible to show that
patches of only ∼ 1 degree on the sky were ever actually in causal contact. And yet, the
universe appears to be incredibly homogeneous in all directions—not only do galaxies and
astrophysical structures appear the same, but the CMB temperature is incredibly uniform.
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This is a paradox in its truest form. We began by assuming homogeneity and isotropy, and
the logical conclusion of this argument was an FLRW universe which is not sufficiently old
that it should be homogeneous and isotropic in the first place—our conclusions contradict
our assumptions. This is known as the horizon problem [134].

The most famous of the solutions to the horizon problem is the introduction of a period
of exponential inflation at the beginning of the universe [135–139]. In this paradigm, the
universe began in causal contact, before a period of rapid expansion occurred such that
two nearby points would be expanded beyond each other’s cosmological horizons. As a
result, two points which might not appear today to have ever been in causal contact could
have been in contact at the beginning of inflation. Inflation also handily solves two other
problems—the flatness problem (we observe an incredibly finely-tuned flat universe), and
the problem of the rarity of exotic objects such as magnetic monopoles which might be
expected to be formed in the very early universe.

We require new physics to include inflation into our cosmological understanding.
There should be some new particle field which dominates the energy density before radia-
tion, commonly named the inflaton, in a manner similar perhaps to dark energy. Inflation
must also end in a period of reheating, since inflation cools the universe down signifi-
cantly. Then the inflaton must be coupled to Standard Model particles in such a way that
the thermal bath of radiation domination is formed at the end of inflation [140]. Finally, in-
flation serves as a mechanism to seed inhomogeneities in the early universe, since quantum
fluctuations are blown up, leaving a spectrum of large-scale fluctuations [141–147].

Cosmological observations

I will conclude this whirlwind, qualitative tour of cosmology with a brief note on the obser-
vations themselves. There are a large range of astronomical observations which give cos-
mological information, from dedicated microwave surveys like COBE [125], WMAP [148]
and Planck [126], to large scale structure surveys such as by SDSS [149], DESI [150],
2dF [151] and the future Euclid [152] and LSST [153], to more local measurements such
as supernovae [131,132,154] or elemental abundance [107,155,156]. That is only a small
sample of cosmological observations—the last couple decades has already been dubbed a
‘golden age’ for cosmology, in both the precision and breadth of measurement.

It is important to note, however, that we often do not directly measure an observ-
able like Ωm or even H0. Rather, we measure slightly more esoteric parameters, such as
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the angular scale of CMB anisotropies or metalicity of stars. Then, the ‘fundamental’
cosmological parameters, like the energy densities, must be derived following specific
models—the most popular of which is the ΛCDM model [157] which assumes a cosmo-
logical constant with a dark matter population, although there is still plenty of wiggle-room
for alternative cosmological models. This is on top of whatever additional modelling may
be necessary to connect the observation to cosmology, such as galaxy formation or super-
novae physics. Of course, this situation is not unusual in astronomy and our knowledge
of the cosmological parameters is increasingly precise. Still, it is important to remember,
from a theory-oriented mindset, that there is a nontrivial amount of model-dependency in
the cosmological parameters.
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The layperson box: cosmology Previous — Next

What happened at the beginning of the universe? And what’s going to happen at the end?
These are fun questions that physicists get asked often, and the answer to them is called
‘cosmology’. Actually, cosmology might be more carefully described as the study of the
largest scales. When you zoom out enough, galaxies just look like specks of dust, and
suddenly it is much easier to simulate the universe—all you have to do is add gravity to
this pile of sand (and radiation, like light) and see what happens.

A century ago, astronomers like Edwin Hubble (as in, the space telescope) realized that
galaxies were moving away from us. This makes the zoomed-out sand picture somewhat
simple. The universe today is just a big, expanding clump of sand. Then it is easy
to wind the clock backwards (theoretically) step by step and estimate what it used to look like.

Earlier in time, the dust and radiation and everything had to be closer together and
so under higher pressure—and therefore, higher temperatures. Eventually, it would have
been so hot that not even atom could stay together anymore, and the universe would stop
being a kind of lumpy object-filled-space, and become more like a hot soup of particles
whizzing around each other. If you look through a telescope ‘between’ the galaxies (really, it
must be a telescope which sees microwaves instead of optical light), you can actually see ex-
actly the point when atoms first formed, thus ending the opaque-soup-times. Everything past
this point is totally obscured from telescopes, forming a kind of sphere all around us. The
inside surface of this sphere that we observe is known as the cosmic microwave background.

This surface is very handy because, 1; the maths of the soup is way simpler, and
2; all particle physicists have ever wanted is high-energy environments like this to create
exotic particles (see: page 32). That means that if we can observe the earliest universe
with telescopes, we could potentially learn about particle physics for free. And, because
experiments on Earth have helped us learn about particle physics up to really quite high
energies, we can actually predict what the hot soup of the early universe was doing, even in
extremely early times.

If you keep turning the handle of the clock enough, eventually you enter an era
where we don’t know the particle physics anymore. If Einstein’s General Relativity is
to be trusted, it seems that eventually the universe shrinks back to one tiny point that
encompasses all of space simultaneously. The explosion from this point is, of course,
known as the Big Bang. I think my favorite thing about all of this, however, is how recent
these revelations are. The Big Bang is now entrenched in popular culture, but it wasn’t
until the 1960s that it was even the preferred theory among physicists. The amount we
know about the universe compared to fifty or even twenty years ago is astounding—for
example, it was only at the beginning of the millennium that distant supernovae (exploding
stars) were carefully measured, showing that the universe was actually accelerating in its
expansion—a mystery whose answer is still very much unknown.
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1.2 Particle physics and the Standard Model
While gravity might be considered the physics of the largest scales, the second of the
two fundamental regimes of physics concerns the very smallest scales—particle physics.
Or, if you would believe the sign above my office door, high energy physics. These two
names are easily related by the famous Heisenberg uncertainty relation [158] for position
and momentum, ∆x∆p ≥ ℏ/2, where ℏ is the reduced Planck constant [159–162].
Indeed, much of the history of particle physics is a story of colliding particles together at
increasingly higher speeds so that we can probe the so-called ultraviolet (higher energy)
regions of particle physics.

The chief theory of particle physics is known as the Standard Model of particle
physics, or Standard Model for short [163, 164]. This theory describes the properties and
interactions of the known fundamental particles (quarks, leptons, gauge bosons and the
Higgs boson), and the various ways in which they combine to form the ‘particle zoo’
of composite particles (hadrons, mesons, etc.). The basic aim of this theory is to make
quantitative predictions for questions such as, ‘If I collide two “X” particles together,
what are the chances I get two “Y” particles out again? What are the energies of those
“Y” particles?’ The Standard Model, which describes the elementary particles and their
interactions, is one of the crowning achievements of modern science. Not only is it
aesthetically beautiful, but it is has incredible predictive power.

Of course, the Standard Model is not a complete theory of nature—if it was, I would
be out of a job. It does not include dark energy, gravity, or dark matter (see: Sec. 1.3).
In its minimal formulation, the Standard Model has the rather-large-quantity of nineteen
free parameters, a curious problem of hierarchies and naturalness [109,165–168], and no
explanation for the ‘generations’ of particles [169, 170]. Then there is the ongoing puzzle
of nonzero neutrino masses [171–174], the strong-CP problem [175–181], the primordial
matter-antimatter symmetry [182–184], and the flavor anomalies [185, 186] which are
slowly gaining more statistical significance. We do not yet know how or if the strong
force [113–117] should be unified with the electroweak force [111,112] in a grand unified
theory [109,110], or if the spacetime symmetries should be extended with some kind of
supersymmetry [187–189], or something yet more exotic like string theory [190–197].

Despite all of its flaws, however, the Standard Model remains one of the jewels of
human achievement. It is elegantly simple but simultaneously deep and complex, and
almost no other scientific model comes close to it for pure predictive power. While I gave
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a somewhat gentle and historical account of General Relativity, in this section I will take
a more top-down approach and introduce the tools of particle physics at a more technical
level. Much of the great depth of the Standard Model is not required background for this
thesis, but I think it may be instructive to briefly recall the mathematical formalism of this
theory.

1.2.1 Quantum field theory
The Standard Model is a quantum field theory (QFT) [198–207]. The field theory com-
ponent means that the Standard Model is specified with a Lagrangian density, with terms
built out of mathematical fields of various kinds defined at spacetime points. Because
we are dealing with small scales, it is generally appropriate to define these fields on a
Minkowski spacetime, which is always tangential to the true spacetime background of
General Relativity.

The quantum part of QFT, in the canonical quantization, means that these fields are
promoted to operators, in a similar way to how observables like momentum and position
are promoted to operators in classical quantum mechanics (‘first quantization’, whereas
QFT is sometimes called ‘second quantization’). The field operators of QFT act on the
so-called Fock space [208], a Hilbert space composed of particle number states, each
defined with respect to both spacetime location and energy. In this sense particle states are
considered field excitations—the classical concept of field value corresponds to particle
number.

Alternatively, the field theory can be quantized with the famous path integral for-
malism [204,209,210]. In this description, the action principle is extended so that the
probability of some process includes contributions from every possible intermediate path.
Incredibly, canonical quantization and the path integral formalism are formally equivalent.
I am not sure there is a more mysterious (or more aesthetically pleasing) wonder in all of
physics.

In both descriptions, one usually computes correlators (correlation functions)—
vacuum expectation values of products of field operators. These are often expressible
as perturbation series and expressed visually via Feynman diagrams [211]. These dia-
grams are a way of organizing the vertices and internal or external lines of an interaction
which are mapped to expressions in the perturbation series via Feynman rules. These
diagrams are so ubiquitous that they have become the de facto representation of particle
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physics processes.

1.2.2 Symmetries of the Standard Model
Terms in the Standard Model Lagrangian density (or just ‘Lagrangian’) are generally
composed of multiple fields, as well as dimensionless or dimensionful parameters. While
the beauty of General Relativity is found in its geometric arguments and relativistic thought
experiments, the beauty of the Standard Model is quite different—but no less astounding.
Instead, the construction of the Standard Model Lagrangian follows from quite remarkable
symmetry arguments.

Here, symmetries are expressed in the language of transformations. If the action is
invariant under some transformation, it is called symmetric. It is useful to use mathematical
groups to describe these symmetries, but determining how to apply the action of a group
to a specific particle field in the Lagrangian is not always trivial. Generally, we must use a
representation of the group—a group homomorphism from the symmetry group into (as
far as particle physicists are concerned) a particular matrix space of specified dimension.
For a particle field, we are able to choose this representation, including making it the trivial
representation, but generally we are interested only in the irreducible representations, since
we are attempting to describe elementary particles and forces. In this sense, it is common
to label particle fields by the way we choose them to transform under some representation
of a symmetry. I will elaborate with some examples to clarify this concept shortly.

Noether’s Theorem

One important class of symmetries are continuous global transformations. The remarkable
Nöther’s theorem [212] tells us that there is a conserved quantity for every generator of
these symmetry groups. Maybe the most famous global symmetries are the spacetime
symmetries of time translation, spatial translation, and rotations. The first corresponds
to conservation of energy, the second to conservation of momentum, and the third to
conservation of angular momentum. The final Lorentz transformation, boosts, correspond
to conservation of center-of-mass momentum.
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Spacetime symmetries

The representation theory of the Lorentz group is fundamental to particle physics. Actually,
there are four disconnected components of the Lorentz group SO(1, 3)—the discrete
actions of time reversal T and parity reversal P move between them. The connected
component preserving orientation and time direction is called the proper orthochronous
Lorentz group SO+(1, 3). Usually every term in the Lagrangian is required to be Lorentz
invariant, so that the action itself remains Lorentz invariant.

However, the individual particle fields have non-trivial Lorentz structure, and in fact
each kind of field is labelled by how it transforms under a particular representation of the
Lorentz group. These representations are labelled by a number referred to a the intrinsic
spin of the field, so particle fields are named spin-0 (scalar), spin-1/2 (spinor), spin-1
(vector) and so on. For spinor fields, these representations also determine whether the
field is left- or right-chiral, and we often combine the left- and right-chiral spinors into
what is known as a bispinor.

Particles with spin in integers are known as bosons, and follow Bose-Einstein statistics—
the creation and annihilation operators of the fields commute and multiple particles can
occupy the same quantum state. Particles with spin in half-integers are known as fermions,
and follow Fermi-Dirac statistics—their creation and annihilation operators anticommute
and so the Pauli exclusion principle [213] means only one particle can occupy a particular
quantum state.

In relatively non-rigorous language it is often said that the Lorentz group is equivalent
to two copies of the group SU(2), which is responsible for the existence of the left- and
right-chiral particle fields, and the labelling of ‘spin’ for the particle representations. More
technically, when forming representations of the Lorentz group we use the Lie algebras.
The complexification of the Lorentz algebra satisfies so(1, 3)C ≃ sl2(C)⊕ sl2(C), where
sl2 is the special linear Lie algebra of order 2.

Gauge symmetries

The theory of gauge invariance [214–217] which defines the Standard Model might be the
most beautiful aesthetic achievement in all of physics, as far as I am concerned. While
the spacetime symmetries are used to define the fields themselves, the gauge symmetries
define the interactions of the fields. The principle states that Standard Model fields are
invariant under local internal symmetries. These symmetries are spacetime-dependent and
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act on the fields only (in contrast with the Lorentz symmetries, which act both on the field
and on the spacetime point the field is defined on). Gauge symmetries are philosophically
quite different to the global symmetries which are used in Nöether’s theorem—while the
latter takes one physical state to a different physical state (and asserts there is conserved
quantities across the two systems), two states related by a gauge symmetry are genuinely
the same state. In other words, there is a redundancy in our description of the system. The
gauge group of the standard model is,

U(1)× SU(2)× SU(3) . (1.20)

These groups roughly correspond to electromagnetism, the weak force, and the strong
force respectively, although I will explain a small wrinkle in this description below.
Every particle in the standard model is transformed under a representation of this group,
although it is usually easier to look at the representations under each of the component
groups separately (the particle field will therefore transform under the tensor product of
each of the representations). Remarkably, almost the entire dynamics of the Standard
Model is contained in this gauge group.

For example, let us introduce a bispinor field ψ, which might represent a particle
such as an electron. Let’s define this field so that it transforms under the fundamental
representation of U(1), the smallest-dimensional faithful representation (meaning, the
group structure is fully preserved). This transformation is given by,

ψ → e−iqα(x)ψ , (1.21)

where α(x) is an arbitrary continuous function. However, the electron Lagrangian on its
own (the Dirac Lagrangian) is not invariant under this transformation, as can easily be
seen by inspecting the derivative terms:

L = iψ̄γµ∂µψ −mc2ψ̄ψ . (1.22)

So is it not possible to have such a particle field? The answer is no—this problem can
be saved by defining a vector field which transforms under the adjoint representation of
U(1), the distinguished representation of a Lie group which is more-or-less just its own
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Lie group:

Aµ → Aµ + ∂µα(x) . (1.23)

Incredibly, when one introduces a suitable photon-electron interaction term in the La-
grangian, the photon transformation terms can be used to exactly cancel out the non-
invariant part of the electron transformation, so that the total U(1) invariance is preserved.
Specifically, the remedy is to promote the partial derivative in the Dirac Lagrangian to a
covariant derivative, defined like,

∂µ → Dµ ≡ ∂µ − iqAµ . (1.24)

The constant q then gains physical interpretation as the charge of the bispinor field under
this symmetry. Incredibly, the predictions of the photon-electron system defined this way
seem to describe nature correctly. This is the beginning of quantum electrodynamics
(QED) [199,202–207,218,219], one of the most precise physical theories in all of sci-
ence. Measurements of the fine-structure constant (related to the photon-electron coupling
constant) agree to within one part in a billion [220]. The moral of the story is—if we allow
other particle fields to transform nontrivially under the U(1) symmetry in the Lagrangian,
we are forced to implement interactions between these particles and photons.

The logic is similar for the SU(2) and SU(3) gauge groups, although the maths
is slightly more complicated—partly because these groups are not Abelian, and partly
because the representations are more complicated. The fundamental representations have
dimension 2 and 3 respectively, while the adjoint have dimensions 3 and 8. As a result,
fermions which feel the weak force are found in doublets, while those that feel the strong
force are in triplets (commonly labelled by their color of red, green, and blue). Meanwhile,
there are three weak bosons and eight so-called gluons for the strong force.

I will also briefly comment on the use of the word ‘covariant derivative’, which is
obviously striking in comparison to General Relativity. When considering geometry, the
covariant derivative provides instructions for parallel transporting vector fields across an
arbitrary manifold. The use of the word in the gauge context here is not accidental. Instead
of measuring the the ‘parallel-ness’ of vectors, however, we are interested in what it means
to compare the phases of fields at different spacetime locations. In this sense, the gauge
covariant derivative provides instruction for transporting the phases of fields. Generally,
gauge theory can be understood purely geometrically, as a study of connections on bundles
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of various mathematical types—something of which I know relatively little, however.

The direction of my summary here is sometimes cause for confusion (including for
myself). Often, gauge theory is introduced by ‘promoting’ a global symmetry to a local
one, and exploring the consequences of this assumption. This is more-or-less the direction
of the argument I made above. However, this leads sometimes to a confusion of the U(1)

symmetry with the phase invariance of quantum mechanical states. These are not the
same symmetries, and phase invariance is not the motivation for gauge theory. Rather,
phase invariance is responsible for conservation of particle number. This shouldn’t be
unexpected, because the wavefunction corresponding to electromagnetically neutral states
must also be invariant under an arbitrary phase change. Meanwhile, in our interacting
QFT, we have transitions between particle states. As a result, electromagnetically charged
particles can violate particle number conservation, so long as electric charge is conserved
(for example, a muon decaying to an electron and neutrino-antineutrino pair).

Instead, as noted earlier, the motivation for gauge theories is primarily related to
the fact that relativistic descriptions of vector fields (and other higher-spin fields) contain
redundant degrees of freedom. This is most familiar from the gauge potential of Maxwell’s
equations. When quantizing the gauge bosons, this redundancy leads to ambiguity in the
path integral, and the gauge must be fixed in such a way that physical observables aren’t
affected. However, for the non-Abelian symmetries, the path integral contains infinities
which can’t be cured by Abelian gauge-fixing procedures, forcing the addition of Fadeev-
Popov ghosts [221]. Curiously, these quantized Yang-Mills theories actually possess a
symmetry known as the Becchi–Rouet–Stora–Tyutin (BRST) symmetry [222,223], which
might be considered a kind of ‘quantum version’ of the gauge symmetry, rendering the
Fadeev-Popov ghosts harmless.

I should probably note that my summary above follows what is known as the ‘gauge
argument’. Philosophers or philosophically-inclined physicists [224–226] occasionally
concern themselves with ontological or epistemological aspects of this argument, since
in some ways the construction is a bit ad hoc, even from purely geometric perspectives.
Still, as a physicist (and only a somewhat-interested amateur philosopher), I should be
content to push these issues aside, call this construction a ‘mathematical formalism’, and
be content that it seems to get things correct in the real world—the philosophers can figure
out why that is so. It may be that there is not (and will never be) an ‘answer’ to why the
mathematical language of gauge symmetries and irreducible representations so adequately
describes the interactions of particles.
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The Weinberg-Salam-Glashow model

I mentioned a wrinkle in the association of the Standard Model gauge group to the
fundamental forces. That is because the group U(1)×SU(2) actually refers to the unified
electroweak force [111,112], in a somewhat analogous fashion to how electricity and
magnetism were unified by Maxwell’s equations into electromagnetism. This gauge
group, unsurprisingly, corresponds to four massless gauge bosons. However, somewhat
unusually, experiments found that the weak bosons were in fact massive. This is somewhat
of a problem, since a mass term for the vector bosons is clearly not invariant under the
transformation Eq. 1.23. How does one construct a gauge theory with massive gauge
bosons?

The solution to this problem is now known as the Higgs mechanism [227–233] and
involves adding a new particle to the spectrum—specifically, a complex doublet, which
would have four degrees of freedom. This particle is in a nontrivial representation of the
electroweak gauge group, and given a potential known as the ‘sombrero’ potential. This
potential has a continuous set of minima occurring at nonzero vacuum expectation value,
of which one is particularly chosen by nature.

This process is known (somewhat misleadingly) as spontaneous symmetry breaking—
misleading, in the sense that the gauge symmetry is never broken at any time. What we
actually do is fix the gauge of the electroweak theory. There is a particularly convenient
gauge called the unitary gauge in which three of the components of the complex doublet
are set to zero, with one remaining in the particle spectrum—the Higgs boson. The other
three degrees of freedom are transferred to the transverse polarization of three of the vector
bosons—in other words, they are given mass. Specifically, we need to rotate the basis
of the electroweak bosons by an angle known as the weak (or Weinberg) angle, so that
we end up with a massless photon and three massive weak bosons. In other words, we
rotate from a basis consisting of weak hypercharge and weak isospin (the basis with which
U(1)×SU(2) is really defined) to the basis of electromagnetism and weak interactions that
we observe in nature.

Notably, we can also introduce interaction terms between the complex doublet and
fermionic fields, known as Yukawa interactions [112,234]. The spontaneous symmetry
breaking of the Higgs doublet means that these terms actually become mass terms, with
mass proportional to the Higgs vacuum expectation value and the coupling constant of the
interaction. In this way, we also say that the Higgs field gives fermions their mass.
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Other symmetries

The Standard Model has yet more symmetries, not all of which were ‘intentional’. There
is strong isospin and baryon number, for example—but I will review those more in detail
in Ch. 4, when introducing the axion.

There are also the discrete C, P, and T symmetries, standing for charge, parity, and
time. The charge symmetry changes particles to antiparticles. The parity symmetry
is a reflection about the origin (and so of left- to right-handed systems), and the time
symmetry refers to time-reversal. Originally, it was thought that each of these were
separately symmetries of the Standard Model Lagrangian. However, Wu’s experiment
in 1956 showed that parity was not conserved by weak interactions [235]. In fact, it is
maximally violated—there do not appear to be any right-handed neutrinos or left-handed
antineutrinos [236]. To account for this, it was then assumed that the combined CP-
symmetry should be conserved (meaning that C on its own must also be violated) [237].
However, experimental evidence from kaon decays showed that this too was violated by
the weak force [238]. We know, however, that CPT should be conserved for any local
QFT with hermitian Hamiltonians [239,240]. Then, we must face the rather unusual
consequence that time symmetry is actually not conserved.

1.2.3 Gravity and particle physics
So far, I have introduced gravity in terms of spacetime geometry, and particle physics
in terms of quantum field theory. However, it is also useful to understand gravity in the
language of field theory, since it will also highlight more clearly the discrepencies between
gravity and quantum mechanics.

First, it is sometimes useful to rewrite the metric tensor in the language of tetrads (or
vierbeins) eaµ, defined in the following way [215,241]:

gµν ≡ eaµe
b
νηab . (1.25)

This allows us to rewrite the Christoffel connection as [9],

Γν
µλ = eνa∂µe

a
λ + eνae

b
λω

a
µb , (1.26)

where ω is known as the spin-connection field. In this way, we have decomposed
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the connection into a part related to spatial translations, and a part related to Lorentz
transformations—the spin connection fields can be considered the gauge field generated
by Lorentz transformations, while the tetrads are the gauge field generated by translations.
The freedom to set torsion to zero (as in General Relativity) provides a relation between
the spin connection fields and the tetrads, allowing us to safely use a single dynamical
metric tensor. It appears that there is a strong connection between General Relativity
and Poincaré gauge invariance (with zero torsion), although the technical details of this
relation seem to be an active area of research even today [242,243].

Secondly, it is always possible to decompose the metric tensor into a background
component and a dynamical component:

gµν ≡ ηµν + hµν . (1.27)

Then it is possible to treat the dynamical component as a perturbation around the back-
ground, in the same way we treat any other particle field. In fact, if we examine the
Einstein-Hilbert action, including other particle fields,

S =
1

8πG

∫
d4x

√−gR + Lmatter , (1.28)

then the stress-energy tensor of General Relativity can be defined variationally by,

T µν =
2√−g

δ (Lmatter

√−g)
δgµν

. (1.29)

The perturbation hµν can be interpreted as a spin-2 particle field called the gravi-
ton [244–246], sourced by the other particle fields.

The issue with gravity arises from an important aspect of particle physics that I
have so far neglected—renormalizability [202–205,247–252]. This is the process of
curing infinities that routinely appear in QFT calculations by adding a finite number of
counterterms to the Lagrangian which modify the ‘bare’ parameters (such as mass or
charge). Then, the physical, measured parameters are rendered finite after calculation.
Such a procedure is not actually so ad hoc and it is understood now, via the group
renormalization equations, that these infinities are related to the dependence of physical
parameters on the scale of observation, and the difficulties which arise when different
length scales must be compared simultaneously.
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Unfortunately, General Relativity turns out to be a non-renormalizable field theory
within standard perturbation theory. This is because the gravitational coupling constant is
Newton’s constant G, which has inverse mass-squared dimensions. If we were to expand
the action around Eq. 1.27, we would find that every term has an extra power of 1/G. This
means that the perturbative corrections at any subsequent order of perturbation theory
contain terms which were not present in the lower-order approximation, and so you would
require an infinite number of counterterms to renormalize such a theory.

However, such an argument only applies to perturbation theory, which does not capture
the entire behavior of a field theory. The high-energy spectrum of General Relativity is
dominated by black holes (among other nonperturbative objects). These objects are
required to contribute to the full theory at high energies, corresponding to short distance
scales, but cannot currently be fully evaluated. All up, General Relativity is incompatible
with quantum mechanics both perturbatively and non-perturbatively, ultimately meaning
that we require knowledge of a full quantum gravity theory. [253]

It should be noted, however, that non-renormalizability is not a death sentence for
a theory. It is often the case that the low-energy limits of a non-renormalizable theory
still have reliable predictive power. This is in fact the case for General Relativity, below
the scale of the Planck mass, and for other effective field theories, for example the QCD
effective field theory.
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The layperson box: particle physics Previous — Next

Particle physics is the study of the very smallest objects in the universe. In the earliest
days, they studied atoms. Eventually, they realized that atoms were made of yet smaller
particles—electrons orbiting nuclei. Then, they realized again that nuclei are also made of
smaller particles—protons and neutrons. And yet deeper, protons and neutrons are made
out of quarks and gluons.

Actually, they found that there was a gigantic ‘zoo’ of both elementary and com-
posite particles to catalogue. Eventually, a model for all these particles coalesced, called
the Standard Model, developed in the mid-twentieth century by a number of brilliant
scientists. Perhaps the most famous of these would be Richard Feynman, but the work was
truly a collective effort over many decades by both theorists and experimentalists.

The main kind of question that particle physicists are faced with is, ‘if I put some
collection of particles together (and let them interact with each other), what kind of
particles do I get out’? Or more carefully—‘what is the probability I get some specific
particles out?’

There is a special connection between short lengths and high energies, and particle
physicists tend to use those terms interchangeably. One of the defining rules of quantum
mechanics (the strange physics of the very small) is the Heisenberg uncertainty principle,
∆x∆p ≥ ℏ/2. In somewhat approximate English, this rule states that a measurement of a
very small scale must be done with a measurement at very high momenta (and vice-versa).
Meaning, if we want to study the smallest scales, we need very large energies. To find a
new particles, we must accelerate other particles we know (like protons or electrons) to
very high speeds and smash them into each other. Then all that energy can go into creating
more exotic and short-lived particles to study. This is also why the sign on my office door
reads ‘high energy physics’, and not just ‘particle physics’.

The Standard Model is not merely a catalogue of the elementary (and composite)
particles, and the rules for how they interact. Incredibly, the Standard Model also comes
with reasons for why the particles interact with each other the way they do. The word that
is always tossed around is ‘symmetry’. In fact, when you ask the rules of the elementary
particles to follow certain fundamental symmetries, you recover all of the interaction rules
as a consequence. In my opinion, this symmetry-based construction is possibly the most
aesthetically beautiful revelation in all of physics—see Appendix A for my attempt at a
longer explanation.

Specifically, the rules for particle interactions are known as the three fundamental
forces: electromagnetism, which rules electrons and atoms and chemicals and pretty
much everything big; the weak force, which rules radioactive decay; and the strong force,
which rules the nuclei of atoms and glues quarks into composite particles like protons and
neutrons.
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1.3 Dark matter
Dark matter refers to the hypothetical invisible content of the universe, comprising roughly
eighty percent of the matter density of the universe. Whether dark matter is a larger
problem for gravity, or for particle physics, is a question whose answer depends somewhat
on personal opinion—certainly, long and full careers can be made in either direction. Either
way, the nature of dark matter is, in my opinion, perhaps the largest remaining open question
in physics. This problem has been troubling physicists for almost a century now, since Fritz
Zwicky first coined the term in 1933 after observing the velocities of galaxies in the Coma
cluster [254, 255]. It should be mentioned, however, that a number of people both before
and after Zwicky made similar observations and proposed similar concepts [256–259].
Without getting into too much of a history lesson, by around the 1970s, evidence for dark
matter had snowballed into a problem too large to ignore [260–265].

1.3.1 Evidence for dark matter
I will briefly summarize the mountain of evidence for dark matter, going from the smallest
scales to the largest. It should be noted, of course, that the smallest scales here are still
rather large—dark matter has not yet been detected by any laboratory experiments, and so
we primarily must look towards astronomical observations. Even the solar system appears
to be too small—we don’t yet have the precision to detect the effects of dark matter on
planetary dynamics [266], but perhaps future interstellar probes could measure a tidal
force from dark matter [267].

Galactic dynamics

The smallest scales in which the local dark matter density has been measured today
sits in the ∼ 1 kpc range, primarily from surveys of stellar motions [268,269] in our
neighborhood of the Milky Way. Beyond our neighborhood, the velocity dispersion of
galaxies and globular clusters additionally provides evidence for dark matter [270].

The related measurements of galaxy rotation curves perhaps comprises the most
famous evidence for dark matter [259, 262, 263,271–275]. The rotational velocity of stars
has been measured to have a flat radial distribution, all the way out to the edges of spiral
galaxies. If the majority of matter was in stars and other ‘baryonic’ matter (conventionally
referring to all hadronic and leptonic matter in astrophysics), this curve should drop off.
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Instead it supports the existence of a large halo of invisible matter, four times more massive
than the stellar mass of the galaxy and extending to a radius a few times that of the visible
galaxy.

Galaxy clusters

Moving to the next hierarchical tier of structure, galaxy clusters provide a wealth of
evidence for dark matter—both in general, and in some famous specific cases. Of
course, there is again the velocity of the virialized galaxies to support the dark mat-
ter [254, 255, 276,277]. Measurement of X-ray temperature from the intergalactic elec-
tron plasma also gives an independent measure of the mass of clusters [278–280]. In-
triguing also as a test of General Relativity are the strong lensing images observed in
clusters [91, 281, 282]. These striking images of magnified background sources provide
yet another fully independent way to measure the cluster mass. It is perhaps the incredible
agreement of all these varied measurements that gives galaxy clusters so much power as
evidence for dark matter—anyone wishing to suggest a dark matter-less hypothesis must
contend with an extremely difficult-to-reproduce set of observations.

On top of this, collisions of galaxy clusters provide additional persuasive evidence for
dark matter [283]. The most famous of these, the Bullet Cluster [284–286], has a center of
mass displaced from the baryonic center of mass. Such a displacement is relatively easy
to explain with dark matter but extremely difficult to reproduce otherwise.

Structure and simulation

The next tier to examine is the universe-wide distribution of structure. It is possible
to straightforwardly estimate that baryonic matter alone could not lead to the collapse
and formation of structure within the timescales required for the universe today [287].
More recently this has been studied with detailed many-body simulations of universe
evolution [288–292]. Although there are necessary simplifications required to make these
simulations feasible, this field is incredibly active today and constantly improving—for
example, by including the effects of baryonic physics such as supernovae, stellar evolution,
and realistic gas physics. The strong resemblances between the simulations and real-life
observations [149–151,153] provides consistent evidence for dark matter. Still, there
were some interesting issues relating to these simulations, such as discrepencies with the
cuspiness of the cores of galaxy dark matter profiles [293–295], as well as the number
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and composition of dwarf galaxies [296, 297]. It may be that these indicate some new
physical problems to explore, or it could be that the simulations were missing some level
of sophistication needed to accurately reproduce the observed profiles and abundances of
dwarf galaxies [298–301]. It does appear that the inclusion of more complicated physics
(and better observations) have alleviated many of these issues [302,303], although new
discrepancies indicate the need for ongoing study.

Cosmology

On the largest scales, the cosmological evidence for dark matter is incredibly strong, and
consistently the most difficult to reproduce with any other hypothesis. The power spectrum
of CMB anisotropies [124] is only correctly reproduced when there is a large cold dark
matter component in the early universe, and similar results hold for all of the various
CMB observables measured by missions such Planck [126]. Coupled to a wide range
of information from large scale structure surveys [149–151,153], cluster measurements
from the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect [304, 305], measurements of baryon acoustic oscil-
lations [128,306], and Lyman-α forest measurements [307], the ΛCDM cosmological
model consistently emerges as the most heavily-favored cosmological model [126, 157].
Even farther back in time, calculations of BBN [107,118–120] determine the proportion of
light nuclei like Hydrogen, Helium and Lithium, limiting the quantity of baryonic matter
and so requiring the existence of dark matter.

1.3.2 Dark matter candidates
All these observations give us some information about the necessary properties of dark
matter. Most obvious is that the dark matter should be sufficiently dark—it should interact
weakly enough with photons that we do not (yet) observe it. It certainly should interact
gravitationally, and it may even be the case that it only interacts gravitiationally (as
unfortunate as that would be). Across all the length scales, from globular clusters to the
CMB, dark matter should have energy density aroundΩDM = 0.26, with the baryon density
being ΩB = 0.05 [126, 269]. Cosmological models generally prefer cold dark matter, so
that its free-streaming length is sufficiently small that structures can be formed correctly
and explain the CMB anisotropies [308–311]. However, it is not too difficult to construct
warm or hot dark matter candidates that are still compatible with observation [312–314].

Historically, dark matter was often considered to be collisionless, in that it interacts
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only weakly with other Standard Model particles [315], and that the dark matter could
not form structures equivalent to planets or stars, since it could not lose kinetic energy
efficiently enough [316]. However, in recent years, more careful analyses of the ‘particle
physics’ of dark matter has become increasingly pertinent, challenging many of these
assumptions. Indeed, warm, interacting, and even self-interacting dark matter candidates
are now well-studied, and may even alleviate some cosmological tensions [317–322]. In
fact, after so many decades of observations without detection, theorists have had ample
time to construct hundreds and hundreds of dark matter models—for almost any general
rule dark matter is expected to follow, you will certainly find a friendly professor in the
back of a conference talk with an interesting model defying it (or, even, sitting at the front
and supervising you [323]).

Dark matter candidates might be broadly classed into three groups—particles, non-
particles, and modified gravities. The first is a huge category, containing WIMPs, axions,
fuzzy dark matter, sterile neutrinos, and everything else under the sun. The second, non-
particles, contains compact objects like black holes, as well as other kind of composite
or macroscopic objects. Finally, modified gravities attempt to tackle gravity instead of
adding new particle fields.

In the interest of brevity and relevance, I will not give a maximally in-depth overview
of dark matter candidates and their properties. Two candidates—primordial black holes
and axions—are most relevant to my thesis, and I will review them in more detail in
Chapters 2 and 4 respectively. If you are reading this and are particularly fond of a dark
matter candidate which I have neglected in this introduction, I can only offer my sincerest
apologies.

Particle dark matter

Particle dark matter is probably the most ‘popular’ dark mattery category, spanning a wide
range of models—from single particles with differing spins and interactions [324–326],
to entire dark sectors [327] and ‘mirror’ Standard Models [328]. In light of this, I will
summarize just a couple of the benchmark candidates here.

One of the earliest suggestions for dark matter was neutrinos [312–314,329,330],
which have very small masses, are thermally produced in the early universe, and are indeed
quite dark. However, Standard Model neutrinos are a hot dark matter candidate, and it was
found that they free-stream far too readily for correct structure formation. While cosmo-
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logical measurements also rule out a large neutrino fraction, sterile neutrinos [331–334]
are another popular candidate—massive extra neutrinos which are often introduced in
beyond-the-Standard-Model theories such as the the ‘seesaw’ mechanism [335] which
gives the Standard Model neutrinos their small masses. These neutrinos are a specific
example of the more general warm dark matter, with properties in between that of cold
and hot dark matter.

Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) [336, 337], are a somewhat general
class of particles with properties similar to the weak bosons in terms of mass and Standard
Model couplings. These candidates are most famous for the so-called ‘WIMP miracle’,
the name for the observation that the thermal production of a Standard Model-weak-
scale dark matter particle gives the correct dark matter abundance [338–342]. Originally,
WIMPs were motivated from a theoretical perspective as the lightest stable supersymmetric
particle [187–189,343], but the minimal supersymmetric Standard Model [344] is no
longer favored experimentally [345].

Direct detection searches have been ongoing for decades now, and the constraints are
fast approaching the ‘neutrino floor’, where a signal would not be distinguishable from
neutrinos [346]. Although novel detection paths like directional detection experiments can
alleviate this problem [347–349], the ‘classic’ WIMP has seen a decline in popularity in
recent years, as other alternatives, such as the axion, gain prominence [337]. Still, the term
‘WIMP’ is somewhat vague from a more modern perspective regarding the particle physics
of dark matter. Indeed, WIMP-like dark matter at both lower and higher masses remains
an interesting dark matter candidate [350–352], and we could even consider non-thermal
WIMPs, as in Ref. [353].

I explore axions and axion dark matter [354–360] in great detail in Ch. 4, so I will
defer their introduction until then. In contrast to WIMP dark matter, axions are extremely
light. The more general case of fuzzy dark matter refers to general scalar particles which is
sufficiently light that the particle wavelengths are already in the order of parsecs, leading
to wavelike effects such as interference patterns in the dark matter distribution [361].

Macroscopic dark matter

Macroscopic dark matter generally refers to dark matter candidates which can be measured
in units such as grams and centimeters, and so have true geometrical cross sections and
elastic scattering with regular matter. These could, for example, be composed of Standard
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Model particles—an example of which are hypothetical quark nuggets [362, 363]. Perhaps
the most prominent candidate in this category is primordial black holes (PBHs) [364–367],
which I will introduce in detail in Ch. 2.

Apart from the extensive bounds on PBH dark matter, there are a small number
of unique and sometimes funny constraints on macroscopic dark matter. Some of the
strongest constraints in the 10−10 − 102 g range are from the lack of tracks in ancient mica
samples [368], but perhaps my favorite constraint is placed from the non-observation of
sudden, unexplained human deaths with approximately bullet-like wounds [369].

Modified gravity

Finally, modified gravity theories [370, 371] could be a natural and elegant solution to
the dark matter problem, which is, after all, primarily observed via gravitational effects.
Besides, it is well understood that General Relativity should be modified at quantum
scales. Unfortunately, none of the simplest natural extensions to General Relativity, such
as quadratic gravity [78] or massive bimetric gravity [372–374], provide a dark matter
explanation. However, theories which modify gravity at the level of the Einstein-Hilbert
action can be useful for both inflation [135,375,376] and dark energy [377]).

To explain the dark matter, somewhat more ad hoc modifications of General Relativity
must be undertaken, such as Modified Newtonian dynamics (MOND) [76], where Newton’s
laws are modified in the galaxy-scale regime to correct for observations such as galaxy
rotation curves. Various relativistic extensions of MOND exist, most notably tensor-vector-
scalar gravity (TeVeS) [77, 378]. While these theories do indeed explain galaxy-scale
dark matter phenomena, it is more difficult to explain evidence from galaxy clusters and
the CMB power spectrum [379–381]. In particular, cluster mergers such as the Bullet
Cluster [382] can be a challenge to explain, although there are counter-examples to these
claims [383–385]. It is perhaps unfortunate that these modifications of gravity must be so
complicated in order to attempt to explain the dark matter—the complicated field spectrum
of TeVeS does not strike me as particularly more palatable than adding additional dark
matter particle fields. Still, it is important to continue exploring these possibilities.
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The layperson box: dark matter Previous — Next

Dark matter has always been the central theme of my PhD work. It refers to the observation
that there seems to be roughly four-to-five times more matter in the universe than we can
see. Evidence for this invisible mass can be found throughout the universe—in the motions
of stars throughout our galaxy and others, in huge clusters of multiple galaxies, and even on
the scale of the entire universe. When we run simulations or make theoretical predictions
about the history of the universe, we do not end up at the ‘correct’ conditions today, unless
dark matter is included in very early stages.

The fact that dark matter has to have been around since not long after the big bang
rules out a number of otherwise-fun scenarios, like alien Dyson spheres or dead stars and
planets. Physicists’ best guesses for dark matter fall into three categories—some kind of
yet-unknown particle, some kind of exotic dark object, or some kind of ‘we got gravity
wrong’.

In this thesis, I look at some specific examples of those first two options. The
third, while interesting, is probably the most ‘unexplored’ option—it is very difficult to
make a new gravity theory which gets everything correct that General Relativity gets
correct, while still accounting for dark matter on every scale of the universe. For the first
two categories, thousands of ideas have been proposed in the last century. Some of them
are ruled out, but there are still many viable options. It could even end up that in reality,
there are multiple dark matter components.

I could understand why someone might not care what the answer to this question
is. So we find out its some kind of particle—who cares? Besides plain curiosity, I can
only answer with some long-sighted context. There have been many times in history
where the problems left unsolved by physics seemed esoteric and unimportant. At the end
of the nineteenth century, there were only a handful of nagging issues with the laws of
electromagnetism, and one could be excused for imagining their eventual solutions to be
trivial or dull. One of these issues had to do with the constant speed of light, and another
with the electric signal found when light struck a material (i.e. the photoelectric effect).
With the perfect glasses of hindsight, however, we know that these issues snowballed
into General Relativity and quantum mechanics, respectively—two of the most important
theoretical paradigm shifts in science. It would be hard to overstate the technological and
sociological impacts of these discoveries over the last century.

I do not claim that the discovery of dark matter will change the future of the
world. But, you never know—and my salary is relatively cheap. Might as well make a long
term investment...



2
Black holes

Make some sort of celestial sphere, too, and poke holes in it, and make the
lights move in uncertain Copernican ways
and in the night when the hogs are resting they softly sway and sometimes in
retrograde

—Shadrach Cohen, Seedhead

Black holes are, in my opinion at least, the most fascinating objects in the universe. Per-
haps the chief reason for this is that they are a perfect confluence of gravity and particle
physics. For one, black holes spew out a constant stream of all particles in a process known
as Hawking radiation [386,387]. Secondly, black holes in binaries or in galactic centers
can accrete material to produce extremely energetic signals, which have proved invalu-
able in our understanding of galactic and even cosmological history [14, 366, 388–391].
Thirdly, gravitational waves [42, 85, 86] from black hole binary systems measured by
LIGO/Virgo [87–89] provide us with a unique new astronomical ‘eye’, entirely compli-
mentary and orthogonal to electromagnetic observation.

In addition, the possibility that black holes form in the very early universe [364–367]
gives us two leverage points to probe new physics. We can use cosmological observations
to constrain the possible physics of these black holes, and better our understanding of black
holes and gravity. However, we can also turn this idea upside down, and invoke these
black holes to explain a number of outstanding cosmological problems—one of which is
the nature of dark matter.
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2.1 Black hole basics
Although black holes are thoroughly entrenched in popular thought today, it was not always
the case that these objects were taken so seriously. It is interesting and perhaps instructive
to briefly examine the history of black hole research which led us to today. With this
context in mind, I will then introduce some of the basic physics of black holes—chief of
which, as far as the work in this thesis is concerned, regard the nature of the black hole
horizon, and the thermodynamics of Hawking radiation.

2.1.1 History
The idea of an object with such strong gravity that even light could not escape was first
suggested as long ago as the eighteenth century [392,393], although in many ways the
original dark star concept differs significantly from the modern understanding of black
holes. The first step in the modern black hole story occurred only a few months after
Einstein’s 1915 works on general relativity [394,395], when Karl Schwarzschild solved
the Einstein equations assuming spherical symmetry [396].

The generality and simplicity of the Einstein equations mean that there are endless
solutions which can be constructed. However, it is easy to find ‘unphysical’ solutions,
corresponding to situations which could not exist in the real universe. It was debated for
some time whether Schwarzschild’s spacetime was real or mere curiosity. First, Arthur
Eddington [397] and Lemaître [99] showed that the singularity at the Schwarzschild
horizon was a coordinate singularity, meaning it was non-physical. Around the same
time, Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar derived an upper mass limit for white dwarfs [398]—
objects held up by electron degeneracy pressure—lending credence to the idea of stellar
collapse to black holes. The prediction of neutron stars, held up by the even stronger
neutron degeneracy pressure and nuclear forces, came shortly after. Robert Oppenheimer,
George Volkoff and Richard Tolman [399,400] similarly showed that neutron stars also
had an upper mass limit, not much higher than the white dwarf limit. Without a clear force
to resist gravitational collapse above this limit, the existence of black holes started to look
more likely.

Despite these advancements, it took until the late ‘50s and ‘60s for physics to enter the
‘golden age’ of black holes, beginning with the identification of the event horizon by David
Finkelstein [401], and the complete extension of a more useful black hole coordinate system
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by Martin Kruskal [402]. Meanwhile, more generic black hole solutions were found,
including the Kerr solution for rotating black holes [403]. Theoretical work on black holes
was bolstered by topological insights from Roger Penrose [404] and Stephen Hawking,
continuing through the 1970s (along with James Bardeen and Jacob Bekenstein) with the
quite radical development of black hole thermodynamics [386,387,405,406]. Throughout
this golden age, astronomical observations were also flowing in—the discovery by Jocelyn
Bell Burnell of pulsars [407] provided evidence for the theoretical predictions of relativity,
and the the galactic X-ray source Cygnus X–1 [408] was eventually accepted to indeed be
a black hole itself [409].

Of course, the history of black hole research did not end in the ‘70s. Although the
golden age may be in the past, the era of primordial black holes [364–367] is still in full
swing, particularly with the exciting discovery by LIGO [90] of gravitational waves from
black hole binary coalescences. And as we will see, there is still much which is not fully
understood yet about black holes (and gravity in general).

2.1.2 The Schwarzschild solution
With that in mind, I will leave the history lesson behind and more carefully explore the
physics of black holes. The Schwarzschild metric [396] is a spherically symmetric solution
to the Einstein equations in vacuum. In fact, Birkhoff’s theorem [410,411] states that the
Schwarzschild solution is in fact the unique spherically symmetric vacuum solution. Fast-
forwarding through the pleasantries of its derivation, the Schwarzschild spacetime interval
can be written,

ds2 = −
(
1− 2Gm

r

)
dt2 +

(
1− 2Gm

r

)
dr2 + r2dΩ2 . (2.1)

It is interesting, especially in the context of later work in this thesis, to dwell momentarily
on the fact that this is a vacuum solution to Einstein’s equations, where the stress energy
source T µν is identically zero. There are two important lessons to be gleamed from
this. The first is that it is easy to naively imagine matter falling into a black hole (e.g.,
via stellar collapse) and ‘staying there’, in some sense, at the center of the black hole.
This is not strictly correct—the Schwarzschild black hole does not contain any matter.
In that sense our intuitions are challenged from physics such as electrostatics, where a
point charge resides at the center of the electric field. Here, it is gravity itself which is
gravitating (or more carefully, gravitational energy is itself a source of gravity). From
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another perspective, the Schwarzschild solution is pure ‘geometry’ of spacetime.

2.1.3 Defining the black hole mass
The second lesson from the vacuum solution, continuing the thoughts above, regards the
notion of mass in General Relativity. In theories which posses a time-reparametrization
invariance (and not merely a time-translation invariance), it can be shown that the Hamilto-
nian is identically zero. This is certainly the case in General Relativity, where we have full
coordinate-reparametrization invariance. This means that notions like energy and mass
need to be carefully defined in General Relativity, and they may not be conserved—the
classic example being the cosmological redshifting of photons from the expansion of the
universe. I have included a longer discussion of this point in appendix B.

In the Schwarzschild metric, there is a parameter which we tellingly label as ‘m’, but
strictly is just a parameter of the metric. How do we know it refers to mass then? One
way is to examine the Newtonian limit of the theory. If we compare geodesics in General
Relativity with geodesics in Newtonian gravity, one can find that the Schwarzschild ‘m’
parameter must correspond to the Newtonian gravitational mass.

There is perhaps a second way to identify ‘m’ with the mass. One could construct
a (different) time-dependent metric, which corresponds to the collapse of a non-compact
mass, such as a star, into a black hole. In this case, we would begin with an object of well-
defined mass, and the distant-future limit of this nonstationary metric would presumably
be the Schwarzschild metric. In this limit, we should be able to identify the initial mass
of the object with the final ‘m’ parameter. The conclusion of this thought, then, is that
identifying mass is not trivial in General Relativity—although it is straightforward for the
Schwarzschild black hole, we had to look at either Newtonian limits or more complicated
collapse metrics to draw conclusions about the mass.

This hairiness needs resolved with some more careful definitions of black hole mass.
Deep dives into the technical details of General Relativity often invokes the dybbuk of unin-
telligible maths, so I will give only a brief review here. The Arnowitt–Deser–Misner (ADM)
formalism is a Hamiltonian formulation of General Relativity which foliates spacetime into
spatial surfaces, parametrized by time [412]. As well as being useful for numerical Gen-
eral Relativity, this system allows a mass to be defined essentially by examining the energy
of the spacetime at a well-defined infinity. This is an important point to emphasize—the
Schwarzschild metric is asymptotically Minkowski space at spatial infinity, so the ADM
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mass is well-defined. As we will see, the situation is more complicated when we examine
black holes in a true cosmological background.

The Misner–Sharp mass

It is therefore useful to have a truly local definition of mass in General Relativity, re-
calling from above that the mass of the black hole is actually just the gravitational
energy. Using this idea, we can define an alternative notion of mass known as the
Misner–Sharp mass, mMS [413, 414]. This mass is the quasi-local measurement of the
curvature-producing energy of a spacetime configuration. As any good notion of mass
should be, the Misner–Sharp mass is an invariant quantity, defined geometrically as,

1− 2mMS

R
≡ ∇cR∇cR , (2.2)

whereR is the ‘areal’ radiusR =
√
A/(4π) for 2-sphere areaA, and∇c is defined with re-

spect to the 2-metric on the submanifold orthogonal to the time and radial directions [415].
For the Schwarzschild metric in the coordinate system of Eq. 2.1, the coordinate r is the
areal radius and the Misner–Sharp mass properly reduces to m. This quasi-local mass
notion will come in useful when examining black holes with more complicated metrics
than the Schwarzschild metric—particularly dynamic black holes, which change size over
time, as can be the case in cosmological settings.

2.1.4 Black hole horizons
With a more nuanced understanding of black hole mass behind us, let us move on to
the exciting notion of the black hole horizon. It is again the case here that while the
Schwarzschild metric permits a relatively straightforward definition of its event horizon,
we require somewhat more powerful notions in order to carefully describe other black
hole metrics.

When examining the Schwarzschild metric Eq. 2.1, we can see that there is a kind
of qualitative transition that occurs at the coordinate singularity r = 2Gm, known as the
Schwarzschild radius rschw. At smaller radii, the the signs of the dt2 and dr2 terms swap.
This has a profound effect on the geodesics of light and matter within the Schwarzschild
radius—all paths are forced into the central ‘true’ singularity. The surface at rschw. is
then an event horizon, a boundary beyond which no information can be extracted. More
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rigorously, we say that an event horizon is generated by null (light-like) geodesics which
do not reach spatial infinity.

Similarly, an important radius is the ‘photon sphere’, defined as the radius in which
photons have a circular orbit. This occurs at r = 3Gm, so even photons travelling outside
the event horizon may not escape the singularity in the end.

Apparent horizons

The event horizon has a rather stringent definition, since it requires knowledge of the
entire future history of the spacetime. The situation is more complicated for dynamical
black holes, for similar reasons to the difficulty in defining mass above. In this case, it
is preferable then to have a local definition of horizons, and a way to categorize their
properties [416].

Building on the the more rigorous comment above regarding null geodesics, we
define ℓµ and nµ as the tangent vectors to outgoing and incoming null radial geodesics,
respectively. Since they are null, they satisfy,

ℓµℓµ = nµnµ = 0 ,

ℓµnµ = 1 . (2.3)

For the cross-normalization above, there is a difference in minus sign depending on metric
signature, and sometimes the normalization 2 is used instead of 1.

These null geodesics can be used to define vector fields over a given surface. In
the spherically symmetric case, we are particularly interested in surfaces defined with
some fixed radius. To examine the characteristics of this surface, we can take the Lie
derivative with respect to these null radial geodesics. Then the extrinsic curvature of the
surface is encoded in a number of standard scalar fields, known as expansions, shears,
inaffinities, and twists. For our purposes, the expansions are the most relevant field—by
comparing the expansion scalars for both the incoming and outgoing radial geodesics, we
can find the surfaces where there are the analogous qualitative shifts in geodesic behavior
as we observed for the Schwarzschild metric. Without getting too bogged down in Lie
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derivatives, these scalars can be calculated to be [415,417],

θℓ =∇µℓ
µ + ℓµℓν∇µn

ν , (2.4)

θn =∇µn
µ + nµnν∇µℓ

ν . (2.5)

The signs of these expansions give us the behavior of geodesics on the surface. A normal
surface, (i.e., far away from any pathological spacetime), corresponds to the ‘usual’
geodesic behavior, θℓ > 0 and θn < 0. In contrast, a surface is trapped if θℓ < 0 and
θn < 0, implying that the outgoing rays converge on this surface, instead of propagating
outward. There is a special case, then, when one of these two expansion scalars is zero,
since this will be the boundary where the behavior of geodesics qualitatively changes.
This is known as the apparent horizon. To ensure that this behavior does indeed swap over
this boundary, we also require the condition on the Lie derivative Lnθℓ < 0, to ensure that
the apparent horizon is also trapping (sometimes referred to as outer or inner).

It is certainly important which of the two expansions is zero at the horizon. The
case where θℓ = 0 and θn < 0 desribes a future apparent horizon, since light rays are
being dragged back down beyond this surface. It can be checked relatively easily that the
Schwarzschild horizon is indeed a future, outer trapping horizon. In contrast, the case
θn = 0 and θℓ > 0 corresponds to a past horizon, where light rays propagate outwards
without returning back. This is clearly the ‘opposite’ of expected black hole behavior, and
so this kind of horizon is associated with either a white hole, or a cosmological horizon.
In this case, Lℓθn > 0 is the trapping condition.

Such rigorous definitions of apparent horizons are certainly a mouthful, and it is not
helped by the fact that the describing phrases ‘trapping’, ‘inner/outer’, and ‘past/future’
are used in very slightly different ways throughout the literature. However, as we will
see when studying dynamical black holes, these local definitions of horizons will prove
invaluable.

2.1.5 Thermodynamics and Hawking radiation
Hawking radiation refers to the spontaneous emissions of particles from the surface of the
black hole [386,387,405,406]. A reasonably accurate derivation of Hawking radiation
can be performed with essentially classical physics—I will reproduce this calculation here
briefly, while following a somewhat historical story based on the interesting review by
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Don Page [418].

The study of black hole thermodynamics began with Bekenstein, who suggested that
black holes should have some entropy S proportional to the area A of the horizon [405].
This idea was based on various thought experiments involving the lowering of quantum
systems slowly into black holes, and attempting to reconcile the results with the standard
laws of thermodynamics. Separately, Hawking, Bardeen and Carter [406] noticed the con-
nection between black hole area and entropy, based on the idea that the black hole horizon
can never decrease (e.g., when merging with other black holes or matter). They generalized
this connection to thermodynamics into the four laws of black hole thermodynamics:

0. The surface gravity κ, angular velocity Ω and electrostatic potential Φ are constant
across the horizon. This is compared to regular thermodynamics, which requires
constant temperature T for systems in thermal equilibrium.

1. The black hole mass is related to area A, angular momentum J , and electric charge
Q via the compellingly-familiar relation,

δM =
1

8π
κδA+ ΩδJ + ΦδQ (2.6)

2. The area of the black hole horizon cannot decrease, exactly analogously to entropy
in standard thermodynamics.

3. The surface gravity cannot be reduced to zero by a finite number of ‘operations’.
This is related to the weaker form of the third law in thermodynamics, regarding
reducing the temperature of a system to zero.

Although these coincidences are certainly entertaining, it was not realized at first that
they were physically significant. However, using QFT in black hole spacetimes, Hawking
found that black holes did indeed emit radiation in a perfect blackbody spectrum with
temperature given by TBH = κ/2π [386, 387]. The famous relation SBH = A/4 then
follows from the first law of black hole thermodynamics (with the ‘BH’ standing either
for black hole, or Bekenstein-Hawking).

Actually, armed only with the above, it is possible to straightforwardly derive the
black hole mass loss equation, under the assumption that the particle spectrum is given
by the Stefan-Boltzmann law for blackbody radiation, U̇ = −σT 4A, where U is the
internal energy of some system (i.e., we are only counting photons—in reality, all particle
species are emitted, and we need to introduce greybody or Page factors to account for this
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properly [419]). Then, we only need to use the thermodynamic identity,

dU = TdS , (2.7)

where we will assume the black hole is at least approximately stationary and ignore the
PdV term. Then we only need to substitute the Stefan-Boltzmann law for dU , and use
the above relations for T and S. Since S ultimately depends on the black hole mass, there
will be an Ṁ term on the right hand side. After rearranging we then find,

Ṁ =
ℏc6α
G2M2

, (2.8)

where α = 1/15360π. When considering the full particle spectrum, α is modified
nontrivially, since the exact spectra produced depends on the temperature of the black hole
(typically, α ∼ 10−4). This differential equation is easily solved, allowing us to find the
lifetime of a black hole, in terms of its initial mass, assuming α is constant:

tBH =
5120πG2M3

ℏc4
∼ 1067 yrs

(
M

M⊙

)3

. (2.9)

More accurately, we would like to account for all particle species which can be emitted.
In that case, with a more worked calculation one can find the emission rate for each of
these species:

d2Ni

dtdE
=

1

2π

∑

dof

Γi(E,M, a∗)

eE′/T ± 1
, (2.10)

where Ni is the number of particles emitted for species i, Γi is the ‘greybody factor’, E ′

is the energy of the particle (including the BH spin), a∗ is the reduced spin parameter, the
sum is over the degrees of freedom of the particle (including color and helicity), and the
± sign accounts for fermions and bosons respectively. Of course, this is not analytically
tractable, so full details of black hole evolution must be performed numerically, e.g. with
the BlackHawk software. [420, 421]. As a result, the analytic estimate is actually quite
handy, although it will predict slightly too-long lifetimes, as it only accounts for photons
(however, it is possible to correct for this with some numerically-based semi-analytic
estimates [422]).

Hawking radiation is one of the most exotic features of black holes, explicitly con-
necting gravity with particle physics. Indeed, evaporating black holes are often employed
as a tool within the folklore of quantum gravity, as a way to violate sacred rules of quan-
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tum mechanics like unitarity. Many full theses could be written on such problems, and
surrounding thought experiments, but we must move on.

2.1.6 Naked singularities
The central singularity of black holes has always been a point of interest, both to physicists
and to a lay audience. Of course, describing such a singularity is out of the realm of validity
of General Relativity (if not many classical gravity theories). It is perhaps the case that
the central object of a black hole may be describable by some quantum gravity theory, but
without one, observing a singularity makes it difficult to form well-posed Cauchy problems
for spacetimes. As such, it was suggested by Penrose [404,423] that there are no naked
singularities—or rather, all singularities must be hidden behind a horizon. This hypothesis
is known as the cosmic censorship hypothesis, and is supposed to restore determinism to
General Relativity.

It is not hard to dream up spacetimes which possess naked singularities, and so the
formulation of this hypothesis is somewhat ill-defined, and subject to much technical dis-
agreement [424, 425]. It may be considered a kind of additional assumption accompanying
General Relativity that spacetimes which possess naked singularities should be considered
unphysical. Or, perhaps, the cosmic censorship hypothesis is a actually a consequence of
a deeper theory that is not yet well understood. Either way, it is not considered partic-
ularly controversial to suggest that good black hole metrics should not contain a naked
singularity, and we will use this principle later when searching for useful cosmological
metrics.

2.1.7 Stellar black holes
A basic introduction to black holes would not be complete without a brief examination
of the production of black holes from stellar collapse. Of particular importance here is
the possible mass spectrum which can be produced by these processes—only a relatively
narrow range of black hole masses can be produced, and there are multiple ‘mass gaps’
where it may be difficult to find stellar black holes [426]. These gaps are particularly
important in the context of this thesis, since black holes detected in these gaps (e.g., by
LIGO/Virgo [87–89]) could possibly constitute evidence for primordial black holes.

Stellar black holes are formed by the gravitational collapse of large stars. The simplest
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model of stellar collapse occurs when nuclear fusion is no longer able to provide enough
energy to support a star (e.g., at the onset of iron fusion, which sucks energy from the
core). Stars may collapse in a large explosion known as a supernova, or hypernova if
the explosion is sufficiently energetic and conditions are right. Collapsing stars can leave
behind a variety of remnants, depending mainly on the mass of the star. If the remnant is
too large to be a white dwarf or neutron star, then our best understanding is that a black
hole should be left.

Stellar black holes are expected to be roughly more massive than neutron stars. The
lack of observational evidence for black holes a few solar masses above the neutron
star cutoff has led to the concept of a ‘lower’ mass gap for black holes at around ∼
5 M⊙ [427–429]. It is not well understood why this is the case—it could be a lack
of understanding of stellar evolution, but it also could merely be that our observational
methods are biased against such black hole masses.

There is also an ‘upper’ mass gap, from roughly 50−150M⊙ (although the exact size
of this range is in dispute). Here, sufficiently large stars suffer from pair-instability, where
the core is hot enough to produce electron-positron pairs [426, 430, 431]. This production
either results in the total destruction of the star, or significant mass loss leading to usual
supernovae after. This mass gap is really more of an upper limit on stellar black holes.
The largest star is only ∼ 250M⊙ [432, 433] and so it is hard to to imagine stellar black
holes being produced above ∼ 150M⊙.

I have introduced stellar black holes in this thesis to highlight the interesting gravita-
tional wave observations by LIGO/Virgo [87–89], which appear to have found black holes
in these mass gaps. Most notably, GW190521 [434] measured black holes of masses
∼ 85 M⊙ and ∼ 66 M⊙, with an uncertainty of around ±20 for both, putting them
arguably in the upper-mass gap. There has been a fervent campaign to explain these
observations, including scenarios with hierarchical mergers of smaller stellar mass black
holes [435,436], or reexploring the possibility that extremely large stars could in fact
collapse to these black holes [437]. Of course, it could be the case that these black holes
are primordial black holes (PBHs), but there is not yet definitive evidence for that hypoth-
esis [438–440]—I will discuss PBHs in more detail again in Sec. 2.3. With that intriguing
clue in mind, let us now look more closely at the current evidence and observations for
black holes.
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2.2 Observations of black holes
As I alluded to earlier, part of what makes black holes such an exciting dark matter
candidate is that there are a large number of independent observations which collectively
make it very hard to doubt the existence of black holes. Even more thrilling is that many
of the most persuasive observations have only come in relatively recent years.

Gravitational waves

Perhaps the most famous of these recent observations is the detection of gravitational waves
by LIGO in 2015 [90]. The waveform was consistent with the coalescence of two ∼ 30M⊙

compact objects, since the separation between the two masses could only have been a few
hundred kilometers before the merger. In addition, the shape of the ringdown signal gave
extra weight to the binary black hole interpretation. Since 2015, LIGO/Virgo [87–89] has
detected almost one hundred more events.

One particularly prominent event was the merger of a binary system containing neu-
tron stars, GW170817 [441]. This event featured an accompanying electromagnetic signal,
leading to an absolutely enormous wealth of new physics results and arguably the begin-
ning of gravitational wave multi-messenger astronomy [442]. We seem to have gotten
somewhat lucky, as GW170817 was observed relatively early into the observational runs
of LIGO/Virgo, and we have not yet seen another accompanying electromagnetic signal.

Radio interferometry

Another recent observation was made by the Event Horizon Telescope [443], a large array
of radio telescopes allowing for very-long-baseline interferometry. The telescope was able
to ‘photograph’ the hot accreting gas around the event horizon of the supermassive black
hole at the centre of the Messier 87 (M87) galaxy, producing what might be considered
the ‘truest’ image of a black hole to date. In addition, during the time between submission
and corrections of this thesis, the Event Horizon Telescope reported a similar image of
the central supermassive black hole of the Milky Way, Sagittarius A* (Sgr. A*) [444].
Despite being significantly closer than the M87 black hole, the image of Sgr. A* was made
more difficult by the rapidity of its oscillations, meaning that radio images from different
telescopes could not be straightforwardly combined as in a standard interferometer. In-
stead, complex numerical simulations of the expected signal at each telescope had to be
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made and compared to the true images.

Stellar motions

Also very recently, a rogue stellar mass black hole was detected through astrometric
microlensing [445] with the Hubble Space Telescope. Observation of a source star over
several years revealed a clear deflection in the star’s position, which could be correlated to
a lens of about ∼ 7M⊙ around one kiloparsec away. Since the lens did not emit any light,
and is above the neutron star mass limit, a black hole is again the most likely explanation
for this event.

Supermassive black holes in the centers of galaxies also provide a wealth of obser-
vations. In our own galaxy, the motions of stars around the radio source Sagittarius
A* [446–448] at the center of our galaxy have been shown to be orbiting a ∼ 106M⊙

object [449, 450].

Acretion and active galactic nuclei

Meanwhile, in distant galaxies, quasars are believed to be powered by the accretion of
gas onto the supermassive black holes in active galactic nuclei [388–390,451–454]. The
massive energies required to power quasars can be explained by the heating of infalling
gas around these black holes, forming relativistic jets at the poles of the accretion disks. In
some sense, the discovery of the quasar might be considered the final straw which cemented
black holes as genuine astronomical objects, and not merely a theoretical curiosity—see
the entertaining Ref. [455] for an account of the First Texas Symposium on Relativistic
Astrophysics, based around this discovery (and also, where Roy Kerr first introduced his
rotating black hole solution [403]).

Accretion also explains observations from X-ray binary systems [456,457], where a
compact object accretes matter from its accompanying star. If the compact object appears
to be invisible, and above the neutron star mass limit, we have yet another piece of evidence
for black holes.

The nature of black holes makes direct observation difficult, but as we can see, major
strides have been made even in the last decade and black holes now have a solid place in
the pantheon of astrophysical phenomena. Anyone wishing to propose that black holes
do not exist must explain quite a large number of independent observations, ranging
from astronomical observations like quasars, to the exact shape of the LIGO gravitational
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wave signal. That is not to say that we know the black holes are exactly given by
the Schwarzschild or Kerr metrics—there may be more to understand about the exact
modelling of black holes, which may or may not affect the above observations.

In addition, the existence of black holes is a separate question to whether or not these
black holes could be the dark matter. Since stars presumably formed after the dark matter
already existed, we will need to examine black holes which are produced in the early
universe—primordial black holes—if we we wish to explain dark matter.
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The layperson box: black holes Previous — Next

If gravity is pulling objects together, then why are you not falling to the center of the Earth
right now, along with everything else? Think about it for a second, because the answer
is not, in my opinion, totally trivial. You are stopped from falling by the ground. Why
does the ground resist you? Atoms are almost entirely empty space—can they not just
move through each other? Here, the answer is that the electric charge from the atoms
(specifically, their electrons) repels each other, like pushing similar magnets together. But
what about at the Earth’s core, which is a possibly-solid hot metal ball—why does it not
collapse further? I would guess that the collapse of the core is resisted this time by the
repulsion of the positively-charged nuclei of the atoms from each other, but probably the
electrons, which act like a ‘soup’ in the metal, play a role as well (I am not sure why, but it
was particularly hard to find an exact, physical answer to this question).

But now, what about stars, which are hot balls of gas—how are they stable? When
forming stars, dust clouds in space collapse, getting hotter and hotter until suddenly they
are hot enough to ignite nuclear fusion in their cores. The incredible heat produced stops
the collapse, as hot particles push outwards from the core. The star then settles into
an equilibrium, where the heat and particles from the core push outwards against the
gravitational pressure.

In each case, some kind of fundamental force prevents gravitational collapse. As
you look at more and more massive objects, eventually some fundamental force is
overcome and replaced with a yet-stronger one. But there are a finite amount of
fundamental forces. Once fusion stops inside the star, it collapse into a ‘white dwarf’. The
pressure here is quite exotic—the electrons in a white dwarf are supported by the fact that
the electrons are as close together as they could possibly be. If a white dwarf gets too big,
however, eventually the gravitational pressure is too much, and the electrons are forced into
the nuclei of atoms, combining with protons to make more neutrons and neutrinos. Then,
an object known as a ‘neutron star’ is born—now, it is held up by the fact that neutrons
can only get so close together. However, if the mass gets above around two solar masses,
even this pressure is not sufficient. There is nowhere for the particles to go, and no more
fundamental forces to stop the collapse. All the matter falls into an infinitely dense point,
unless there is some as-yet unknown physics to prevent it. A black hole is born.

In that sense, a black hole really is ‘nothing’. All the stuff that was there falls
right to an infinitely dense point and is converted into pure gravity—curvature of
spacetime—at least as far as General Relativity is concerned (a quantum gravity theory
might say differently, but none exist yet). The reason we call it a black hole is because
there is a massive amount of stuff crammed into a tiny space. If you go too close,
then, not even light is fast enough to resist gravity, and so there is a kind of dark
sphere all around the central point where you will never* see light escape. There is
nothing otherwise ‘special’ about black holes—they are not big malicious vacuum cleaners
in space, or sci-fi villains. In fact, they are technically pure gravity, and that is not hyperbole.

Finally, I should qualify the ‘never*’ above. The work that made Stephen Hawk-
ing a household name was his theoretical prediction that black holes actually softly glow,
like heated up pieces of metal. The smaller the black hole, the ‘hotter’ it is, and the more
particles and light it emits. Eventually, (very, very slowly) all black holes will evaporate
away.
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2.3 Primordial black holes
Stellar collapse is not the only mechanism which can produce black holes. It was realized
in 1967 by Zel’dovich and Novikov [391], and then Hawking [365] that sufficiently large
perturbations in the early universe could collapse to form black holes as well. These were
dubbed ‘primordial black holes’ (PBHs) [366,367]. In fact, it was not clear at the time
whether PBHs were physically viable—but I will return to this interesting historical point
when we discuss cosmologically-embedded PBH metrics in the following chapter.

Although there remains no conclusive evidence for the existence of primordial black
holes, it was quickly realized that PBHs had very interesting phenomenology which
distinguished them from stellar black holes. For one, PBHs can nominally form over an
extremely large range of masses—from tiny black holes of massm < 1015 g which would
evaporate before today, to supermassive black holes with m > 105M⊙.

As a result of this, PBHs have been invoked to solve a huge variety of problems in
cosmology and astrophysics [14, 458]. Perhaps most significantly, they are a relatively at-
tractive dark matter candidate, since they form before BBN (which otherwise constrains the
fraction of baryons in the energy density [459]). In addition, the evaporation of small PBHs
has been used to explain γ-ray backgrounds [419,460], cosmic ray distributions [461], radi-
ation from the Galactic center [462], reionization [463], and even gamma-ray bursts [464].
Non-evaporating PBHs are also interesting in their own right, however, leading to ex-
planations of gravitational lensing, heating of stars in galaxies and globular clusters, the
seeding of supermassive black holes [465–467], generation of large-scale structure [468],
and maybe even the binary black holes observed by LIGO/Virgo [90, 434, 438–440].

2.3.1 Formation and predictions
As noted above, one of the strengths of PBHs—and perhaps the reason for their long-
standing popularity amongst physicists—is that theorists and modellers are able to invoke
whatever mass spectrum of PBHs they desire [14, 458, 469–473]. In actuality, this is not
quite true. Although there is certainly a lot of freedom to toy with PBH formation models,
we still need to consider physically viable and realistic formation mechanisms. Even better
would be to motivate a particular PBH mass distribution based on specific physics in the
early universe. Much work has been done on this subject, to the extent where so many
models exist that one can presumably justify almost any PBH distribution that they feel
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like. Still, some models are perhaps more interesting, or physically likely, than others.

There are many mechanisms for PBH formation [14, 469, 474, 475]. PBHs could form
from collapse of cosmic strings [476–483] and domain walls [476, 477, 484–488], which
will be relevant to the axion models discussed later in this thesis. Other mechanisms
include bubble collisions [489–491], phase transitions [492–494], early matter-dominated
eras [495–499], or more exotic particle-physics processes including additional scalar fields,
inflatons, and supersymmetry [500–506].

However, the ‘standard’ PBH formation mechanism invokes large overdensities which
collapse once they re-enter the horizon in the very early universe [14, 147, 465, 507–511].
In this scenario, the initial PBH mass m is related to the Hubble horizon mass mH by,

m = γmH =
4π

3
γρR−3

H , (2.11)

where the factor γ ∼ 0.2 − 10−4 accounts for the details of the gravitational col-
lapse [14, 512]. In this scenario we presume that this occurs during radiation-domination,
in which case the density ρ of the cosmological fluid and the Hubble horizon radius RH

can be written analytically in terms of time t, giving us,

m ∼ 2× 105γ

(
t

1 s

)
. (2.12)

In order for such a perturbation to collapse into a black hole, the initial overdensity needs to
be sufficiently large. This is often parametrized with the density contrast δ ≡ δρ/ρ of the
perturbation. For a PBH to form, the density contrast needs to be above the critical value
δc = c2s , where cs ∼ 1/

√
3 is the sound speed during radiation domination [14, 513, 514].

The requirement of these large density contrasts naturally leads to a search for a
specific theory which would source these kind of perturbations. Indeed for any formation
mechanism, we are motivated to find theories which can make predictions about the
produced PBH distribution, starting from some assumptions about the state of the early
universe. For example, in Ref. [147], it was shown that modifying the slow-roll scenario
close to the end of inflation could enhance small-scale perturbations for PBH formation,
without changing CMB observations on larger scales.

Another particularly compelling scenario is described in Ref. [458]. The main idea
here is that the critical density δc is decreased whenever the effective equation of state
parameter ω decreases. This is an effect which occurs during the various cosmological
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phase transitions, notably the decoupling of Standard Model particles (electrons, pions,
weak bosons, heavy quarks, etc.), from the thermal bath. Since ω, and therefore δc,
decreases temporarily during these transitions, PBH production is enhanced, with a precise
spectrum that carefully follows the thermal history of the universe. The resulting PBH
spectrum, beginning from a scale-invariant primordial power spectrum, nicely satisfies the
constraints on PBHs which we will discuss in detail below. In addition, the resulting PBH
spectra naturally explains a few other important observations—namely, an excess in planet-
sized and black hole mass-gap sized microlensing events, microlensing of misaligned
quasars, unexplained correlations in X-ray and cosmic infrared background fluctuations,
the non-observation of small dwarf galaxies which would be disrupted by PBH heating,
the relationship of galaxy mass to central black hole mass, and finally (perhaps most
importantly), the LIGO/virgo events, of which some appear to involve black holes in the
mass-gap.

2.3.2 PBHs as dark matter
Let us now return to arguably the most interesting PBH question—whether or not they
could comprise the dark matter [367]. For ease, we will ignore the effects of spin and
charge of the black holes, which leaves only the mass of the PBH as a free parameter.
Whereas particle dark matter usually has two dimensions for constraint (something like
mass and cross-section), PBH dark matter only has the one dimension. This means we
can plot on the vertical axis the fraction of PBH which could be the dark matter,

fpbh ≡ ΩPBH

ΩDM

. (2.13)

Although such a quantity can be defined for all dark matter candidates, the limitations
of two-dimensional media means that this fraction is not always shown explicitly when
reviewing, e.g., particle dark matter, and the constraints are plotted as if the candidate
comprises the entirety of dark matter. It is therefore somewhat of an advantage for the
comparatively-simple PBH dark matter that we can plot fPBH on the vertical axis of the
constraint plots, especially since I am personally somewhat partial to the possibility that
the dark matter is comprised of a number of different candidates.

Since mass is a convenient characterization of PBH dark matter, I will summarize the
various constraints across a few loosely-defined mass ranges. Most of these constraints
assume a monochromatic mass spectrum for the PBHs.
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Figure 2.1: Simplified plot of PBH constraints, showing the five ‘main’ mechanisms
of constraint—dynamical effects on stellar populations, electromagnetic signals from
accretion, gravitational waves from PBH binary mergers, microlensing, and evapo-
rating black holes. It is particularly interesting to point out the large, unconstrained
asteroid-mass region, as well as the ∼LIGO-mass region where the gravitational wave
constraints dominate. Notably, in the latter region, the limits on fPBH from mi-
crolensing and accretion are both small and subject to significant observational and
theoretical uncertainty. This particular PBH constraint plot [515] can be found at
https://github.com/bradkav/PBHbounds.

Ultramassive black holes

The largest PBHs fall in the mass range of around 105M⊙ ≲ m ≲ 1019M⊙. Perhaps the
most trivial bound is the cosmic incredulity limit [516] , which denotes where there is
exactly one PBH within the Hubble horizon (if there was less than one, we would have
nothing to write about). The other high-mass limit comes from the measurement of the
CMB dipole moment, since a very large PBH would attract the Milky Way [516].

Slightly lower in mass are the the dynamical limits [517–525]. One such limit is due to
dynamical friction, where large PBHs would be dragged to the nuclei of galaxies, forming
a central black hole larger than observed. The second is that large PBHs would heat up and

https://github.com/bradkav/PBHbounds
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destroy, or distort, galaxies within clusters. In the same range are the large-scale structure
limits [468, 526, 527] which require that structure formation does not take place too early
in the universe.

Then there are the accretion constraints [388, 389, 528–532] where matter of some
kind falls onto the PBHs, generating an electromagnetic signal, in either X-ray or radio.
These constraints arise not only from gas in the Milky Way [533–535], but on the effect
of these processes in the early universe, impacting the CMB and reionization [536–540].
These constraints bleed also into the intermediate mass black hole category below. Both
the dynamical and accretion constraints, however, are quite complicated—there are various
loopholes [520,541,542] and astrophysical uncertainties [543, 544] for these bounds.

Intermediate mass black holes

Moving to smaller masses, I will colloquially define the intermediate PBH masses as
1M⊙ ≲ m ≲ 105M⊙. The accretion constraints mentioned above also impact the upper
range of these PBHs. Then, there are more dynamical constraints in this range—ultra-faint
dwarf galaxies are sensitive to heating from PBHs [520,521,523,544], and wide binary
star systems can be disrupted by too many encounters with PBHs [545–549]

Most relevant to this thesis are the LIGO/Virgo constraints in this range [550–555].
These constraints involve an estimation of the PBH binary formation rate in the early
universe, finding that by radiation-domination almost all PBHs are a part of a binary
system. Then the number of binary mergers from this primordial binary population can
be estimated, and compared with the actual rate observed by gravitational wave detectors.
It turns out that, for fPBH ∼ 1, there would be ∼ 104 mergers observable by LIGO per
year, which therefore places very strong constraints on the PBH fraction.

The stochastic gravitational wave background also constrains these PBHs [556,557].
I will return to these binary abundance calculations in more detail later in this thesis, how-
ever, when we investigate cosmological black holes and their effects on this constraint. On
top of this, the question becomes more complicated when considering potential clustering
of PBHs, which could disrupt binaries and loosen the constraints [558–562].

Microlensing-sized black holes

Smaller still are the ‘microlensing-range’ PBHs, which range from 10−12M⊙ ≲ m ≲

10M⊙. Constraints in this regime are mostly related to gravitational lensing phenomena.
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Microlensing refers to the scenario in which a compact object passes between a source
and a detector, magnifying the background source [563–566]. Light rays passing near
the compact object are deflected, so that more light converges on the detector than would
otherwise. By observing a fixed population of sources for a long period (such as the
Magellanic Clouds, the galactic bulge, or the Andromeda galaxy), constraints can be
placed on the population of compact objects. A number of missions, such as MACHO [567],
HSC [568], EROS [569], and OGLE [570] have conducted these observations, allowing
relatively tight constraints in this window.

On top of the microlensing surveys, there are a few other lensing-related constraints
in this mass region. Some observed lensing events, such as by Icarus [571], require a
sufficiently smooth dark matter population, which constrains the somewhat ‘lumpier’ PBH
population [572]. Similarly, the supernova magnification distribution appears to depend
on the smoothness of dark matter [573–575]. Finally, extragalactic microlensing of objects
such quasars can also constrain PBHs [576–580].

It does not seem like the dust has fully settled regarding microlensing constraints—
while recent long-duration results [581] appear to conclusively rule out LIGO-sized PBHs
at around the ten percent level, new papers seem to be published faster than I can write
this thesis. Indeed, by the time you are reading this, my bounds may be out of date. For
example, the recent result Ref. [582] appears to require a substantial solar-mass population
of black holes to explain quasar microlensing surveys. It surely is an exciting period for
primordial black hole dark matter.

Perhaps the volatility in the literature is due to the large number of uncertainties
and model-dependent caveats that microlensing constraints must account for [583–585].
In addition, theorists always have new tricks up their sleeves—for example, two of my
collaborators in Ref. [586, 587] found an alternative black hole solution in quadratic
gravity [78, 79] which is stable and carries a topological charge, disrupting microlensing
and so evading the constraints.

Asteroid mass black holes

An interesting range is the so-called ‘asteroid range’, comprising 10−17M⊙ ≲ m ≲

10−12M⊙ [588]. At the moment, this range appears to be entirely unconstrained. PBHs
of these masses are too small for traditional microlensing constraints, and too large for
Hawking radiation to have been significant in their lifetimes. There were a handful of
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mechanisms proposed to constrain this range, but all have been dismissed with various
issues. When we examine cosmological black holes, however, we will explore this space
again, but in the context of Hawking radiation.

One of the possible constraints in this mass range are the so-called femtolensing
constraints of gamma-ray bursts [588–592]. These observations are limited by finite
source-size and diffraction effects— finite source-size effects refer to the shortening of the
microlensing event time, while the diffraction effects occurs because the Schwarzschild
radius of the black hole is comparable to the wavelength of the detected optical light.

There are also PBH capture scenarios in this mass range. One constraint involved
stellar capture, where the PBH would settle in the interior and destroy the star [593–596].
However, detailed calculations found that the event rate was insufficient to place any
constraints [588]. A second involved ignition of white dwarfs [597], but detailed calcu-
lation again showed that PBHs in this mass range were probably not able to cause viable
explosions, both theoretically and at the necessary rate for constraint [588].

Evaporating black holes

For the smallest masses, it begins to become more convenient to use grams instead of solar-
mass units. For black holes with mass m ≲ 1017g = 10−17M⊙, Hawking evaporation
becomes relevant. There are a large number of interesting constraints for these black holes,
many of which occur in the early universe.

Firstly, there is the stability constraint, which claims that PBHs smaller than the
critical mass mcrit which completely evaporates with the lifetime of the universe cannot
be the dark matter [5, 14, 422]. This constraint must be carefully worded, but I have not
seen it layed out explicitly in the literature (partially prompting the writing of Ref. [422]
with Markus Mosbech). Clearly PBHs which form with masses smaller than mcrit cannot
comprise the dark matter today. But, if PBHs formed with masses only slightly larger than
mcrit, perhaps they could comprise the dark matter today, but with very small masses.
However, it can be argued that since the population today is extremely sensitive to the
precise initial mass, that we have a kind of fine-tuning or stability problem, which makes
it untenable to have such a monochromatic population today.

We can also place constraints on the observation of Hawking radiation itself—
whether from positrons in the galactic center [598, 599], electrons and positrons from
Voyager 1 [600], or galactic and extragalactic γ-rays [601–603]. In addition, exten-
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sive Hawking radiation would imprint on the CMB anisotropies [538, 604], the 21 cm
line [605], and if the PBHs were sufficiently small, might also affect BBN processes [601].
As noted above, we will return to the issue of Hawking radiation for cosmological black
holes.

Extended mass distributions

Finally, I will address the question of extended mass distributions [458,470–473]. Per-
haps the most generic distribution is the lognormal distribution, which can be used to ap-
proximate most physically realistic PBH formation theories [473, 524, 585,598–600,606].
Other distributions considered include power-laws of various kinds and critical collapse
functions with cutoffs at particular mass scales.

While one might naively think that it would be easy to concoct a distribution which
skates under all the monochromatic constraints, the situation is not so straightforward.
There is a careful process for ‘transferring’ monochromatic distribution constraints to
arbitrary extended distributions, and in many cases we do not find the constraints to
be significantly lifted [470,473]. However, in the evaporating black hole regime, it is
not appropriate to merely recast the monochromatic constraints. This is because the
evaporation of PBHs significantly alters the distribution between formation and today, so
a more careful analysis must be undertaken for these constraints [422, 473].
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The layperson box: primordial black holes Previous — Next

I have been going on about how we are searching for some kind of invisible object to be the
dark matter. Are black holes not ideal? Not only are they dark, they are relatively tiny—a
black hole with the Earth’s mass would be ∼ 2 cm wide, while a solar mass black hole
would be only ∼ 1 km.

And not only that—we have actually, definitely, seen black holes. In the center of
galaxies there are supermassive black holes (∼ 108 solar masses), which we see in
our galaxy by the movement of stars around ‘nothing’, and in other galaxies by the
unimaginably energetic beams of radiation emitted when gas falls onto these black holes.
We have even taken a ‘picture’ of two of these black holes (including our own central one
in the Milky Way), using radio waves collected from different points across the Earth.

We have also detected smaller black holes, only ∼ 5 − 100 times the mass of the
sun. Just recently, we saw one wandering aimlessly through our galaxy, based on
the motion of stars near it. And most incredibly of all, we have detected ‘gravitional
waves’—literal ripples in the fabric of spacetime—that form when black holes collide. We
have detected more than a hundred of these collisions so far, a truly momentous piece of
science in only the last seven years.

But black holes produced by stars collapsing cannot be dark matter, because dark
matter needs to have existed from near the beginning of the universe, and stars only
showed up later. How else can you make black holes? We must look to the very early
universe, when everything was just a hot, dense soup of particles. Just by random accident,
sometimes this soup could fluctuate in density. If it accidentally had a massive enough
fluctuation, it might have been possible to suddenly collapse to a black hole. These
hypothetical ancient black holes are called ‘primordial’ black holes.

Primordial black holes were one of the earliest known dark matter candidates and
they are still going strong today. We know they cannot be too small, because black holes
slowly evaporate—if they were too small, they would not still exist. We also know they
cannot be too big, or they either would not fit into galaxies, or otherwise would mess up the
motions of stars in them. If they are roughly moon-to-Earth-mass, we also can rule them
out, because there would be so many of them that they would pass in front of distant stars,
making them briefly brighter, like tiny magnifying glasses. Medium sized black holes
(100 − 1000 solar masses) we can also probably rule out since gas in outer space would
fall onto them, heating up and producing radiation. Finally, black holes that are the right
size to seen by gravitational waves (10 − 100 solar masses) would be ruled out, because
they would merge often, leading to more gravitational wave events than observed.

That is only some of the many constraints clever scientists have devised, but there
are still plenty of available masses these black holes can be. Then, there is the (probably
likely) possibility that the black holes come in a whole spectrum of different sizes, in which
case it becomes yet easier for these black holes to be a good portion of the dark matter, if
not all. It is a relatively exciting time to be working on black hole physics...
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Cosmological black holes

Time is a flat circle.

—Rust Cohle, True Detective

In the early universe, primordial black holes are born within the hot dense plasma of the
cosmological fluid, where the Hubble horizon may not be actually very far away from the
black hole horizon. Meanwhile, the Schwarzschild metric—universally used for modelling
black holes (along with the Kerr metric)—is embedded in empty, asymptotically flat space.
These conditions are clearly not correct for black holes in the early universe. Two questions
arise: how do we properly model black holes in the early universe? And does treating
them differently affect their phenomenology, particularly with respect to dark matter?

In fact, these questions go all the way back to the historical origins of primordial
black holes. The birth of the field arguably began when the Soviet physicist I.D. Novikov
noted in 1964 that objects which are seeded by overdensities in the early universe could
in fact be black holes (and not just stars and galaxies) [390]. His idea was expounded on
in Ref. [391], by Zel’dovich and Novikov—this paper is often considered the first PBH
paper. However, it is not always recorded that this paper attempted to discredit the PBH
hypothesis. Using a simple analysis of accretion onto these objects, they found that the
black holes grew catastrophically large, clearly in contrast to the observed composition of
the universe.

This problem was solved by Carr and Hawking in 1974 [366]. They found that when
they explicitly considered an alternative black hole metric which was asymptotically-
FLRW, the runaway accretion problem was solved. They did not offer a specific metric, but
rather provided a detailed mathematical proof for any such metric. This paper truly began
the field of primordial black holes—now that they were established as being physically
possible, the study of their properties and cosmological implications could begin.

Interestingly, despite the great importance of Carr and Hawking’s work, the study of
PBH phenomenology eventually proceeded on with Schwarzschild black holes—perhaps
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under the assumption that they could be safely stitched into an FLRW background suffi-
ciently far away from both the black hole and cosmological horizon. As we will see, such
a solution is actually far from trivial. Regardless, many studies of PBH dark matter more
or less approximate the PBHs as Schwarzschild (or Kerr) objects.

This is not to say that cosmological black hole solutions were not explored. In fact,
there is a wealth of both contemporary and historical literature [99, 415, 607–610] on these
issues, which I will explore further in the following sections. However, for various reasons,
it has not been particularly popular to examine PBH phenomenology using this variety of
cosmological black hole metrics. Perhaps the general wisdom is that it would be unlikely to
find major consequences, since the black holes will be approximately Schwarzschild-like
up close and FLRW-like far away.

It is also the case that it is very hard to find a cosmological metric with no faults—
almost all the examples in the literature either:

• contain strange singularities (violating various energy conditions),

• require a specific background (usually, dust-like, as in a matter-dominated universe),
or

• have somewhat confusing or ill-defined physical interpretation.

However, it is past time that these things are carefully checked. Primordial black holes
are again in the spotlight of the dark matter community, partly due to the wealth of recent
black hole observations, and partly due to the distinct lack of wealth of any particle dark
matter observations. In this chapter, I will begin by generally describing some details of
cosmological black holes, before looking at a selection of the more well-studied possible
metrics.

For all our searching, we only found one metric, the Thakurta metric [611], which did
not have the first two of the above faults—it contains no singularities, and works perfectly
fine during radiation-domination. The most important phenomenological aspect of the
Thakurta metric is its time-dependent Misner–Sharp mass, which is roughly proportional
to the cosmological scale factor. We found that this feature radically reshapes the landscape
of PBH dark matter. In later sections I will show in detail how both the gravitational wave
bounds [6] and the Hawking radiation bounds [5] are significantly altered. Spoilers: the
former is removed entirely, while the latter is extended across the entire asteroid-mass
range.
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The third fault, of being generally confusing, the Thakurta metric certainly possesses.
The three papers I have written with my collaborators about Thakurta black holes [1, 5, 6]
have received quite a bit of attention from the community, for better or worse [4, 612–614].
I would say that this criticism has broadly ranged from relatively unfounded, to hard-to-
say-exactly, to fair. I will do my best to elucidate and explain these features and criticisms
as they arise. Regardless, there appears to be a bit of inertia in the community against the
application of cosmological black holes, and it is hard to judge what proportion of this
push-back is scientific or sociological [615].

It very well may be the case, ultimately, that the Thakurta metric is not a correct
PBH description—there are certainly many more questions left to answer, and not many
people trying to answer them currently. However, I hope that, at the least, our work
with the Thakurta metric encourages the PBH-dark matter community to keep pursuing
new cosmological metrics, and investigating their impact on PBH phenomenology. It is
heartening at least that the last couple years appear to have seen an increase in the number
of papers considering such effects [616–618], whether or not that is due to us (or perhaps,
the publicity of the various criticism and comment papers related to our work).
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3.1 General formulation
Because cosmological black holes are necessarily coupled to an expanding universe, it is
perhaps not that surprising that many of them are dynamical, as opposed to stationary,
solutions. In fact, almost all of the solutions we will look at in later sections are dynamical
in some way—even the solution which merely ‘stitches’ a Schwarzschild black hole into
the universe requires a kind of dynamical stitching [608,619]. Actually, it is not just for
cosmological reasons that we care about dynamical black hole solutions. Black holes
which grow by accretion, or shrink by Hawking radiation, are really properly described
only by a dynamical solution.

Understanding dynamical black holes adds an extra level of difficulty and ambiguity,
compared to static or stationary black hole solutions. In particular, these black holes
lack an asymptotically-timelike Killing vector field [620]. Killing fields are vector fields
which preserve the metric, so that flow with respect to the Killing vector expresses some
symmetry of the spacetime. For static black holes, the time vector is a Killing vector,
and points in the forward direction of time unambiguously. For dynamical black holes,
which generically lack this Killing vector, however, we lack a ‘preferred’ time coordinate
to understand black hole properties such as surface gravity.

Kodama time

The situation was partially remedied when Kodama [620,621] wrote down a natural,
divergence free vector field, later named the Kodama vector. This vector field exists in
any spherically symmetric spacetime and is given by,

ka ≡ ϵab⊥∇br , (3.1)

which lies in the (1 + 1)-dimensional radial-temporal plane, where ϵab⊥ is the Levi-Civita
tensor in this plane. Although not a particularly intuitive definition, it can be shown that,

ka∇ar = 0 , (3.2)

so that the Kodama vector does indeed define a natural timelike direction. This does not
specify a naturally preferred time coordinate in and of itself, but the argument was taken
further in Ref. [621], where the Clebsch decomposition theorem was used to assert that
there are two unique factors, α and β, such that the Kodama covector (written somewhat
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unusually as k♭), takes the form,

k♭ = αdβ . (3.3)

In the exterior spacetime region where dr is spacelike, we know that the Kodama vector
and covector are certainly timelike, guaranteeing that dβ is timelike itself. The natural
conclusion is that β is therefore the preferred time coordinate, called the Kodama time, τ .
In fact, it turns out that this choice is the unique time coordinate so that integral curves of
the Kodama vector coincide with ∂τ .

Spherically symmetric metrics

Perhaps even more tellingly, using this time coordinate, the cross-term in the metric is
naturally zero, so that we are always able to write a spherically symmetric metric as,

ds2 = e−2ϕ(R,τ)F (R, τ) dτ 2 − dR2

F (R, τ)
−R2dΩ2 , (3.4)

where the Schwarzschild-like factor can be written in terms of the Misner–Sharp mass
Eq. 2.2 as,

F (R, t) =

(
1− 2GmMS

R

)
. (3.5)

The factor e−ϕ is related to the Kodama time-translation vector T and Kodama vector k
by e−ϕ = ||T ||/||k||. It is not exactly a coincidence that this choice of Schwarzschild-like
coordinates conveniently uses the Misner–Sharp mass—in fact, the mass quantity above
automatically gains the interpretation of being the Misner–Sharp mass when written in
these coordinates.

The metric in Eq. 3.4 provides a compelling and natural way to describe dynamical
black holes. However, it is sometimes useful to work in Painlevé–Gullstrand (PG) coor-
dinates instead, since they are better suited for future horizons. The line element in these
coordinates is given by,

ds2 =
e−2ϕ

α2
F dτ̃ 2 − 2

e−ϕ

α

√
1− Fdτ̃dR− dR2 −R2dΩ2 , (3.6)
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where the new time coordinate τ̃ is defined by,

dτ̃ = αdτ + αeϕ
√
1− F

F
dR . (3.7)

In the above, we are free to choose the function α > 0 so that the PG time direction
coincides with the Kodama time direction. When changing coordinates we have to satisfy
the integrability condition—that the order of two partial derivatives does not matter.
Ensuring this holds for the radial and temporal derivatives gives the condition,

∂

∂R
(α) =

∂

∂τ

(
αeϕ

√
1− F

F

)
. (3.8)

For simplicity, I will follow the conventions of Refs. [415, 417], and define c(R, t) = e−ϕ/α.
Then the PG metric can be written as,

ds2 = c2F dτ̃ 2 − c
√
1− Fdτ̃dR− dR2 −R2dΩ2 . (3.9)

Although this section may seem like technical formalities, understanding the Kodama
foliation is essential for studying dynamical black holes. It feels somewhat simple written
out here, but it took quite a bit of work and confusion during my research before I began
to put some of these pieces together. Still, there is much that is either ambiguously-
defined or not well-understood for dynamical black holes—both by me and the wider PBH
community. With the exciting prospect of unanswered questions in mind, let us now look
more concretely at some cosmological PBH metrics.
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3.2 Cosmological PBH metrics
There are a number of cosmological black hole candidates, so I will only give a brief
summary of some of the more prominent metrics (see, e.g. [415] for a more in-depth
summary).

Einstein–Strauss spacetime

The Einstein–Strauss (Swiss cheese vacuole) solution [608,619,622] is perhaps the sim-
plest cosmological black hole spacetime—here, a Schwarzschild solution is matched to an
FLRW background along a radially-comoving hypersurface. The matching surface must
be dynamical, so that the volume ‘cut out’ by the black hole spacetime has matching mass
with some volume of cosmological fluid. Although this represents a somewhat ad hoc
solution to the cosmological BH problem, it is not uncommon in physics to describe a
locally decoupled system independently to its background, assuming that it is somehow
‘stitched’ into the background with minimal local effects.

The main drawback of this solution, however, comes from the matching conditions
along the hypersurface, which require a specific kind of conservation of stress-energy.
Because the interior solution is a vacuum, we have to enforce zero pressure on the exterior
of the stitching and so similarly everywhere in the FLRW spacetime [619]. As a result,
the Swiss cheese vacuole is restricted to matter-dominated FLRW backgrounds. While
this solution is presumably useful in the later universe, it can not be readily applied
during radiation-domination, when PBHs form, and we must be careful not to asssume
that some other roughly-similar solution even exists when intuiting the behavior of these
early-universe cosmological black holes.

Lemat̂re-Tolman-Bondi spacetimes

The Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi class of metrics [609, 610, 623] is another dynamical black
hole candidate. This metric describes a spherical dust cloud which is collapsing under
gravity. These spacetimes are a relatively broad class, and so the realization depends
on specific model choices, which can include cosmological backgrounds. There are a
number of difficulties with this class of metrics—for one, there is again the issue that
it applies to dust backgrounds. Secondly, the solutions are plagued with shell-crossing
singularities related to the inhomogeneous dust collapse. It turns out that for physically
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realistic collapse scenarios, enforcing the conditions which remove these singularities also
make the black hole singularity locally visible, violating the cosmic censorship hypothesis
discussed in Sec. 2.1.6.

McVittie spacetimes

The McVittie class of metrics [607, 624] is another old and well-studied candidate,
and actually contains as a special case the oldest known cosmological black hole, the
Schwarzschild-de Sitter/ Kottler metric [415, 625–628]. The McVittie solution is a rather
generic solution for a spherically symmetric inhomogeneity embedded in an FLRW uni-
verse. An important assumption for this solution is that there is no accretion or energy
flow onto the central inhomogeneity. This spacetime contains a stationary singularity at
R = 2m, where R is the areal (or comoving) radius—however, this singularity is space-
like, in contrast with the standard black hole horizon. Since the metric is sourced by a
perfect fluid, this leads to a divergent pressure at the horizon, which we generally would
prefer to avoid.

To remedy this, the generalized McVittie solutions [624] remove the no-accretion
condition, in order to create a more physically reasonable stress-energy source. One
prominent example of these metrics is the Sultana–Dyer solution [629,630], which is
found by conformally transforming the Schwarzschild metric like gµν → Ω2gµν , with
conformal factor [631],

Ω = a(t, r) =
(
t+ 2m ln

∣∣∣ r
2m

− 1
∣∣∣
)2

, (3.10)

so that the timelike Killing field in the Schwarzschild metric becomes a conformal Killing
field. Notably, because the metric was originally found by a conformal transformation of
the Schwarzschild metric in isotropic coordinates, the conformal factor is both temporally
and radially dependent, as seen above [631]. As a result, the stress-energy source of this
metric is forced to be a mixture of two non-interacting perfect fluids—a null dust and a
massive dust. One of the flaws of the Sultana–Dyer metric is that it is therefore only valid
in matter-dominated eras. Another potential issue with the Sultana–Dyer metric is that
there is superluminal dust flow near the the apparent horizon, although that may not be a
serious flaw and rather a consequence of the over-simplicity of the metric [630].

The generalized McVittie metrics are a rather broad class of metrics, depending on
the particular choice of stress-energy source. However, there is one particularly interesting
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special case—the late-time attractor of these solutions [410,415,632]. This spacetime is
known as the Thakurta metric [611], and also happens to be the General Relativistic limit
of a class of exact solutions of Brans-Dicke gravity with a cosmological fluid [633], as
well as ‘cuscuton gravity’ [631, 634, 635] and shape dynamics [631,636]. Because this
particular metric is so important to this thesis, it deserves its own section.
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3.3 The Thakurta metric
We chose to study the Thakurta metric [611] because it satisfies two of the three previously-
mentioned desirable qualities for a cosmological black hole metric—it has no pathologies
(spacelike singularities on the horizon, negative energy densities, or naked singularities),
and it is perfectly valid in radiation (and matter) domination. The third quality, of being
not-too-confusing, it perhaps satisfies less easily, but I am not sure we can hold out much
hope for that qualification with any decent spacetime.

For these reasons we chose the Thakurta metric for further investigation, even though
it may not be ‘perfect’. One might consider it merely a toy model, or justifiably find its
flaws insurmountable. However, we have yet to find any other spacetime which could
possibly take its place. If you know of one, please let me know. With such warnings
behind us, let us then delve deeper into the Thakurta metric.

The non-rotating Thakurta metric was first proposed very similarly to the Sultana-
Dyer metric [629]. The spacetime interval for the Thakurta metric is essentially that of a
conformal-time Schwarzschild metric, multiplied by the scale factor:

ds2 = a2(η)

[
f(r)dη2 − dr2

f(r)
− r2dΩ2

]
, (3.11)

where,

f(r) = 1− 2Gm

r
. (3.12)

We should carefully note that this is not the same as the conformal transformation that
leads to the Sultana–Dyer metric, although it is certainly very similar. The differences
can be seen clearly in e.g. Refs. [631, 637]. In contrast with the Sultana–Dyer metric,
the Thakurta metric conformal factor is only time-dependent. This metric can then be
rewritten in terms of cosmological time t [1, 638] and areal radius R = a(t)r as,

ds2 = f(R, t)

(
1− H2R2

f(r, t)2

)
dt2 +

2HR

f(R, t)
dtdR− dR2

f(R, t)
−R2dΩ2 , (3.13)

where f(R, t) = f(r) is simply,

f(R, t) = 1− 2Gma(t)

R
. (3.14)
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The two limits of this spacetime are relatively straightforward to see. As f(r → ∞),
the metric becomes the FLRW metric, while the Schwarzschild metric is recovered when
H → 0.

The stress-energy source

The Thakurta metric is sourced by an imperfect fluid with a radial heat flow, but no
radial fluid accretion (in other words, the fluid four-velocity is orthogonal to the heat flow
four-vector). The stress energy source is generically written as,

Tµν = (ρ+ P )uµuν + gµνP + q(µuν) ,

qµ = (0, q, 0, 0),

uµ = (u, 0, 0, 0) . (3.15)

That the Thakurta metric has no accretion is a subtle but important point—no matter
is actually flowing onto the central imhomogeneity. Rather, the radial energy flow can
presumably be thought of as a temperature gradient towards the black hole. As we will see
shortly, the Thakurta black hole has a growing Misner–Sharp mass—however, this mass
does not grow from any actual matter accretion, but is a purely geometrical effect.

I belabor the no-accretion point as it is a common point of confusion or criticism
regarding the Thakurta metric. In fact, the Thakurta metric is derived from the generalized
McVittie metric by requiring the central ‘mass’ parameter m to be constant [415]. The
fact that the Misner–Sharp mass grows without accretion of matter does not violate any
conservation laws, because we must be very careful with our intuition regarding such laws
in General Relativity—the growth of the FLRW universe also violates conservation of
energy, because no such conservation law is applicable to the spacetime. See appendix B
for further musings on this subject.

Apparent horizons

One relatively remarkable feature of the Thakurta metric (compared to many cosmological
black holes), is the analytical tractability of the apparent horizons. The spacetime contains
two apparent horizons, where f(R, t) = HR, which are interpreted as the cosmological
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and black hole horizons, respectively:

RC =
1

2H

(
1 +

√
1− 8HGma

)
(3.16)

RBH =
1

2H

(
1−

√
1− 8HGma

)
. (3.17)

In the static limit where H → 0, the cosmological horizon approaches infinity and the
black hole horizon approaches the Schwarzschild event horizon with a = 1. Meanwhile,
when m → 0, the black hole horizon vanishes and the cosmological horizon approaches
1/H as expected. It will be useful to define the small parameter,

δ ≡ HGma <
1

8
, (3.18)

since the factor in the square root is always positive after the black holes have formed. To
zeroth order in this parameter, in fact, the black hole horizon becomes RBH → 2Gma,
while the cosmological horizon approaches 1/H . It is also important to note that while
there is still the spacelike singularity at f(r) = 0 which plagues the McVittie metric, this
surface is always below the apparent horizon and so is not physically consequential [4].

The Misner–Sharp mass

While this analysis follows the original definition of the Thakurta metric in Eq. 3.11, it is
more useful to write the metric in the Kodama time foliation [1, 620, 621] of Eq. 3.4:

ds2 = e−2ϕ(R,τ)F (R, τ) dτ 2 − dR2

F (R, τ)
−R2dΩ2 , (3.19)

with,

F (R, t) =

(
1− 2GmMS

R

)
. (3.20)

For the Thakurta metric, the Misner–Sharp mass in the above is given by,

mMS = ma+
H2R3

2Gf(R, t)
. (3.21)

It is important to note that near the black hole, the first term always dominates, even though
f(R, t) blows up at small distances—only once R < RBH does the second term again
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dominate. The horizons satisfy,

Rh = 2GmMS(Rh) . (3.22)

We can find the explicit form of the energy density [631,638] using the flow vector
vµ ≡

(
−
√
f(R, t), 0, 0, 0

)
as follows:

ρ(R, t) ≡ Tµνv
µvν =

3H2

8πf(R, t)
. (3.23)

Then we can rewrite the Misner–Sharp mass as,

mMS = ma+
4π

3
ρ(R, t)R3 . (3.24)

However, we must be very careful with the proper interpretation of these terms, which
appear to describe a central point mass on the left and the mass of matter surrounding it
on the right. However, the terms are not neatly separable into these interpretations—for
instance, we can see that the definition of the energy density in fact includes the central
m parameter. The full Misner–Sharp mass is the quasi-local mass of the Thakurta black
hole.

The transformation between the ‘cosmological time’ of Eq. 3.13 and the Kodama time
is given by,

dτ = eϕ(R,t)dt+ eϕ(R,t) HR

f(R, t)

dR

F (R, t)
, (3.25)

and must satisfy the integrability condition,

∂

∂R

(
eϕ(R,t)

)
=

∂

∂t

(
eϕ(R,t) HR

f(R, t)F (R, t)

)
. (3.26)

Unfortunately, this condition is not well-defined at the horizon F = 0, so it is not
straightforward to evaluate the factor eϕ there. Indeed, at the time of writing, I have
devoted a significant amount of effort to evaluating this factor, via the Einstein equations
in various forms, and have not managed to find a clear answer (often, the factor divides
out). The explicit form of this factor is not important for much of this chapter, at least
until Sec. 3.5, so I will leave it for the moment. It is useful to note, however, that the
Kodama time approximately coincides with the cosmological time for observers which are
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distant from both the black hole and the cosmological horizon (who might be considered
the natural observers to care about). This fact makes it generally easier to compare, for
example, the Hawking radiation seen by a distant observer for stationary and dynamic
spacetimes.

3.3.1 The Thakurta horizons
First, we should check that the Thakurta horizons are in fact black hole horizons, as
discussed in Sec. 2.1.4. Determining this is somewhat nontrivial, as was pointed out
in Ref. [614], where it was found that the Thakurta metric appeared to have a white
hole horizon. The issue here is that while the expansion scalars Eq. 2.4 are coordinate
independent, the apparent horizon is foliation dependent. As a result, the expansion scalars
themselves—and therefore, the nature of the horizons—is foliation dependent. This subtle
fact was indeed already known [639] but seems to be sufficiently not well-understood in the
community that we decided to write Ref. [1] specifically addressing this for the Thakurta
metric.

First let us look at the horizons in the cosmological foliation (i.e., the metric Eq. 3.11).
The null radial geodesics, where ds2 = dΩ2 = 0, are given by,

dr

dt
= ±f

a
, (3.27)

so that the tangent vectors of Eq. 2.3 are given by,

ℓµ =(1, f/a, 0, 0) ,

nµ =
1

2f
(1,−f/a, 0, 0) . (3.28)

Then it is relatively straightforward to calculate the expansion scalars as,

θℓ =
2

R
(HR + f(R, t)) ,

θn =
1

Rf(R, t)
(HR− f(R, t)) . (3.29)

Then at the Thakurta horizons, where f(R, t) = HR, the ingoing expansion scalar θn = 0

while the outgoing scalar satisfies θl > 0. These observers therefore see past horizons—
light rays exit the horizon and never return. We should also check that it is a trapping
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horizon:

Lℓθn|R=Rh
=

(
∂t +

f

a
∂r

)
θn

∣∣∣∣
R=Rh

= − 1

HR

(
4πG

3
f(ρ− 3p) +

H (1 +HR)

R

)∣∣∣∣
R=Rh

, (3.30)

where the second equality is derived using the trace of the Einstein equations,

Ḣ + 2H2 = −8πG

3
f(ρ− 3P ) , (3.31)

in terms of the density ρ and pressure P of the cosmological fluid at the horizon. In
radiation- or matter-domination, ρ > 3P so that the Lie derivative above is negative definite
as would be required for a trapping horizon. We conclude then, that the cosmological
observers view both horizons as white holes or cosmological horizons.

Now let us examine the Kodama observer. Actually, it is generally more suitable to
work in PG coordinates, using the metric Eq. 3.9. Although the PG time τ̃ is not strictly
the Kodama time, the coordinate singularity at F = 0 is removed in these coordinates,
which is more convenient for calculations at future horizons (it is anyways possible to
show that the same conclusions hold for the Kodama time metric Eq. 3.4, but the maths is
quite a bit uglier). The null radial geodesics in the PG metric satisfy,

dR

dτ̃
= −c

√
1− F ± c , (3.32)

so that the tangent vectors are,

ℓµ =
1

c

(
1, c− c

√
1− F , 0, 0

)
,

nµ =
1

2c

(
1,−c− c

√
1− F , 0, 0

)
. (3.33)

Again we calculate the expansion scalars, finding,

θℓ =
2

R

(
1−

√
1− F

)
,

θn =− 1

R

(
1 +

√
1− F

)
. (3.34)

In contrast to the cosmological observers, we have θℓ = 0 and θn < 0 at the Thakurta
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horizons F = 0. Thus the horizons are future apparent horizons. In addition, we have,

Lnθℓ|R=Rh
= − 1

2R

(
2F ′ − Ḟ

c

)∣∣∣∣∣
R=Rh

= −4πG
Ṙh + 2c

Ṙh

Tµνℓ
µℓν

∣∣∣∣∣
R=Rh

. (3.35)

In the above, we have used the fact that F (Rh(τ̃), τ̃) = 0 is true for any τ̃ to assert that,

dF

dτ̃
= Ḟ + ṘhF

′ = 0 , (3.36)

as well as the Einstein equations evaluated at the horizon:

− Ḟ

cRh

= Gµνℓ
µℓν = 8πGTµνℓ

µℓν . (3.37)

Finally, the rate of change of the horizon is given by,

Ṙh =
2GṁMS

1− 2Gm′
MS

∣∣∣∣
R=Rh

= 2G
4πR2

hTµνℓ
µℓν

1− 2Gm′
MS

∣∣∣∣
R=Rh

, (3.38)

using the fact that ṁMS = 4πR2
hTµνℓ

µℓν |R=Rh
. As long as we are at distances R ≥ Rh,

we have that 1− 2Gm′
MS, and we can use the null energy condition,

Tµνℓ
µℓν ≥ 0 , (3.39)

to find that the Thakurta horizon is always increasing with respect to the PG time. Since
c > 0, we therefore satisfy the condition Lnθℓ|R=Rh

< 0, so that the Thakurta horizon is
indeed seen as a future outer trapped horizon.

Although the maths is clear, it may be helpful to have a physical picture in mind.
How can an object appear to have radically different horizons in two different foliations?
I believe, however, that physicists are already somewhat comfortable with observational
discrepancies in General Relativity—infalling observers on the Schwarzschild horizon
observe a radically different black hole to stationary observers at the same location.
Perceiving the Thakurta black hole with two different time directions is perhaps, then, not
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a radical leap in thinking from perceiving it with two different observer velocities.

I suspect one might even be able to picture it the following way—in the following
instant, the cosmological time observer at the horizon will find themselves within the
apparent horizon (similarly to how a cosmological horizon works), so necessarily light
rays will be seen leaving the horizon. Meanwhile, while the Kodama observer is not
exactly comoving, the Kodama time direction ‘includes’ a radial component so that the
observer is not instantaneously behind the horizon. Then they do indeed observe a black
hole horizon, as light rays do not return from the apparent horizon. This understanding is
probably not technically accurate, but I have found it useful for wrapping my head around
these issues.

3.3.2 Thakurta spacetimes as PBHs
Having the correct horizon structure is a necessary prerequisite for being a black hole, but
we really need to more carefully model how these objects can be PBHs. Technically, the
Thakurta black hole is ‘eternal’—it begins with a big bang, and ends at future infinity.
However, we are interested in PBHs which form at a particular epoch and eventually
become compact objects embedded in local structures like galaxies and clusters. We
therefore must include additional physically-motivated assumptions regarding how the
Thakurta black holes act as PBHs.

Firstly, we assume that their formation is more-or-less identical to the standard PBH
formation from horizon-sized anisotropies in the early universe, where the mass of the
overdensity is the same size as the horizon mass. It might be understandable to ask whether
we should require the Misner–Sharp mass of the overdensity to match the Misner–Sharp
horizon mass, but we should remember that the black hole is (perhaps redundantly) not
yet formed, before it is formed—so we cannot use the Thakurta Misner–Sharp mass for
this purpose. Then we will assume that an overdensity of mass ∼ m collapses to form the
Thakurta spacetime Eq. 3.11, giving us a useful physical interpretation of the parameter
m. Throughout we will refer to this mass as the physical mass of the Thakurta black hole,
implying that it represents both the original anisotropy mass as well as the mass of the
black hole today.

This leads us to the other end of the Thakurta spacetime’s life. The Thakurta black
hole cannot live in the background of the imperfect fluid forever—eventually, in the later
universe, it will find its local environment dominated by something else. That could be
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another black hole (in which case, the two might form a binary which is decoupled from
the Hubble flow), or it could be the formation of structure such as galaxies (in which case
the PBH will decouple from the Hubble flow and virialize with the galaxy). Regardless,
the black hole will no longer be suitably described by the Thakurta spacetime at this point.
We therefore assume that the black hole solution at decoupling should be interpolated into
a solution more like the Schwarzschild metric, or perhaps more carefully, the Einstein–
Strauss spacetime. In this case, we assume the mass of the now-decoupled black hole
would merely be the physical mass m (the Misner–Sharp and ADM masses coincide for
the Schwarzschild black hole).

The black hole described above, therefore, is not a pure Thakurta black hole—it must
transition from an anisotropy in FLRW space, to a Thakurta spacetime, then to a local
Schwarzschild spacetime. We do not have the full metric describing such an object, and
it would probably be rather complicated if we did. In that sense, our black hole model
is something of a toy model, in order to demonstrate the possible phenomenological
implications of real cosmological black holes. While it would be great to have a more
explicit model, we will for now make do with what we have.

3.3.3 Criticisms of Thakurta black holes
I have already touched on a number of the common issues found in the literature regarding
Thakurta black holes [612–614]. I will do my best to summarize these flaws here, and give
my own opinion on them. In some cases, there is a clear solution, or the issue is merely a
misconception—in other cases, I can only offer my thoughts and not a clear resolution.

Accretion

The nature of the horizons was already discussed at length, so I will not rehash that here. I
also discussed the fact that the Thakurta metric has no mass accretion, and merely a radial
heat flow (see also appendix B for further discussion). It would be useful to briefly touch
on accretion here, however. Some arguments [612, 613] dismissing the physicality of the
Thakurta metric insist that there is no way that the cosmological fluid, composed mainly of
Standard Model particles if fPBH = 1, can accrete onto the black holes efficiently enough.
On top of that, the merging of these PBHs can also certainly not make up the mass growth.
I certainly agree that the Misner–Sharp mass growth does not resemble in any way the
usual physics of accretion, and that accretion processes (or mergers) could not explain its
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growth—because, again, the Thakurta black hole does not grow by the standard accretion
of matter as represented by an ideal fluid.

If we wanted, we could add accretion effects to the Thakurta black hole in somewhat
the same way that we treat accretion for the Schwarzschild black hole—generally, we do
not construct a new, expanding black hole to model accretion, but rather impose accretion
in an adiabatic way onto a static Schwarzschild solution, although it would be perhaps
preferable to do the former. For Thakurta black holes, then, we could either impose some
kind of equivalent Bondi accretion, or construct a new metric which explicitly contains a
radial matter flow of cosmological fluid onto the black hole.

Temperature gradients

A related issue regards the radial heat flow onto the black hole, which we interpret as a
temperature gradient. It has been brought up in personal correspondence that the existence
of such a temperature gradient may not be physically realistic (although I have also heard
disagreeing opinions regarding this). I do not have a confident opinion on this issue—it is
not obvious to me that these temperature gradients couldn’t exist in the cosmological fluid,
since temperature anisotropies are well-studied phenomena. This question is presumably
worthy of further quantitative examination, or perhaps it merely needs a more well-posed
problem in the first place. However, as I will later show, Thakurta black holes are
indeed capable of emitting Hawking radiation, despite their mass growth. Presumably
this prevents these temperature anisotropies from being considered a kind of violation of
thermodynamic laws around the expanding black hole.

Multi-black holes and global energy density

Perhaps the most important question regards the stitching of multiple Thakurta black holes.
If we presume these black holes compose some fraction of the dark matter, then there need
to be many within the cosmological horizon. The multi-Thakurta black hole spacetime will
probably not be trivial, since the stress-energy matching conditions (particularly for the
radial heat flow) will greatly complicate the stitching. The reason this question is pressing
is because if you treat each black hole somewhat naively as objects with masses ∼ ma(t),
then you easily will find that the energy density in these objects would scale ∝ a(t)−2,
compared to the ∝ a(t)−3 required for dark matter [612, 613] (ignoring for the moment
that, as we argued above with respect to decoupling, once two Thakurta black holes are
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sufficiently close together that they feel the effect of the others’ gravity, we can no longer
describe the black holes with the Thakurta metric). As I pointed out before, however, it
is not correct to treat the Misner–Sharp mass as two disconnected parts, where we have
a central mass and a mass of surrounding fluid, so it is not reasonable to assume that we
could create a global dark matter density by ‘adding up’ black holes with masses ∼ ma(t).
If you wrote the energy density in Thakurta black holes more carefully in terms of the
number density n as ρPBH = nmMS, however, you would end up with a recursive relation
for the quantity you are attempting to define.

Regardless of the above, the question of the black hole energy density is actually
not well-posed in the first place—it is not meaningful to treat the Thakurta black hole as
a mass which is ‘separate’ from its surrounding spacetime. We are accustomed, when
studying cosmology, to break up the perfect fluid energy density ρ into its components,
like ρ = ρradiation + ρcurvature + ρblack holes + · · · . However, writing it in this way for
the Thakurta metric would make the ‘black hole energy density’ part of the source for
the black hole spacetime itself. It is not possible to write some global energy density
term that includes the black hole contribution, since the black hole is truly part of the
entire spacetime. The Thakurta spacetime, which necessarily includes both the central
inhomogeneity and the cosmological background, evolves as determined by the Einstein
equations with the imperfect fluid source. Only once the Thakurta black holes decouple,
as described earlier, can we attribute to them an energy density component within the
FLRW spacetime. Once that occurs, since we assume they interpolate into approximately
Schwarzschild objects, they will pick up the standard cold dark matter scaling relation of
ρPBH = nm.

The ‘Synge’ procedure

A common complaint with the Thakurta solution, as well as other conformally-derived
solutions such as the Sultana-Dyer black hole, is that they are found by specifying a
spacetime in some way, and then deriving the stress-energy conditions which would
source it [631]. Often, this procedure leads to unphysical spacetimes, of which there are
many famous examples in General Relativity. It is not clear to me to what extent this is an
issue or not. Indeed, I have always felt that famous spacetimes like the Schwarzschild or
FLRW metric are in fact often derived first from a geometric direction, but they happen to
correspond to physical stress-energy conditions. This procedure does not feel so different
from using an ansatz to solve differential equations, except that the Einstein equations are
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particularly troublesome and so often ‘unassuming’ spacetimes are actually problematic.
But if this procedure does lead to an acceptable spacetime, is there actually an issue? Or
is this complaint merely a warning to look closer at such solutions?
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3.4 Gravitational wave PBH constraints
Now we have suitably introduced the Thakurta metric, let us investigate its phenomenology
as a dark matter candidate. As discussed in Sec. 2.3.2, the strongest constraints on LIGO-
mass PBHs are, perhaps unsurprisingly, from LIGO/Virgo [87–89,550–554]. We will
reinvestigate these limits for the Thakurta metric, originally published in our paper Ref. [6].

First, I will outline the standard calculation of the LIGO/Virgo PBH constraints.
Calculating the formation of Schwarzschild PBH binaries in the early universe takes the
following rough trajectory:

We start with an initial PBH population, just after formation. As the universe expands,
at some point two neighboring black holes will feel a stronger gravitational attraction than
the cosmological ‘pull’ separating them—we call this decoupling from the Hubble flow.
It turns out that for large fractions fPBH, the density of PBHs is generally high enough that
almost all black holes have decoupled before the end of radiation-domination. However,
these neighboring PBHs do not just fall into each other, since their next-nearest neighbor
also gives the now-formed binary some eccentricity. Using our knowledge of the initial
PBH distribution, and the physics of this decoupling, we can calculate the distribution of
binary parameters (i.e., semimajor axis a and eccentricity e).

With an understanding of the power emitted by a binary system in gravitational
waves, we can then write a distribution of the PBH binaries in terms of coalescence
time τ and eccentricity. From this distribution we can read off how many binaries we
expect to be coalescing today, or more specifically, within the sensitivity and range of
LIGO/Virgo observations. Strong constraints can then be placed by the non-observation
of the ∼ O(104) mergers that is predicted by this calculation.

Although this calculation is somewhat simplistic, more detailed studies [553] of the
binary formation processes did not return significantly different results. In addition to this,
the binary population leads to a stochastic gravitational wave background, which can be
used to place quite similar constraints to the above [556,557]. I will not explicitly address
the stochastic background calculations here, but we will see that re-examining the binary
formation for Thakurta black holes would lead to the relaxation of these constraints as
well.

Finally, we should note that these calculations do not account for clustered PBH
formation, which is possibly more physically realistic [558–562]. In this case, the binaries
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are disrupted and the bounds are lowered, which could be seen as a complimentary result
to our conclusion.

3.4.1 Decoupling conditions
As it turns out, we will not need to completely redo the standard calculations for these
constraints. The decoupling condition for Thakurta black holes is much more difficult to
satisfy than for the Schwarzschild black hole, suppressing binary formation and avoiding
the LIGO constraints altogether. Specifically, dynamical black holes must satisfy an
additional decoupling condition which is satisfied automatically by Schwarzschild black
holes. For convenience, I will call the standard decoupling condition the static decoupling
condition, and the additional condition the dynamic condition.

The static decoupling condition

The static condition requires that the inward force towards a PBH exceeds the outward
cosmological pull. The most straightforward way to derive this is to examine the radial
geodesic condition for a test particle in an FLRW universe augmented by the Newtonian
attraction of a Schwarzschild black hole:

R̈ = −Gm
R2

+
ä

a
R . (3.40)

The condition can be set by requiring that the Newtonian force dominate over the cosmo-
logical ‘drag’:

m

V
≫ 3

4πG

∣∣∣∣
ä

a

∣∣∣∣ = ρcr
∣∣−Ωm(1 + z)3 − 2Ωr(1 + z)4 + 2ΩΛ

∣∣ , (3.41)

where V ≡ (4π/3)R3.

Typically, the static decoupling condition is stated as a requirement that the local mass
density around the black hole exceeds the cosmological energy density [550,553]. This
statement leads to a very slightly different condition than the above—the main difference
coming from the double (rather than single) derivative of the scale factor. Either is an
acceptable choice and the calculations are not extremely sensitive to the difference, but I
find that the argument here perhaps has more physical merit.

The static condition is straightforwardly modified when considering cosmological
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black holes. Very roughly, The ADM mass m in Eq. 3.40 should be replaced by the
Misner–Sharp mass, mMS, and similarly in Eq. 3.41. For Thakurta black holes, the
Misner–Sharp mass is dominated by the ma term, at least up close (farther away, we do
not have to be concerned with binary formation anyway). We can clearly see, then, that
the smaller effective mass in the static decoupling condition will make it more difficult to
satisfy—the black holes will have to be much closer together than in the Schwarzschild
case before a binary is formed (or rather, binaries are formed much later in time, once the
right-hand side of Eq. 3.41 is reduced by the expansion of the universe).

The dynamic decoupling condition

However, there is a second, stronger, dynamical decoupling condition which we must
introduce. In fact, we originally discovered this condition by accident—I had written
a small code to numerically simulate the inspiral of two Thakurta black holes, and we
saw that we couldn’t get the black holes to actually start inspiralling until this particular
condition was met.

There is a good physical explanation for this condition. Binary systems lose energy
by gravitational wave emission, resulting in orbital decay [640]. In order for two black
holes to form a binary, then, the power emitted in gravitational waves must dominate the
cosmological power which separates the black holes. This condition emerges relatively
simply, by considering the Newtonian gravitational energy between two Thakurta black
holes,

E ∼ −GMµa2

2R
, (3.42)

where M ≡ m1 +m2, µ ≡ m1m2/M and we have again approximated mMS ∼ ma (we
will use this approximation throughout this section). By taking the time derivative of this
energy, we can find the change in radial separation of these two black holes:

Ṙ

R
∼ −Ė

E
+ 2H . (3.43)

It is then easy to see the origin of the dynamical condition, since the change in radial
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separation can only be negative if,

Ė

E
≳ 2H . (3.44)

In the Schwarzschild case, the scale factor a is not present in the gravitational energy, so
there is no H term, and this condition is satisfied as long as there are any gravitational
waves.

The power Ė is not totally trivial to work out for Thakurta black holes. Since we
are trying to figure out when they decouple, we have to examine the gravitational waves
produced by two neighboring PBHs before decoupling. To derive the gravitational wave
power, we can follow the foundational work of Peters [640, 641]. Although it is somewhat
more complicated for the Thakurta metric, we found that the leading order term for the
gravitational wave power loss is simply,

Ė ∼ −32

5

G4M3µ2a5

a5(1− e2)7/2

(
1 +
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24
e2 +

37

96
e4
)

= Ėschw.a
5 . (3.45)

This dynamical decoupling condition is quite strict compared to the static condition, and
is responsible for much of the ‘heavy lifting’ in our conclusion.

Now that we have the dynamic decoupling condition in terms of the binary semi-major
axis a and eccentricity e, we can apply this to the PBH population to see what kind of
binaries are able to form.

3.4.2 Thakurta binary formation
For simplicity, we will assume a monochromatic PBH mass function at physical mass m,
and a random PBH distribution (i.e., not clustered). In this case, the average separation of
these black holes at formation is given by [550,552],

x̄0 =

(
m

fPBHρcrΩDM

)1/3

∼ 1.2 kpc

f
1/3
PBH

(
m

30M⊙

)1/3

. (3.46)

To model the binary formation, we consider a pair of neighboring PBHs which are
separated by some distance x = x0/(1 + z) at redshift z. I also note that the the quantity
x̄0 is often defined in the literature at matter-radiation equality, instead of today, We will
be sticking with the otherwise-more-conventional a0 = 1 today, since for Thakurta black
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holes, decoupling can continue even into matter-domination.

Following Ref. [550], the semi-major axis a is given by,

a = αx (3.47)

where α ∼ 0.4 is a numerical factor from 3-body simulations for Schwarzschild black
holes[551]. The next-nearest PBH to the pair helps form a binary system through tidal
effects (and we presumably will assume that the the nearest neighbor of this third black
hole is not one of the two currently under consideration, which may not always be a
reasonable assumption). The semiminor axis b is estimated by considering the product of
the tidal force and square of the free fall time, where y = y0/(1 + z) is the distance to the
third black hole:

b = β
Gmx

y3
× x3

Gm
= β

(
x0
y0

)3

a , (3.48)

where again β ∼ 0.8 is a numerical factor from simulations [551]. Once both decoupling
conditions are met at some redshift z = zdec, the binary is considered formed, with
semimajor axis adec and eccentricity edec (calculated in the usual way, e =

√
1− b2/a2).

Since we assume that the binary evolution after decoupling proceeds as it would with
Schwarzschild black holes, the binary lifetime before merging is given by [640,641],

τb =
3

85

a4dec(1− e2dec)
7/2

r3s
, (3.49)

where we haved defined the binary Schwarzschild scale rs ≡ (G3M2µ)1/3.

We now have all the elements to rederive the binary parameter distribution. However,
this calculation is not even necessary. Using the lifetime τb, we can rewrite the dynamic
decoupling condition Eq. 3.44 in terms of lifetime, eccentricity, and zdec, which will allow
us to see the lifetime of binaries which are decoupling at any given epoch. Combining
these equations gives,

(1 + zdec)
3H(zdec) =

1

τb

96

425

(
1 +

73

24
e2dec +

37

96
e4dec

)
. (3.50)

We can solve this for the lifetime to see the evolution of binaries decoupling at any
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particular time. For example,

τb(zdec = zeq ∼ 3000) = 135 s , (3.51)

τb(zdec ∼ 1) = 1.0 Gyr . (3.52)

Even extremely late in the universe, at z ∼ 1, the only binaries that are able to decouple
are so close together that they merge within one billion years. At matter-radiation equality,
meanwhile, the lifetime of decoupled black holes is only two minutes, meaning these
binaries would need to have formed extraordinarily close together. We do not need to
carefully recalculate the binary distribution to see that such closely-neighboring PBHs
constitute a negligible portion of the distribution, so we can conclude that almost no
binaries at all decouple by matter-radiation equality. The relationship between lifetime
and decoupling time is shown more explicitly in Fig. 3.1.

The crux then of the argument is as follows. By late times (well before z = 1),
galaxies have already formed. Since the majority of Thakurta PBHs have not formed
binaries in the early universe, they will become virialized into galaxies (or galaxy clusters)
as isolated black holes. This process also represents a decoupling from the Hubble flow,
so that these PBHs are presumably no longer well-described by the Thakurta metric,
and should be interpolated into a more standard Schwarzschild-like solution. The binary
formation of virialized black holes proceeds quite differently [553,555], and appears to
be more-or-less compatible with the observed LIGO/Virgo merger rate [426]. As a result,
the strong constraints on PBH dark matter are fully avoided. The suppression of binary
formation would also lead to an equivalent avoidance of the stochastic gravitational wave
background constraints [556, 557].

This would represent a rather exciting shift in the possibilities for PBH dark matter.
The LIGO-mass window, one of the few areas where we have been detecting a wealth of
black holes (in the pair-instability mass gap, as well), could actually account for a large
portion of the dark matter. Microlensing and accretion constraints constrain these black
holes to account for maybe 10% of the dark matter—however, there are heavy uncertainties
on both sides, as discussed in Sec. 2.3.2.

Regardless, we demonstrate here a dramatic change in the landscape of PBH dark
matter when we properly consider a cosmological black hole metric. Even if the Thakurta
metric is eventually discarded, the moral of this story is that using the Schwarzschild metric
is not necessarily a good approximation, especially in the early universe. It appears that
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Figure 3.1: PBH coalescence times, as a function of the epoch in which they decouple.
The area which would result in mergers visible by LIGO is shaded red. The blue bands
represent the different possibilities for the eccentricities of the binary. We can see that
even at z = 1, well after galaxies have formed, the PBHs merge before they could
be observed. The bound on the LIGOwindow is set by the very-distant observation of
GW170729 at z ∼ 0.49 [89, 642].

cosmological black holes have radically different phenomenological consequences, which
are in need of urgent consideration, considering the current Renaissance that the PBH-dark
matter community is experiencing. We will see another example of this radically different
phenomenology in the following section, where we investigate Hawking radiation from
Thakurta black holes, and the effect that has on PBH dark matter in the asteroid-mass
range.
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3.5 Evaporation constraints
This final section is based on my paper Ref. [5]. In the early universe, Thakurta black holes
have significantly smaller horizons than their Schwarzschild counterparts. As a result, we
may expect that the rate of Hawking radiation would be significantly higher. Then even
relatively large black holes may evaporate before today, disqualifying them as dark matter
candidates. We are therefore interested in finding the largest black hole which evaporates
before today, whose mass is referred to as the critical mass mc.

The following calculation is only a rough approximation, following the basic Hawking
mass loss derivation that I outlined in Sec. 2.1.5. As we will see, the critical mass is some
seven or so orders of magnitude higher than in the Schwarzschild case—even though this
calculation is a relatively basic estimate, we can already see the dramatic effects on the
landscape of dark matter constraints.

To start, we must define the surface gravity κ at the apparent horizon. Defining this
quantity for dynamical black holes is somewhat ambiguous, and there are a few options in
the literature [621]. One option is to use the null radial geodesics Eq. 2.3. The geodesic
equation satisfied by these can be written in the non-affine form [621],

ℓb∇bℓ
a = κℓℓ

a , (3.53)

and equivalently for n. The scalar κ gains a natural interpretation as surface gravity, so at
the horizon, we recover Hayward’s original result [416],

κh =
1− 2m′

MS

2rh
. (3.54)

Unfortunately, this result does not limit to the usual result in the static case. Instead,
however, we could parametrize the null vectors with the Kodama time. This leads instead
to the similar result [621],

κh = e−ϕ(rh(t),t)

(
1− 2m′

MS

2rh

)
. (3.55)

As discussed in Sec. 3.3.1, however, I have not yet been able to work out an explicit form
of the factor e−ϕ at the horizon. So with this caveat, I will choose the the form Eq. 3.54
for the surface gravity, and proceed on with my calculation.
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3.5.1 Thakurta black hole evaporation
The other useful factor for the following derivation is the small parameter δ, defined in
Eq. 3.18 as,

δ ≡ HGma <
1

8
. (3.56)

Working to lowest order in this factor greatly simplifies the derivation, which follows very
closely the standard form outlined in Sec. 2.1.5. To first order in δ, the surface gravity for
the Thakurta metric is then,

κ ∼ 1

2gma
− 3δ

Gma
∼ 2κSchw./a . (3.57)

We will then make the assumption that the black hole temperature is related by T = κ/2π,
and entropy byS = A/4. While it would be an interesting computation to one day carefully
rederive the Hawking radiation via quantum field theory on the Thakurta spacetime, it
is beyond the scope of this section. Instead, we are making the ‘usual’ black hole
thermodynamic assumptions and assessing the phenomenological consequences. The
thermodynamic identity is more involved now, since we cannot a priori drop the pressure
and volume term:

dU

dτ
= T

dS

dτ
− P

dV

dτ
, (3.58)

in terms of the Kodama time τ . However, it turns out that the additional pressure term
only contributes at higher orders of δ, so we can safely drop it to lowest order.

For Schwarzschild black holes, one usually assumes that the black hole is a static
blackbody source. In our case, that is not the case, since the black hole horizon is
explicitly growing. We need to first ensure that the surface is not too far from being
thermal, so that it is meaningful to assume there is Hawking radiation at all. Indeed, it is
possible to check that the rate of temperature change due to this growth is less than the
rate of Hawking evaporation:

∣∣∣Ṫ
∣∣∣ <

∣∣∣U̇H

∣∣∣ , (3.59)

where U̇H is the Hawking power given by the Stefan-Boltzman law. This inequality can
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be rewritten for the Thakurta black holes as,

240 Gma ≲ 1/H , (3.60)

which is presumably always satisfied since the black holes form when 2Gm ∼ 1/H ,
and when the scale factor a is significantly smaller than 1/120. It therefore seems
reasonable that despite the rapid Misner–Sharp mass growth, the black hole horizons are
instantaneously close to thermal surfaces, and Hawking radiation can occur.

An additional complication is that the change in internal energy on the left-hand side
of the thermodynamic identity is not only replaced with the Stefan-Boltzmann blackbody
law—we must also include the change in internal energy related to the growth of the horizon
in the Thakurta metric. For that, we use the Brown-York quasi-local energy U [643] as
defined in Ref. [621]. For the Thakurta metric at the horizon, we have U = GRh. To
lowest order in δ, then, we must replace the left-hand side with,

dU

dτ
= −σT 4A+ 2δ . (3.61)

Just as in Sec. 2.1.5, we use the photon blackbody power given by the Stefan-Boltzman
law. Presumably, sufficiently hot Thakurta black holes would actually produce more
particles than just photons, making them evaporate quicker, possibly even by an order of
magnitude or more. However, in the pursuit of a simpler and more conservative estimate,
we will ignore the Page factors related to these processes here [418,419,422]. Then the
thermodynamic identity can be rearranged to find,

dm

dτ
∼ − 1

1920πG2m2a2
∼ 8

a2
dm

dτ

∣∣∣∣
Schw.

. (3.62)

Specifically, this equation represents the loss of the physical mass m, rather than the
Misner–Sharp mass mMS. While the physical mass m is not useful for determining things
like geodesics of nearby particles, it is a useful parameter of the Thakurta metric to
track, since it represents the mass of the black hole after decoupling. When m → 0, the
Misner–Sharp mass limits to the mass of cosmic fluid within some volume. In that sense,
it is presumably more appropriate to track when the physical mass m goes to zero by
evaporation, rather than the Misner–Sharp mass, since an identically zero Misner–Sharp
mass would correspond to an empty universe and we are merely interested in an evaporated
black hole.
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3.5.2 The critical mass Thakurta black hole
In the previous section, we argued that by matter-radiation equality, essentially no Thakurta
black holes had decoupled from the Hubble flow. This is still the case, even for tiny black
holes comprising the same fraction of dark matter. Although they are closer together, the
decrease in size has a stronger contribution to the time of decoupling, so that generally
smaller Thakurta black holes decouple later than large ones. As a result, it is safe to
assume that these black holes remain well-described by the Thakurta metric, at the very
least until matter-radiation equality.

To keep the calculations simple, let us then calculate the mass of the black hole which
evaporates exactly at the epoch of matter-radiation equality. Since the majority of the
mass loss of Thakurta black holes is in the very earliest universe (where the scale factor
is tiny), the mass of the black hole which evaporates at matter-radiation equality is only
marginally smaller than the ‘true’ critical mass which would finish evaporating today. In
light of this, I will refer now to the mass which evaporates completely at matter-radiation
equality as the critical mass, mc .

In radiation-domination, the Friedmann equation takes the formH ∼ H0

√
Ωr(1 + z)4.

Of course, these equations are defined only far from the black hole, since strictly they are
derived from the FLRW metric—but we can still use them here to approximately model
the large scale evolution of the universe. Recalling that the Kodama time and the cosmo-
logical time approximately coincide far from the black hole and cosmological horizon, we
can integrate Eq. 3.62 to find,

m3
∗ ∼

zeq

640πG2H0

√
Ωr

(
zf(m∗)

zeq
− 1

)
, (3.63)

where zeq is the redshift at matter-radiation equality, and zf is the redshift when the
black holes were formed. We should keep in mind then that the critical mass is now
relatively sensitive to this formation time. The model of Thakurta black holes which we
assumed defines the formation time as occurring when an overdensity of mass m satisfied
m = γmH, for some collapse-related factor γ with mH the Hubble mass. Then we can
derive the redshift at formation as,

zf(m) =

(
2GmH0

√
Ωr

γ

)−1/2

. (3.64)
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Since the formation time is safely earlier than matter-radiation equality, we can then
approximately solve for the critical mass,

m∗ ∼ 9.6× 10−13 M⊙

(
γ

0.2

) 1
7
(

h

0.67

)− 3
7
(

Ωr

5.4× 10−5

)− 3
14

, (3.65)

where we have used the Planck 2015 values [644] and the relationH0 = h×100 km/s.Mpc.
We have then found that almost the entirety of asteroid-mass Thakurta black holes evapo-
rate before today. Again, we must refer to the stability constraint described in Sec. 2.3.2—
although an initial mass just above the critical mass could technically seed a population
of black holes today which have masses m < mc, this initial mass would have to be
incredibly fine-tuned to a value significantly more precise than our calculations even allow
(see Fig. 3.2). As a result, we consider such a scenario unnatural, and the critical mass can
be safely considered the smallest mass that a large population of PBH dark matter could
have today, as shown in Fig. 3.3
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Figure 3.2: Thakurta black holes are evolved numerically following Eq. 3.62, starting
from four different initial massses very close to m∗ in Eq. 3.65. We can see that we would
need incredible fine-tuning to produce a population today consisting of black holes of
masses below the critical mass.

Of course, there are also other constraints that could be placed on these black holes,
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since they are injecting a significant amount of energy into the early universe. The most
relevant is probably the BBN constraints [601], which occur at redshifts zBBN ∼ 109.
Constraints which occur later, such as CMB anisotropies [538, 604], occur at significantly
smaller redshift and so the effects of the Thakurta phenomenology are lessened.
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Figure 3.3: The evaporation bounds on the PBH constraint plot [515]. Fig. 2.1 is modified
in the Thakurta case. Because larger black holes evaporate rapidly in the early universe,
the smallest black hole which can comprise the dark matter has mass m∗ ∼ 10−12M⊙,
effectively closing the asteroid-mass range for PBH dark matter..

This calculation was quite simplistic and did not account for a number of factors, such
as the possible normalization e−ϕ for the surface gravity, and the Page factors related to
the full spectrum of particle production at a given temperature. The latter, however, would
only increase the critical mass, strengthening the bounds. While I do not know exactly
what the results of the detailed quantum mechanics calculations would give for Thakurta
or other dynamical black holes, my hunch is that the results will not be able to depart
greatly from the rough approximation here. Still, it would be interesting and valuable to
examine these details, and I plan on doing so in the future.
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The layperson box: cosmological black holes (my work) Previous — Next

Finally, we arrive at my PhD research. Black holes are traditionally described using a
very simple model—essentially, they are big ‘dips’ in spacetime, surrounded by absolutely
nothing, all the way to infinity. However, when primordial black holes (page 63) form,
they find themselves in an unusual environment. The universe, being much smaller than it
is today, is hot and dense with particles of all kinds. Not only are the surroundings of the
black holes not nothing, you cannot even go all the way to infinity, since you will rapidly
encounter the ‘edge’ of the universe (it is not a real edge, though, but rather a point at
which the black hole would disappear from your sight because its being ‘expanded away’
from you faster than lightspeed).

It turns out that modelling black holes in this environment is somewhat compli-
cated. Actually, the very first PBH paper, by soviet physicists Igor Novikov and Yakov
Zeldovich, attempted to explain that PBHs couldn’t exist, because this hot, dense fluid
would cause them to grow too rapidly. It was then pointed out by Bernard Carr and Stephen
Hawking, however, that the way to solve this problem involved a different model of black
holes which explicitly accounts for this cosmological background they find themselves in.
Thus, the field of primordial black holes was born.

Weirdly enough, while some physicists spent time coming up with these kinds of
models, few people bothered to check if these different models had an effect on, say,
whether the primordial black holes could be the dark matter—most people just used the
old, empty-space model. So my collaborators and I took one of these cosmological black
hole models that seemed the best to us and had a look at its physics.

The model we chose, the ‘Thakurta’ black hole, has a weird property. As the uni-
verse grows around it, the black hole grows too. One can imagine a hole in a piece of
stretchy fabric—as you pull on the fabric, the hole would stretch as well. Really, this means
that the black holes looked tiny in the much-smaller early universe. This has two big
effects: 1; black holes evaporate faster, and 2; the black holes are harder to ‘find’, so they
will not orbit each other as easily. Because Thakurta black holes evaporate more rapidly,
this first effect rules out a whole chunk of medium-sized (asteroid-mass) black holes that
otherwise were totally viable as dark matter. The second effect remarkably rules back in
the kind of black holes that we see from gravitational waves, since fewer black holes are
orbiting each other and eventually colliding. In both cases, what we thought about black
hole dark matter is radically altered.

If you know me in real life, you might be aware that our results were the subject
of some ‘discussion’ in the literature. In my opinion, it is totally fair enough to question
our model (although I believe our conclusions are relatively solid). The Thakurta black
hole is not perfect, and I would be very appreciative if someone could suggest a better one.
Still, we demonstrated an important lesson—not only is choosing a model not easy, it has
serious physics consequences.



4
Axions

Once there were brook trout in the streams in the mountains. You could see
them standing in the amber current where the white edges of their fins
wimpled softly in the flow. They smelled of moss in your hand. Polished and
muscular and torsional. On their backs were vermiculate patterns that were
maps of the world in its becoming. Maps and mazes. Of a thing which could
not be put back. Not be made right again. In the deep glens where they lived
all things were older than man and they hummed of mystery.

—Cormac McCarthy, the Road

Now we have finished our exploration of black holes in the early universe, it is time to
take a step back into the world of particle physics (before stepping forward again into the
world of dark matter). In this chapter I will introduce the axion, a hypothetical particle
which was introduced to solve a long-standing issue with the theory of the strong force
known as the strong-CP problem. As it turns out, the axion is also a rather handy dark
matter candidate. This two-for-one property of the axion, coupled with the ever-tightening
bounds on WIMP dark matter, has seen the axion become an increasingly attractive dark
matter theory.
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4.1 The strong-CP problem
Often, introductory texts on axions begin at the end of the story, where we postulate that
there may be terms in the Standard Model Lagrangian which violate CP-invariance for the
strong force. I have always found these brief explanations more confusing than helpful, and
so I would like to take a longer and more historical route to fully understanding this prob-
lem, and therefore, the motivation for the axion. This section is partially based on the excel-
lent notes and reviews of Refs. [12, 15, 356, 645], but Refs. [175, 176, 179,181,646–652]
represents an inexhaustive list of the seminal works summarized here.

4.1.1 The quark flavor symmetry
The road to the axion begins with a particle symmetry known as strong isospin, which
elucidates an interesting feature of the strong force. This symmetry should not be confused
(except in mathematical structure) with weak isospin, which is more akin to charge under
the weak SU(2) gauge group—for example, in the weak doublet,

(
νe

e−

)
, (4.1)

one would say that the electron neutrino νe has weak isospin +1/2. In contrast, strong
isospin is a symmetry, or a quantum number, belonging to hadrons. Historically, it was
noticed that groups of hadrons had very similar properties, and so could be put in multiplets
such as the Delta baryon 4-plet:




∆++ uuu

∆+ uud

∆0 udd

∆− ddd




, (4.2)

where I have also written the quark content of these hadrons for demonstration. In this
case, for example, the ∆++ baryon has strong isospin component +3/2, while the whole
Delta baryon multiplet, as an object, has strong isospin of 3/2. In fact, as experiments
pushed to higher energies, they found that there were two conserved quantities—strong
hypercharge Y , and strong isospin I3 (sometimes denoted T3), and groups of hadrons
could be placed nicely on a two-dimensional plot with these axes, as shown in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: In this image, the octets and decouplets of an SU(3) flavor symmetry are
plotted [653]. The vertical axis is strangeness S and the horizontal axis is strong isospin
(specifically the ‘third’ component T3). The Delta baryon four-tet can be seen at the top
of the right triangle. More technically, these baryon states are known as the ‘weights’
of the representation under SU(3). Then, the lines which connect these states can be
heuristically thought of as representing operators, analogous to ladder operators, which
move between these eigenstates.

With modern eyes, the origin of these symmetries is best understood by examining the
quark content of the hadrons. In fact, what we have here is the continuous version of an
exchange symmetry between the up, down, and strange quarks—one can (approximately)
swap these quarks for each other and the overall properties of the hadrons is conserved,
apart from electromagnetic charge. While the discrete exchange symmetry would just
swap quarks, however, we are actually free to continuously rotate the three quarks, so that
a new state could be a superposition of the three quarks. Specifically, this continuous
global symmetry on the three quark states is known as flavor symmetry.

The two historical symmetries are actually written out more clearly as,

I3 = 1/2 (nu − nd)

Y = B + S (+C +B′ + T ) , (4.3)
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where nu and nd are the number of up and down quarks respectively, B is baryon number,
S is strangeness, and although it is not relevant to our discussion here, C, B′, and T are
the charm, bottomness, and topness.

This quark exchange symmetry is actually approximate, since these quarks do not
have exactly the same masses. However, since their massesmq are all lower than the QCD
scale ΛQCD, we have an approximate symmetry. The meaning of approximate symmetry
is perhaps best understood through Nöether’s theorem—you can still calculate currents
corresponding to this symmetry, but there are corrections to the Nöether current that scale
proportionately to something likemq/ΛQCD. In addition, in this limit where quark masses
vanish, we actually have a chiral symmetry (which is otherwise broken by the quark mass
terms).

For simplicity, we will mostly stick to just the up and down quark flavor symmetry
from now on. The quark flavor symmetry is represented mathematically like,

(
u

d

)
→ U

(
u

d

)
, U ∈ U(2) , (4.4)

where U(2) is the unitary group of rank two. More precisely, U is an element of the
fundamental representation of U(2). If we include strange quarks, we would use U(3)

and a triplet of the quarks. Because we have an approximate chiral symmetry, we can use
that U(N) = SU(N) × U(1) to find that we have the following global symmetry of the
Standard Model Lagrangian:

SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)L × U(1)R . (4.5)

However, it is sometimes preferable to describe our fields in a vector/axial basis, rather
than left/right:

ΨV = (ΨL +ΨR) /2 ΨA = (ΨL −ΨR) /2 . (4.6)

Then, our symmetry is written,

SU(2)V × SU(2)A × U(1)V × U(1)A . (4.7)
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4.1.2 The U(1)A problem
It is all well and good to observe that the Lagrangian seems to have a global symmetry,
but we should then actually check if this symmetry is obeyed in real life. Two of these
symmetries are easy to identify—SU(2)V actually corresponds to strong isospin, and
U(1)V corresponds to baryon number, bringing us full circle to the historical beginning
of this discussion. In that case, what do we make of the remaining axial symmetries?

At first, it does not appear that we actually do observe these symmetries in real life. For
example, the vacuum expectation values of non-zero quark condensates seem to violate
this symmetry:

⟨0|Q̄Q|0⟩ = ⟨0|Q̄LQR + Q̄RQL|0⟩ , (4.8)

where Q is a quark state. The above is not invariant under the axial symmetry, since if
QL → ULQL, and the same for the right quarks, we can see that it is only invariant if
UL = UR, which is only the case for vector part of the symmetry.

This situation, for particle physicists, implies that the axial symmetry must be spon-
taneously broken—that is, the vacuum state is not invariant under the symmetry, even
though the original Lagrangian is. When this occurs, the particle spectrum is left with
what are known as Nambu–Goldstone bosons, which can be thought of as excitations of
the fields in the directions that the symmetry is broken. In this case, because we actually
started only with an approximate symmetry, we expect the Nambu–Goldstone bosons to
pick up a small mass. Since it appears that the U(2)A symmetry has been broken, there
should be four Nambu–Goldstone bosons, corresponding to each broken generator of the
group. Three of these come from the spontaneous breaking of SU(2), while one comes
from U(1). If we were to consider strange quarks, there would be eight Nambu–Goldstone
bosons from SU(3) instead.

We must then look, in real life, for four pseudoscalar mesons which would be these
Nambu–Goldstone bosons. It turns out, we can at least find three such particles—the
pions. However, the fourth, which might have been the η-meson, is far too heavy. (For
that reason, the U(1)A problem is also sometimes referred to as the η-meson problem.)

So if the U(1)A symmetry is not spontaneously broken, the only remaining option is
that it is explicitly broken—there must be an anomaly at the quantum level. Such a process
can certainly be found, as in Fig. 4.2. From this diagram, it was calculated [177,178] that
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Figure 4.2: A schematic Feynman diagram of the chiral anomaly, also known as the Adler-
Bell-Jackiw anomaly [177,178]. The dashed line represents an ingoing axial current,
while the interior lines are quarks and the outgoing lines are photons. In historical
contexts, this was analyzed as the decay of a neutral pion to two photons, but the final
states could also be gluons.

the flux of axial current goes like,

∂µJ
µ
A ∝ Ga

µνG̃
µνa, (4.9)

where the a index runs over the gluons, and the tilde gives the dual of the gluon tensor. What
this means is that applying the U(1)A transformation to the Standard Model Lagrangian
gives us,

L → L+
α

16π2
Ga

µνG̃
µνa , (4.10)

where α is the parameter of the transformation and the normalization is for convention.
However, while I will not show the algebra here, it is possible to write this additional term
as a total derivative ∂µKµ:

Kµ ≡ ϵµαβγAaα

[
Faβγ −

g

3
fabcAbβAcγ

]
, (4.11)

where fabc is the structure constant of the su(2) or su(3) lie algebra and g is the strong
force coupling constant.

If the gluon fields vanish at infinity, then total derivatives do not contribute to the
field equations, and so are not observable. Then we are apparently left with a confusing
problem—we are out of ways to easily explain why we do not observe theU(1)A symmetry
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in real life. And yet, U(1)A symmetry appears to be conserved in the Standard Model
Lagrangian. This is what was known, historically, as the U(1)A-problem.

4.1.3 The QCD vacuum
The U(1)A-problem, and its solution, sets the stage for the strong-CP problem. To answer
it, we must look more closely at the QCD vacuum, and in particular, the assumption that
the gluon fields vanish at infinity—i.e.,Aµ (|x| → ∞) = 0. Recall that under the action of
a member of a gauge group, likeU ∈ SU(3) for the strong force, the gluon fields transform
like,

Aµ → UAµU † − i

g
U∂µU

† , (4.12)

where g is the coupling constant of the force. Then we see that there are actually a
continuous class of field configurations, known as pure-gauge states, which are just gauge
transformations of the field at infinity:

Aµ (|x| → ∞) = 0 ⇒ APG
µ (|x| → ∞) ≡ − i

g
U∂µU

† . (4.13)

What’s more, these pure-gauge states are defined uniquely by U . We would like to
investigate these states, under three main assumptions. Firstly, we will use the temporal
gauge A0 = 0. Secondly, we will demand that U(x) is continuous, or else we do not have
a well-defined pure-gauge state. The third assumption is more difficult to motivate before
we continue with our analysis, but is still extremely important. We require that:

U (|x| → ∞) = 1 . (4.14)

At first glance, this is true for the case Aµ (|x| → ∞) = 0 (actually, it only needs to equal
a constant, but 1 is a perfectly fine choice). If this assumption still feels a bit ad-hoc for
the pure-gauge states, however, hopefully the continuing discussion will alleviate some
worry.

To gain intuition without becoming bogged down in mathematics, let us back up and
investigate the more simple U(1) gauge group in 1+1 spacetime. The power of the third
assumption we made is that the spacetime is compactified, since the points at infinity are
identified. That is, we now have a spacetime coordinate x ∈ S1, rather than x ∈ R. It
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is also prudent to note that U(1), as a group, is isomorphic to S1, since we can think of
U(x) ∈ U(1) as unit-length vectors in the complex plane.

Since the pure-gauge states are purely defined byU ∈ U(1), we are therefore interested
in the ways that U(x) can be defined on S1. To illustrate these, Fig. 4.3 shows three ways
this can be mapped, keeping U(x) continuous, and representing U(x) with arrows in the
two-dimensional complex plane.

Figure 4.3: The one-dimensional compactified spacetime is represented by the circle,
whereas the arrows represent an element U ∈ U(1) in the complex plane. Since ±∞ is
identified, the arrow needs to return to the same position at the top of the circle, but it
can continuously change across the rest of the circle. In the first situation, the arrows are
constant and so wrap zero times around the circle. In the second, the arrows wrap exactly
once around the space. In the third, the arrows wrap twice. We can see then that there
are integer-labelled windings of the gauge field on the circle, and with a small stretch of
the imagination, we can also realize that no continuous deformation will be able to move
between these windings without ‘breaking’ somewhere.

Without delving too far into the mathematical toolbox of topology, we can intuit that
there will not be any continuous transformations you can apply to one of these mappings
to transform it into another, without breaking U(x) somewhere. What this means is that
there is a class of distinct pure-gauge states, which we can index by an integer called a
winding number. We are essentially asking, ‘how many times can we wind a circle around
a circle?’. With the language of algebraic topology, the answer to this question is written
π1 (S

1) ∼= Z, or in English, the first fundamental group of the circle is isomorphic to the
group of integers.

Now we should return to the real world, where our gauge group is SU(3) and we have
three spatial directions, R3, which is now compactified to the three-sphere S3. To save
some headache, we can first use the fact that SU(2) is embedded in SU(3), so we can
examine the mapping of SU(2) onto S3 instead. Again, we exploit a similar fact, that
we have a group isomorphism S3 ∼= SU(2). We are then asking a similar but harder-to-
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imagine question—how many ways can a three-sphere be wrapped around a three-sphere?
This answer has long been known by algebraic topologists:

π3
(
S3
) ∼= Z . (4.15)

This result is handily similar to our simpler analysis before, and so may perhaps be
considered unsurprising to those with excellent topological intuition.

We should stop then to summarize the argument so far. We have found a number of
topologically distinct pure-gauge states, for the case when U(x) = 1 at spatial infinity.
These states are indexed by an integer and cannot be smoothly transformed into each other.

Let us then consider this compactifying assumption again, with the aid of a simple toy
problem from Ref. [12]. Say we are looking at the transition between two of these pure-
gauge states, written as A0 → A1. To allow the states to smoothly make this transition,
we will have to pass through pure-gauge states where U(x) ̸= 1 at infinity. Let us imagine
a real parameter β which parametrizes this transition:

Aβ
µ = βA1

µ . (4.16)

To be more general, we could make β a function of x, but the argument would still be
similar. Let us look at the field-strength tensor Gµν for 0 < β < 1:

Gµν ≡ ∂µA
β
ν − ∂νA

β
µ +

[
Aβ

µ, A
β
ν

]

= β
(
∂µA

1
ν − ∂νA

1
µ

)
+ β2

[
A1

µ, A
1
ν

]

= (β2 − β)
[
A1

µ, A
1
ν

]

̸= 0 . (4.17)

In the second line, we have used the definition in Eq. 4.16 before rearranging, and in the
third line, we have used that A1 is a pure-gauge state for which Gµν = 0. Then we can see
that the energy E of this intermediate state goes like,

E ∝
∫
d3xGa

µνGaµν ̸= 0 . (4.18)

The ‘physics’ interpretation of all this is the following—passing from one of these integer-
labelled pure-gauge vacuum states to another requires you to tunnel through a potential
energy barrier. In some sense, we have now justified the third assumption earlier. We can
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consider only the pure-gauge states which satisfy U(x) = 1 at infinity, since the states for
which this isn’t true are actually higher-energy states which must be passed through when
moving between these topologically distinct states. And because we would like to include
Aµ (|x| → ∞) = 0 as our ‘starting point’, the other relevant vacua also then satisfy the
compactifying condition as well.

Instantons

Our task now is to explicitly find these field configurations which tunnel between vacua.
For intuition, we can briefly recall some first-year quantum mechanics and imagine the
finite potential well problem. The solution inside the well is proportional to e−iEt,
whereas the tunneling solution is proportional to e−Et. The lesson here is that we can
find tunneling solutions by first transforming our field equations from Minkowski space to
Euclidean space, via the transformation t → it. Solutions to field equations in Euclidean
space are known as instantons.

In our case, we are looking for a solution which changes the winding number of
the pure-gauge states by one (we can find other instantons which mediate higher-integer
changes, but their impacts are suppressed compared to lower integers). To find the
instanton solution, we must minimize the four-dimensional Yang-Mills Lagrangian, L =

−1
4
Ga

µνGaµν , in Euclidean space. An explicit solution can be found, and is known as the
Belavin–Polyakov–Schwarz–Tyupkin (BPST) instanton [648],

Aa
µ (x) =

2

g

ηaµν (x− z)ν

(x− z)2 + ρ2
, (4.19)

where z is the center of the instanton and η here is the ’t Hooft symbol. The name ‘instanton’
is derived from the fact that this solution kind of looks like a localized, instantaneous flash
as we move from one vacuum configuration to another. Interestingly, the difference in
winding number of two particular configuration can be calculated by examining the axial
anomaly, using the tellingly-familiar calculation:

m− n =
g2

32π2

∫
d4x GaµνG̃a

µν , (4.20)

and it is easily checked that m − n = 1 for the BPST instanton. Sometimes the value
Q ≡ m− n is called the topological charge of the instanton.
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Figure 4.4: This cartoon diagram shows the potential wells which form between the
topologically distinct QCD vacuum configurations. The BPST instantons are field solu-
tions which tunnel between these vacua.

The θ-vacuum

With an infinity of vacua and explicit tunneling processes between them, the remaining
question is, ‘which of these vacua is the true QCD vacuum?’ We can at least simply
argue that it is no single state, since none of them are gauge-invariant—while the integer-
labelled vacua are invariant under so-called ‘small’ gauge transformations (i.e., which
can be smoothly transformed to the identity), they are clearly not invariant under the
aptly-named ‘large’ gauge transformations (i.e. which possess some nonzero winding).

Actually, it was shown in Ref. [646] that we should write the ‘true’ QCD vacuum
as a coherent superposition of all these topologically distinct pure-gauge vacua. One
argument for this has to do with the locality-related cluster decomposition theorem for
QFTs. This theory proposes that that the vacuum expectation value at infinity of a product
of operators, defined at distant spacial points, should equal the product of the expectation
values of each of the operators. In other words, we can decouple isolated systems from
each other and maintain causality if the separation is spacelike. Perhaps it is unsurprising
that this appears in our instanton solutions, since they are heavily spatially-dependent.

The argument of Ref. [646] is relatively simple, but well elaborated in Ref. [645]. The
essence of the argument is that we need to sum over all the possible gluon configurations
with some unspecified weighting w(n), in terms of the winding number n. Two distant
gluon fields will then have w(n1 + n2), but the cluster decomposition splits the vacuum
expectation value into a product of operators—as a result, we require w(n1 + n2) =

w(n1)w(n2). Thus the weight must be an exponential function and the vacuum can only
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be written as,

|θ⟩ ≡
∞∑

n=−∞

einθ |n⟩ , (4.21)

which is conveniently gauge-invariant, and where we have used the ket |n⟩ to represent the
topologically distinct vacua. This vacuum is parametrized by an unspecified parameter θ,
giving it the name θ-vacuum. This vacuum angle θ ∈ (0, 2π) is a parameter of the theory,
and it is straightforward to show that different θ-vacua have zero overlap. That is, there is
a super-selection rule ⟨θ1| e−Hτ |θ2⟩ ∝ δ(θ2− θ1). While the θ = 0 vacuum has the lowest
energy (an important fact for later), the lack of transitions between these vacua means that
in principle the theory could take any value. Beyond this, it is not so straightforward to
give a physical interpretation to θ. Often, it is described heuristically as the phase picked
up by a field when tunneling—it can be thought of analogously to momentum in field
space, since it is conserved when shifting |n⟩ → |n+ 1⟩.

Finally—the strong-CP problem

We are very nearly at the heart of the strong-CP problem. What is the consequence of using
the θ-vacuum? Here I believe it is more instructive to examine these effects qualitatively,
rather than expending significant effort with mathematical details.

In the path integral formalism, we must sum over all paths that could possibly mediate
some particle process. This includes, then, paths which move between distinct vacua via
instanton processes. These transitions have finite energy and so must be accounted for in the
path integral. In essence, we must recalculate the vacuum-vacuum transition ⟨θ| e−Hτ |θ⟩.
It turns out that including these processes leads to a somewhat trivial dependence of the
Lagrangian on θ:

∆L =
θ

16π2
Ga

µνG̃
aµν . (4.22)

Notice how this is exactly the same functional form as the axial anomaly in Eq. 4.10!
This arises after a relatively straightforward calculation, and it is essentially the form of
Eq. 4.20 that leads to this simple θ-dependence in the Lagrangian.

This finally allows us to answer the U(1)A-problem. Recall that it appeared that there
was a U(1)A symmetry in the Lagrangian which wasn’t conserved in real life. It wasn’t
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spontaneously broken either, and while it appeared to be explicitly broken, the anomaly
term in Eq. 4.10 could not contribute to the equations of motion because it was a full
derivative. Now, we finally have our answer—there is no U(1)A symmetry in the Standard
Model Lagrangian in the first place. Rather, such transformations effectively modify the
Lagrangian by shifting the theta parameter,

θ → θ + α . (4.23)

On first glance, this is a handy fact—we are given a degree of freedom here to transform
this term to whatever it needs to be to conform to real life. There is one catch, however,
and we must examine the quark masses again to see it. It is a curious fact of the weak
force that the mass eigenbasis differs from the weak eigenbasis, and so quark masses mix
under the weak force. Because the weak force is chiral, if we would like to fix the quark
masses, we are forced to use up this bonus degree of freedom, like so:

ΨL → e−iArgDet(M)ΨL , (4.24)

where M is the quark mass matrix, and similarly for ΨR with a difference of sign in the
exponent. It is handy to define the parameter,

θ̄ ≡ θ +ArgDet(M), (4.25)

which we find is now totally fixed by the two (presumably) entirely unrelated weak and
strong forces. The following term is then necessarily included in the Standard Model
Lagrangian:

θ̄

16π2
Ga

µνG̃
aµν . (4.26)

If this term did not affect any physical observables, perhaps we would not need to worry.
However, θ̄ does appear in measurements—it provides a CP-violating effect for the
strong force. Most notably, it appears in the calculation of the neutron electric dipole
moment [180,654–660]. Experimental results [661–663], however, find the surprising
result:

θ̄ ≲ 10−10 . (4.27)
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If the weak and strong forces are unrelated, how is it possible that such an incredible fine
tuning has occurred between the two terms in Eq. 4.25? This is the strong-CP problem.

The layperson box: Problems with the strong force Previous — Next

Actually, fundamental particles like electrons and quarks can be split up even further.
There are really two ‘halves’ to these particles—left-handed and right-handed versions, and
one can (vaguely) imagine this refers to whether they spin clockwise or counter-clockwise.
Originally, physicists thought there were no differences in the left- and right-handed
particles. However, experiments in the 1950s found that there were differences, at least
whenever the weak force was acting on the particles. Specifically, they were looking at
neutrinos, an elementary particle which only interacts with the weak force. They found
that left-right symmetry was maximally violated—there did not seem to even be any such
thing as right-handed neutrinos.

There was a perhaps stranger-yet discovery in the 1970s. When the strong force—
the force that holds the nucleons in atoms together—acts on particles, experiments showed
it did not care about leftiness or rightiness (inside the nucleons, it is particles called quarks
which feel this strong force). But, exactly oppositely to the situation with the weak force,
now theorists were saying there should have been a difference!

The reason theorists were saying this is somewhat esoteric in plain English, but in-
teresting nonetheless. Far from any particles, the strong force does not just decrease to zero
like the other forces. Instead, it can ‘twist’ along the way. While the number of twists does
not matter, changing the number of twists takes a small amount of energy. You can imagine
these tiny twistings and untwistings happening randomly and constantly, like how particles
and antiparticles can pop out of nothing then disappear again. The cumulative effect of
all this twisting and untwisting would not matter, however, if the twistings were ‘in phase’
(i.e., starting at the same point) as the left- and right- spinning of the quarks. If they were
out of phase, though, these twists and untwists would necessarily affect the left-handed
quarks differently to the right-handed ones, which could be observable in experiment.

The kicker, however, is that the phase of the quarks are already set-in-stone by the
unusual machinations of the weak force, since it seemed to mess with lefty and righty
particles differently. There appeared to be no way of aligning the strong force’s twisting
with the quark’s twisting, other than by assuming the twists just ‘happened’ to be randomly
exactly in phase with the totally unrelated weak force. And yet, experiments tell us there
are definitely no differences in left- and right-handed quarks. Was it all just perfectly
aligned by total accident?

This kind of assumption furrows the brows of physicists—when something requires
incredible ‘fine-tuning’ to work out, there is probably a problem in the theory. Fortunately,
there is nothing theorists love more than a theoretical problem, and they rather quickly
found a solution...
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4.2 The Peccei–Quinn solution
Let us recap the main points of the previous discussion. We began by observing the
U(1)A problem—the Standard Model seems to have this global axial symmetry, but it is
not manifest in nature. It is also not spontaneously broken, and while it is anomalously
broken, it is done so with topological terms which appear to vanish. However, by looking
closer at the non-trivial structure of the QCD vacuum, we saw that in fact, the anomaly
terms do not vanish. Rather, they contribute a source of CP-violation for the strong force,
via the θ̄ angle. However, observations tell us that this parameter must be extremely close
to zero, which is quite surprising, since the θ̄ parameter is a combination of presumably-
unrelated weak and strong force considerations. This fine-tuning problem is known as the
strong-CP problem.

Before we examine Roberto Peccei and Helen Quinn’s solution [354,355], we briefly
note some alternative solutions to the strong-CP problem. In Ref. [356], Peccei outlines
a few possibilities. Of course, the angle could just happen to be so small, but there
are not clear anthropic reasons for it to be so, unless you engage in some rather finicky
dark matter model-building [664]. It could be that the QCD vacuum structure is a
mathematical artifact and not a physical feature of the theory, but then we would need a new
solution to the U(1)A problem [665,666]. It could also be that CP is itself spontaneously
broken [667–671]. However, in addition to the complexities in the technical details of such
models, observations today indicate that quark masses are described with the Cabibbo–
Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) Model [163, 672, 673], where CP is broken explicitly rather
than spontaneously.

4.2.1 General considerations
The inspiration for the Peccei–Quinn (PQ) solution comes from the following observation.
In general, for chiral field theories, axial currents have an anomaly term in the form of
a triangle diagram such as Fig. 4.2. We particularly have in mind the case where the
quarks are massless, which would make QCD a chiral theory. Then we could use the axial
symmetry to transform the quarks with q → exp(iγ5α)q, effectively sending θ̄ → θ̄− 2α.
The freedom to choose the parameter α as we like means we could avoid the strong-CP
problem. Unfortunately, it does not appear that any of the quarks are massless—in other
words, ArgDet(M) ̸= 0. However, we can use the general idea behind this observation to
guide our considerations for a solution.
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First, we note that introducing an extra massless quark is generally difficult, as we
would need to escape rather stringent observational constraints, although it has certainly
been considered [674–676]. Generally it is far easier to introduce new massive particles
in the more-unknown ultraviolet regime. Secondly, we will need a new global axial
symmetry, since we have already disposed of the U(1)A portion of the quark flavor
symmetry. Third, we require that currents charged under this new symmetry will have an
axial anomaly, so that we can recreate the above solution.

That last requirement means that we probably will want the quarks to be charged
under this new axial symmetry, so that we can use them in the familiar triangle diagram.
However, we need to avoid the fact that quarks do indeed have mass terms, and we are
looking for a chiral symmetry. To avoid this roadblock, we look at the origin of these
mass terms—Yukawa interaction terms, with the Higgs field. If we ensure that the Higgs
field is also charged under our new symmetry, then we can set up our theory so that the
chiral transformations of the quarks can be absorbed by an equivalent transformation of
the Higgs. This demonstrates explicitly why we need a new symmetry—the Higgs field is
not charged under the strong force, and so we couldn’t exploit this idea previously.

The Higgs mechanism requires that the Higgs field acquires a non-zero vacuum
expectation value in order to generate the masses of the weak gauge bosons. However,
when examining the quark condensates in Eq. 4.8, we saw that they necessarily could
not respect an axial symmetry. Similarly, the fact that the Higgs has a non-zero vacuum
expectation value requires this new symmetry to be either spontaneously or explicitly
broken. In the case of the U(1)A symmetry, we found that it was not spontaneously broken
but explicitly broken (after a long discussion on the QCD vacuum structure). For our
new symmetry, we cannot rely on such arguments to save the day, and so we have to
conclude that it will be spontaneously broken. The necessary result of that, though, is the
existence of a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson in the particle spectrum. This important
consequence was not noticed at first by Peccei and Quinn, and was subsequently pointed
out by Steven Weinberg and Frank Wilczek [677,678].

Regarding the name of this new particle, the folklore is that Wilczek named the particle
after a cleaning product he saw in the supermarket called ‘axion’, because it cleans up
the strong-CP problem. I always had trouble believing this story, since the name so
strongly evokes a reference to the axial U(1)A symmetry which is responsible for the
whole problem. It turns out that the folklore is half-correct—Wilczek had indeed found
the name ‘axion’ in a supermarket, but held onto it for several years before realizing that it
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fit perfectly for this new axial particle [679]. Weinberg originally called the new particle
the ‘Higglet’ but thankfully deferred to Wilczek’s suggestion.

4.2.2 The PQ mechanism
The solution of Peccei and Quinn was to posit a new U(1)PQ axial global symmetry,
satisfying the above considerations. Before we discuss explicit models for extending the
Standard Model to include this, though, let us look at how such a mechanism is able
to solve the strong-CP problem, and assume that we have a model satisfying the above
considerations. After the U(1)PQ symmetry has been spontaneously broken at some scale
fa, we are left with a Nambu-Goldstone boson a corresponding to the angular degree of
freedom of the U(1)PQ symmetry. This means that a bispinor Ψ (such as a quark) with
charge Q under the U(1)PQ symmetry transforms like,

Ψ → eiQγ5a/faΨ , (4.28)

where the γ5 factor ensures we have an axial symmetry. The Lagrangian, now including
the axion, is generically written as,

L = LSM +
g2

32π2

(
θ̄ +N

a

fa

)
Gµν

a G̃
aµν − 1

2
∂µa∂

µa+ Lint

[
∂µa

fa
,Ψ

]
. (4.29)

The axion-gluon interaction term arises from the requirement that there be an axial
anomaly, and the anomaly coefficient N is a model-dependent parameter which describes
how the axion is embedded into the Standard Model. The third term is the axion kinetic
term, and the final terms are interaction terms with the standard model—it is a generic
result of spontaneous symmetry breaking that we are left with derivative couplings, and it
is important to note that the size of these interactions are suppressed by the vacuum scale
fa.

The axion-gluon term sources an effective potential for the axion, although this calcu-
lation is somewhat nontrivial. One method uses the dilute-instanton-gas approximation,
where n instantons and n̄ anti-instantons with n− n̄ = 1 and widely separate centers are
summed up, leading to vaccuum energy E(θ) ∝ cos(θ). Thus, the axion potential in this
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approximation becomes,

Veff ∼ −K cos

(
θ̄ +N

⟨a⟩
fa

)
. (4.30)

The minimum of this potential is clearly realized at,

⟨a⟩ = −fa
N
θ̄ . (4.31)

All we need to do, then, is use our shift symmetry to transform a → a − ⟨a⟩, and
the CP-violating θ̄ term in the Lagrangian is driven to zero. Since it is QCD instanton
effects which source this potential, it is often said that the axion potential is ‘tilted’ by
QCD, allowing the dynamic cancellation of the θ̄ term and the solution of the strong-CP
problem.
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4.3 Axion phenomenology and detection
In this section I will briefly examine the phenomenology of the QCD axion. Generally, I
will use the phrase ‘QCD axion’ and ‘axion’ interchangeably—however, confusion arises
when one begins to consider other axion-like-particles (ALPs) which may have similar
properties to the QCD axion, but are not invoked specifically to solve the strong-CP
problem [680–682].

Even before specifying a specific model, however, we can get a generic understanding
of both the QCD axion mass, and its coupling to standard model particles. The mass of
the axion can be read off the quadratic term in the expansion of the potential 4.30. The
coefficient K comes from QCD instanton contributions, and while I will not explicitly
show the calculation here, it can be found to be,

K =
mumd

mu +md

m2
πf

2
π , (4.32)

in terms of the masses of the up and down quarks, the pion mass, and the pion decay
constant fπ. After expanding the potential and examining the coefficient of the quadratic
term, we then find the axion mass,

ma ≃ 5.7 eV

(
106 GeV

fa

)
. (4.33)

The linear dependence of mass on the vacuum scale leads to the so-called QCD-band for
the QCD axion. It is also convenient to parametrize axion models by the way in which
they couple to photons. After some calculation, the axion-photon coupling can be found
to be,

gaγγ = −αEMN

2πfa
ζ, (4.34)

where αEM is the electromagnetic fine-structure constant and the factor ζ is given by,

ζ ≡ E

N
− 2

3

4md +mu

mu +md

. (4.35)

The second term in the definition of ζ ensures that there is no axion-pion mixing [683],
and E/N is the ratio of the electromagnetic axial anomaly to the color axial anomaly,
which is fixed by the particular extension of the standard model under consideration.
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4.3.1 Benchmark models
The first and simplest model for the axion was the original Peccei–Quinn–Weinberg–
Wilczek (PQWW) model [354, 355, 677,678]. Here, an additional Higgs doublet field was
introduced, so that independent chiral transformations of the quarks could be absorbed.
Schematically the Yukawa terms in this model are proportional to,

Q̄LΦ1uR, Q̄LΦ2dR . (4.36)

In the simplest model, both the Higgs doublets would have similar symmetry breaking
structures, breaking at the usual electroweak scale. After breaking, and some careful basis
selection, we are left with four real scalars—a massive Standard Model Higgs boson, the
Z boson mass, a second massive Higgs boson (ideally, quite large), and finally an angular
degree of freedom to become the axion [684].

This model is a relatively painless extension of the Standard Model, but it was quickly
realized that it was flawed. When the axion scale fa is at the electroweak scale, the
couplings to Standard Model particles are too strong and the PQWW model is ruled out
by laboratory searches [685–688].

In order to escape observational constraints, we would like our axion to have a vacuum
scale much larger than the electroweak scale. To do this, we need to introduce new scalar
fields which carry PQ charge, but not electric or weak charge. Such models are known
as invisible axion models. There are two benchmark examples of this kind of UV exten-
sion. The first is the Dine–Fischler–Srednicki–Zhitnitsky (DFSZ) type [689,690], where
Standard Model quarks carry PQ charge. The second is the Kim–Shifman–Vainshtein–
Zakharov (KSVZ) type [691,692], where we introduce new colored fermions.

For the DFSZ model, we still have two Higgs doublets as in the PQWW case, but we
introduce an additional PQ-charged scalar field φ which is otherwise a Standard Model
singlet. This field breaks at a much higher scale, leading to the axion as its Nambu-
Goldstone boson. We are left with axion-Standard Model couplings, because fermions
are given PQ charge through terms such as,

λHφ
2Φ1Φ2 . (4.37)

Notably, for the DFSZ model, the ratio E/N = 0.36.

Meanwhile, for the KSVZ model, we introduce new heavy quarks QL,R which hold
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PQ charge, but are strong triplets and electroweak singlets, as well as a new scalar φ as
above. Then we have terms such as,

ϕQ̄LQR + h.c. , (4.38)

where the coupling constant is a free parameter of the theory. The heavy quarks can be
integrated out at some UV cutoff, leaving only the axion-gluon interaction term, and no
Standard Model couplings. Here, the ratio E/N = −0.97.

4.3.2 Axions as dark matter
It was quickly realized that the axion would also serve as an interesting dark matter
candidate [357–360,684,693,694]. One of the main hurdles of new dark matter ideas is
developing a mechanism for producing the correct abundance of cold dark matter. In fact,
sufficiently large axions can be ruled out immediately, since they would thermalize in the
early universe and impact CMB and BBN observations. From a variety of cosmological
measurements, the axion mass then has an upper bound ma < 0.5eV [695].

However, smaller axions can be produced from non-thermal mechanisms to make
up the correct abundance of dark matter. In addition, they can act as a proper cold
dark matter candidate, since for small vacuum scale they are coupled only weakly to the
Standard Model. There are a number of formation mechanisms [684], but we will focus
here on the most well-known (and model-independent) mechanism—the misalignment
mechanism [357–359].

The basic premise of this mechanism is quite simple. We assume that in the early
universe (i.e., at high temperatures), the axion field has some initial angle θ0 differing from
the final CP-conserving value. Once the cosmological fluid cools sufficiently, the axion
field will ‘roll down’ and oscillate around its final value. The larger these oscillations, the
more axions are produced—recall that when transitioning from a classical field theory to
a quantum field theory, ‘field value’ is promoted to ‘particle number’.

The exact details of the temperature-dependent axion potential are rather complicated,
but we can get a basic idea by truncating the full axion potential at the mass term. Then,
the axion equation of motion in an expanding universe is,

ä+ 3Hȧ− 1

R2(t)
∇2a+ma(t)

2a = 0 , (4.39)
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where we have used R(t) for the FLRW scale factor to avoid confusion with the axion
field. At high temperatures ma(t) > 3H the oscillations of the field are frozen out. Once
ma(t) < 3H , however, the axion field begins to oscillate, with a damping term due to
the expansion of the universe. The number of axions produced depends on the size of
these oscillations (i.e., the initial misalignment angle), as well as the timescale of these
oscillations. The energy density of the universe in axions can be estimated [684] as,

Ωah
2 ≃ 0.4

(
6µeV

ma

)7/6

⟨θ20⟩ . (4.40)

We see that in order to produce the correct dark matter abundance, we must carefully
balance the axion mass with the initial misalignment value.

In the scenario where the PQ symmetry breaking occurs before inflation, a single
causal patch containing some random value for θ0 would be expanded to horizon size, so
θ0 would be homogeneous in our universe and we can consider it effectively as a random
angle. However, if the PQ symmetry breaking occurs after inflation, there would be many
patches in our universe with differing initial angles. In this case, we must take the average
field value over these patches, ⟨θ20⟩ = π2/3, leading to the so-called ‘classic’ axion dark
matter window at ma ∼ 80− 400µeV.

However, the post-inflationary scenario is complicated by the possibility of topological
defects in the axion field [476,477,693,696–702]. When the PQ symmetry is first broken,
field configurations known as strings can form, where the axion field wraps around values
in [0, 2πfa]. These strings can either be closed in loops, or open, going across an entire
Hubble patch. The dynamics and decay of axionic strings can have extremely significant
cosmological effects, and is a much-debated and active area of research today [15].

In addition, when the axion picks up its mass, topological defects known as domain
walls can form. These arise from the axion effective potential Eq. 4.30, where we can see
that there is actually a discrete ZN symmetry left over once the PQ symmetry has broken.
Uncorrelated neighboring patches may then choose different vacua from the N choices,
causing topological sheets known as domain walls to form between them, with strings as
their boundaries. Even forN = 1, domain walls can form, where they interpolate between
identical vacua by winding once around the bottom of the axion potential. Notably,
theories with N > 1 are stable and the energy density in these domain walls can easily
overclose the universe—this is known as the domain wall problem.
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Another wrinkle arises in the post-inflationary scenario. Since the initial misalignment
angle varies across patches, the axion number density varies as well. This can lead to
sizeable inhomogenities in the axion distribution. Since the axion free-streaming length
is relatively short, these inhomogenities are not erased before matter-radiation equality,
and large-scale features known as miniclusters could form [15,703–706]. In addition,
since axions can have an attractive self-interaction, it is possible for axion stars to form
over the timescale of the universe [707,708] The possible existence of these structures, of
course, has significant impacts on detection prospects for axion dark matter. Finally, there
is also the interesting possibility that the axion population could form a Bose-Einstein
condensate, leading to novel phenomenology such as halo rotation [709,710].

4.3.3 Observation
Although QCD axions can interact with a variety of Standard Model particles, constraining
the coupling of axions to photons is by far the most popular. I will very briefly outline
some of these searches here. Since the photon coupling Eq. 4.34 is a function of vacuum
scale, it is conventional to plot axion (or more general ALP) constraints as a function
of mass and photon coupling, as in Fig 4.5. I will only give a brief summary of these
constraints, and more complete reviews can be found in e.g. Ref. [15].

Laboratory experiments

First, we have laboratory experiments which aim to detect the axion. Helioscopes [712–715],
such as CAST [716–719], Sumico [720] and the future IAXO [721, 722], aim to detect axions
from the sun by converting them to x-rays inside large magnetic cavities. Since helioscopes
rely on axions produced in the sun, they are independent of dark matter considerations
and can exploit well-understood solar physics [723]. In addition, WIMP detectors such
as LUX [724], XENON100 [725] and PandaX [726] are also able to function as axion
helioscopes.

Another type of laboratory search are the light-shining-through-wall experiments,
such as ALPS [727] and OSQAR [728]. These experiments use strong magnetic fields to
convert lasers to axions, aimed at an opaque barrier, and attempt to detect reconversion to
photons on the other side.

Haloscopes, such as ADMX [729], work similarly to helioscopes but aim specifically
to detect dark matter axions. The standard technique involves converting axions to photons
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Figure 4.5: Axion-photon limits [711]. Astrophysical limits are shown in green, direct
detection bounds in red, and cosmological constraints in blue. The QCD band is in
yellow, and shows explicitly the two benchmark models—the width of the band arises
from various choices of model-specific parameters.

in large magnetic fields within a resonant cavity, which can be slowly sweeped over
a range of frequencies to reach QCD axion sensitives over a narrow band. There are
many current or planned haloscopes, with relatively diverse measurement techniques and
sensitivity ranges. A short list includes MADMAX [730], HAYSTAC [731], ORGAN [732],
DMRadio/ABRACADABRA [733–735] and CASPEr [736] .

Astrophysical bounds

Next there are the astrophysical bounds on axions. Since there is quite a large wealth of
these, I will just briefly mention a few of the most important bounds.

Axions which are formed within stellar cores can stream out of the star, depleting the
stars’ energy and generally leading to shorter stellar lifetimes. By counting the number
of horizontal branch stars in globular clusters, we can get an estimate of the time spent
burning Helium and so place stringent constraints on the axion-photon coupling [737].
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Similarly, production of axions with mass lower than the solar core temperature may heat
up the solar interior, producing more neutrinos [738]. Supernovae also place constraints
on axion-like particles, since axions produced in them could convert to γ-rays in the
magnetic field of the Milky Way [739–741].

A different kind of astrophysical constraint exploits black hole spins [742–754]. The
idea here is that light bosonic fields can form bound states around black holes. If the
field has Compton wavelength around the size of the black hole ergosphere—an area
surrounding spinning black holes in which it is possible to extract energy from the black
hole spin—then the bosonic fields can spin down the black holes. The mechanism is known
as black hole superradiance, and observations of black hole spins allows the constraint of
very light axions, with the caveat that there remains some disagreement in the literature
over these bounds [751–755].

Cosmological bounds

Finally, there are cosmological bounds on axions, outside those already discussed for the
QCD axion as dark matter. Relatively large axions are ruled out by the fact that they
would decay to UV photons and create excess ionization before reionization [756] began
at around z ∼ 6 − 15 [757]. In fact, decay of axions would generally contribute to
the the extragalactic microwave-to-γ background [758], or to optical searches in galaxy
clusters [759]. Finally, there are the ever-present early universe bounds—axions decaying
to photons before recombination are constrained by spectral distortions to the CMB, by
constraints on the effective number of neutrino species, and by BBN processes [757].
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The layperson box: axions Previous — Next

In the previous box (page 112), I introduced a strange problem in the strong force. The
quarks were not aligned with the winding and unwinding of the strong force because
the weak force was aligning the quarks in different ways. This was a purely theoretical
problem, because no such effects were noticed in nature for the strong force.

At the end of the day, the toolbox of the particle physicist has essentially one tool
in it—suggest a new particle. Of course, if you look at the page count of this chapter you
would realize that this is not always as trivial a process as I make it seem. But that is
exactly what they did here. In a rather clever way, they constructed a hypothetical particle
which interacted with the twisting of the strong force fields in a kind of opposite way so
that they would have no effect on the quarks anymore. They called this particle the ‘axion’,
related to the word ‘axis’, about which something spins (and also, famously, a kind of
detergent from Texas called Axion).

In order to introduce a new particle, however, you have to be very careful. Hu-
mans have been searching for new particles both in particle colliders and from outer space
for almost a century, so you need to explain how it has not been seen yet. It has to be
invisible, or at least, only rarely interact with any other particles at all. This is again a
somewhat tricky task, and as a result there is a wide spectra of axion models with quite
similar predictions, but different setups.

Invisible particles, however, are exactly what dark matter searchers are after. Could
the axion also be the dark matter then? The answer to that depends on the axion
properties—most importantly, the mass of the particle (very light, usually), and how rarely
it interacts.

Axions which interact too often are problematic because they will be produced in-
side the cores of stars, where even rare interactions happen frequently because of the
density and heat. This will drain energy from stars, causing them to live shorter than
observed. We can also build labs on Earth to detect the axions, using huge ‘telescopes’
of giant magnetic fields tuned exactly to the axion. These searches either look for axions
from the sun, or axions as the ambient dark matter. Finally, the early universe was also hot
and dense, so sufficiently massive axions back then would produce too much light (and
muck up various other predictions as well)

However, despite all those constraints (and more), the vast majority of axion mod-
els are still totally viable, making them a very popular dark matter candidate today.
Because the axion has to be very light and rarely-interacting in order to solve the strong
force problems, it is very difficult to detect—plus, we haven’t been looking quite as long as
with other dark matter candidates. I suspect there are a lot of physicists out there who will
secretly tell you they think the dark matter will turn out to be axions.
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i dunno, but man
every time i think those little guys hit the ceiling, they bust through it
almost makes you wish there was extraterrestrial life out here just so they
could peek in and get a load of this shit.

—Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer, 20020: The Future of College Football

In the previous chapter I explored in detail the landscape of QCD vacua. We saw that the
‘true’ vacuum was the so-called θ-vacuum, a superposition of the topologically distinct
vacua that can be reached by instanton processes. The consequence of this vacuum was
to induce a CP-violating term in the Standard Model, necessitating the PQ axion (and
accompanying new UV physics), which dynamically sends this term to zero. In this
chapter, we will see that ‘true’ vacuum actually contains more states than the ones we
examined previously—when we include gravity in the mix, we actually find that there is
an ‘independent direction’ of states we can reach. As a result, there are two theta angles,
spoiling the single axion solution, since the minimum of the potential no longer coincides
with the cancellation of the CP-violating terms.

A simple solution to this new strong-gravity-CP problem is to introduce an additional
axion. However, simple additions do not always entail simple consequences. The bulk
of this chapter explores the phenomenology of the two-axion system that we called the
companion axion [2, 3, 760].
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5.1 Motivation and theory
The background and details of the strong-gravity-CP problem are not actually the focus
of my PhD work, so I will discuss them more qualitatively and leave the gory details to
the work of my collaborators in Ref. [760]. Nevertheless, I will do my best to explain the
rather-complicated process of including gravity in the QCD vacuum.

5.1.1 The strong-gravity-CP problem
Previously, we examined the BPST instanton, a solution which interpolated between vacua
which differed by one winding number. Other instanton solutions are possible, such as
instantons which change winding number by more than one. The effects of these instantons,
however, are suppressed relative to the BPST contribution.

But there are other kinds of instantons we can consider, if we turn our gaze from pure
QCD and consider the other fundamental forces of physics. Electromagnetic theta-terms
can also be considered, but the QED vacuum is much simpler than for QCD. Since U(1)

can be thought of as a circle, it is not hard to see why any pure-gauge state can be shrunk to
a trivial point on the R3 background—in topological language, the third homotopy group
of the circle is trivial. In physics-language, there is no spectrum of distinct vacua to build
a theta-vacuum out of. Meanwhile, there will certainly be a weak-force theta angle, just
as there was for QCD. However, the weak force acts separately on left- and right-handed
fields, allowing the theta term in the Lagrangian to be easily rotated away.

Gravitational instantons

A similar game can be played for gravity. It is not a new revelation that gravitational
instantons may exist [761, 762], and that they may source CP-violating terms in the
Standard Model similar to the QCD theta-term [763]. Hawking and Gibbons first found a
family of gravitational multi-instanton solutions in Ref. [762], and they are not so dissimilar
to the instantons encountered in the previous chapter. In Sec. 1.2.3 we saw that gravity
can be described as a gauge theory. The situation is somewhat simpler after the Wick
rotation t → iτ into Euclidean space, when searching for instanton solutions, since the
gauge group of gravity will be SO(4) instead of SO(3, 1). In particular, the Lie algebras
satisfy su(4) ≃ su(2) × su(2), leading to a double covering SU(2) × SU(2) → SO(4).
This means that there will be topologically distinct gravitational vacua, but now labelled
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with a pair of integers, (n,m) [762].

At the same time, another particular realization (or rather, subclass) of pure-gravity
instantons was found by Tohru Eguchi and Andrew Hanson (EH) in Refs. [764, 765]. In
fact, it was shortly realized that this metric was equivalent to the multi-instanton solution
of Hawking and Gibbons [766]. The EH instanton has metric,

ds2 =
1

1− a4

r4

dr2 +
r4

4

[
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2 +

(
1− a4

r4

)
(dψ + cos θdϕ)2

]
, (5.1)

written in the slightly unusual basis where r is a four-dimensional radial coordinate and
we have three angular coordinates (θ, ϕ, ψ). An arbitrary integration constant, a, can be
thought of as the instanton size. This metric has the property that it is asymptotically
locally Euclidean, which means it is Ricci flat (R = 0) and has non-negative action
SEH ≥ 0. These properties mean the EH metric does indeed describe a topologically
non-trivial metric which can be included when integrating over all metric manifolds in the
path integral.

It can be shown that pure-gravity instantons cannot mediate anomalies with chiral
charge violation, so there is no effect on QCD or axion physics. This is because the
condition R = 0 for the Ricci scalar implies that the Dirac operator in the background of
these gravitational instantons has no non-trivial normalizable zero-mode solutions, even
for massless fermions [767]. Although the pair of topological numbers (n,m) do change
between topologically distinct vacua, there is no accompanying change in chiral charge.

In the presence of another gauge field, however, the situation may be different, and so
we should look at combined gravity and Yang-Mills instantons [768,769]. Electromag-
netically charged EH instantons were explored, for example, in Ref. [770], finding that the
PQ axion solution was not changed but that the domain wall problem might be relaxed.

An interesting topological property of the EH metric was explored by my collaborators
recently in Ref. [767]. This arises from the singularity at the horizon, r = a. The re-
moval of this singularity means that the boundary of the metric at infinity is isomorphic to
S3/Z2

∼= RP3, the real projective space of dimension three. Because the EH background
is topologically non-trivial, it is able to support Yang-Mills field configurations which
would otherwise vanish in flat spacetime. In Ref. [767], a U(1)EM instanton, inspired
by the famous Dirac string monopole solution, was considered. Notably, there existed
non-contractible loops in which fermions picked up a phase proportional to their electro-
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magnetic charge, and requiring this phase to vanish implied the quantization of electric
charge (a rather remarkable observation!). Since the smallest observed charge is 1/3, this
implied the instantons were restricted to charges of multiples of three.

We are interested here, however, in strong force-charged EH instanton solutions. A
similar game can be played with colored fields in the EH background, and for analogous
reasons to the above, these instantons, called colored Eguchi Hanson (CEH) instantons,
have topological charge Q = 3. The explicit embedding of these gauge potentials in the
EH background was explored in Ref. [760].

Including CEH instantons

Accounting simultaneously for both the gravitational and BPST instantons means that a
new vacuum angle must be included, leading to its own CP-violating term:

θCEH ≡ 3

2
θQCD + θEH . (5.2)

The factor 3/2 comes from the Z2 identification of the EH spacetime which essentially
halves the Euclidean space, combined with the fact that the CEH instantons have topolog-
ical charge of three. A cartoon of the effect of the CEH instantons is shown in Fig. 5.1.

Calculating the axion potential in the presence of the BPST instantons is already an
involved calculation, and it is not made easier by the inclusion of CEH instantons. The
CEH instanton zero-modes, needed for calculating transition amplitudes, are presently
not well-understood. However, an educated guess can be made based on knowledge of
renormalization processes in analogy to the standard case [760], leading to,

V (a) = −2KQCD cos

(
N
a

fa
+ θQCD

)
− 2KCEH cos

(
Ng

a

fa
+ θCEH

)
. (5.3)

The ratio κ ≡ KCEH

KQCD
is estimated as,

κ ∼ 16

25

(
2π

αS(Λ)

)2

e−π/αs(Λ) ∼ 0.06− 0.4 , (5.4)

where αs(Λ = 1GeV) is the running strong coupling constant. It is interesting to note that
since α ∼ 1 for the strong force, this contribution comes from large sized instantons which
are not exponentially suppressed. In contrast, for electromagnetism, α ∼ 1/137 and so
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Figure 5.1: This cartoon diagram shows the potential wells which form between the
topologically distinct QCD vacuum configurations, and the distinct colored gravitational
configurations. I have added the CEH instanton wells on a second orthogonal axis to
highlight that the CEH vacuum angle is a priori unrelated to the usual theta angle, and
so the true vacuum superposition will need to sum over the ‘grid’ of vacuum states. In
addition, the QCD-gravity vacuum configurations are shown to change winding number
by 3 in the diagram.

this ratio is significantly suppressed [770] and the axion solution is protected. In the same
way as in standard QCD, the new parameter θCEH would affect the neutron electric dipole
moment—to calculate this, one would need to write the new effective pion-nucleon field
theory accounting for the addition of the second theta angle in the effective pion-nucleon
interaction.

This potential has large implications for the axion solution to the strong-CP problem.
We can’t merely ignore this new angle, since it will impact the neutron electric dipole
moment as well as disrupting the standard axion solution. At the minimum of the potential,
we can clearly see that the axion state will no longer cancel out either of the theta angles.
Even if the axion state is chosen arbitrarily to cancel one of the angles, the other will be
left nonzero. Thus, the standard, single axion case is no longer able to solve what is now
the strong-gravity-CP problem.
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5.1.2 The companion axion solution
We have seen that when gravity is properly incorporated into the QCD instanton back-
ground, the standard Peccei-Quinn solution—which proposes a single additional U(1)PQ
symmetry and so a single resulting axion—is no longer able to resolve the strong-CP prob-
lem. The simplest way to remedy this, perhaps unsurprisingly, is to extend this symmetry
into a U(1)PQ × U(1)′PQ symmetry. We will similarly posit that the new symmetry is
spontaneously broken and anomalous, and so we will have two axions, a and a′. In this
basis, which we will call the vacuum basis for convenience, the effective potential for the
axions is mixed:

V (a, a′) = −2K cos

(
N
a

fa
+N ′ a

′

f ′
a

+ θ

)
− 2κK cos

(
Ng

a

fa
+N ′

g

a′

f ′
a

+ θg

)
. (5.5)

Here all gravitational contributions are now labelled with a subscript g for convenience.
Now that we have an additional degree of freedom, the minimum of this potential will
occur at axion field values which are able to cancel both CP-violating terms (so long as
we requireNN ′

g ̸= NgN
′). Since the axions are mixed in the potential, we need to change

basis to the mass eigenbasis, given by,

a1 = a cosα− a′ sinα (5.6)

a2 = a sinα + a′ cosα, (5.7)

where the mixing angle α is defined explicitly as,

tan 2α =
2ϵ
(
NN ′ + κNgN

′
g

)
(
N2 + κN2

g

)
− ϵ2

(
N ′2 + κN ′2

g

) . (5.8)

In the above we have defined the handy parameter,

ϵ ≡ fa/f
′
a, (5.9)

as the ratio of vacuum scales for the two axions. Without loss of generality we can assume
that a1 corresponds to the heavier axion, so that ϵ ≤ 1. The quadratic terms in the potential
will give us the axion masses, although the exact form of the terms is not exceptionally
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pretty, given by,

m2
1 =

∆m2

2
+
K

f 2
a

[ (
N2 + κN2

g

)
+ ϵ2

(
N ′2 + κN ′2

g

) ]
. (5.10)

where the mass-squared difference ∆m2 = m2
1 −m2

2 is given by,

∆m2 =
2K

f 2
a

[
4
(
NN ′ + κNgN

′
g

)2
ϵ2 +

( (
N2 + κN2

g

)
− ϵ2

(
N ′2 + κN ′2

g

) )2
]1/2

.

(5.11)

Since we are all theorists here, it is helpful to make some approximations. First, we assume
that all the anomaly terms are roughly the same order. Then we will take terms only to the
lowest order in the relative strength of the gravitational instanton contribution κ. In this
limit the axion masses are given by,

m2
1 ∼ 2K/f 2

a

m2
2 ∼ κϵ2m2

1 . (5.12)

We see that the first axion has mass roughly equivalent to the mass of the single axion in
the standard PQ scenario, whereas the second axion has a smaller mass governed by the
difference in scales and the exact value of the relative gravitational contribution.

It is important to note again that we now are investigating a two-parameter solution to
the strong-CP problem. Whereas the standard PQ solution existed on a single band given
by the mass-vacuum scale relation, we now have two vacuum scales. This means that
companion axions which solve the strong-CP problem exist on a two-dimensional plane,
rather than a narrow strip on the traditional mass-photon coupling plot. This can be seen in
Fig. 5.2—the two axes are given by the first vacuum scale and then the relative scale ϵ. The
mass of the first axion roughly depends only on the first vacuum scale, and so can be plotted
also on the x-axis. Meanwhile, the mass of the second axion is conserved along diagonal
bands in the plane. Although this plot is strikingly different from the usual axion-photon
coupling plot, it is much more useful for the phenomenology of the companion axion. We
should also note that while the usual axion-photon coupling plot shows constraints on all
axion-like particles, not just QCD axions, all areas on our two-dimensional ‘QCD-plane’
correspond to companion axions which solve the strong-gravity-CP problem.

We are now ready to investigate more carefully the phenomenology of these companion
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Figure 5.2: This figure shows the parameter space of the companion axion. The vacuum
scale of the first axion and the relative vacuum scale are the two axes, meaning that
the horizontal axis roughly corresponds to the first axion mass, while the second axion
mass is invariant along diagonal lines. In contrast to the familiar axion-photon diagram
where only axions in the QCD band solve the strong-CP problem, all points on this plot
correspond to companion axions which solve the strong-gravity-CP problem. The grey
triangle in the bottom-right corner arises from the requirement that the higher vacuum
scale be smaller than the Planck scale, f ′

a < MPl.

axions. There are two points which demonstrate why such a model may have rich and
unique characteristics.

First, the two axions are necessarily coupled together in order to solve the strong-CP
problem. That means that if one of the two axions in a particular realization is ruled out
by observation, its companion is also necessarily ruled out. In the case of generalized
multi-axion models, such as axiverse scenarios, this is not the case. This can be seen most
clearly in Fig. 5.3 , where we have fixed the value of ϵ and shown with dotted lines the
‘connection’ between the two axions which is required in order to successfully solve the
new strong-CP problem.
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Figure 5.3: The photon-mass relation is shown for two axions with fixed ϵ = 10−1, so
that the only free parameter is the mass of the larger axion. The dotted lines indicate
the connection between the larger axion and its companion smaller axion required to
solve the strong-gravity-CP problem. In areas where haloscopes reach the lighter axion
band, the combined model with both axions is constrained, and similarly with the stellar
cooling/helioscope [771,772] bounds for the heavier axion. The haloscope bounds are
combined from Refs. [719, 729, 732,773–786]. This figure is intended only to illustrate
the unusual coupling characteristics of the two axions—in reality, these bounds must be
revised to account for novel phenomenology of the companion axion, which we will do
below.

Second, the coupling of the two axions means that there will be novel effects, like
oscillations, due to mixing of axions in the vacuum basis. This has important ramifications
not just for experimental observation, but for the cosmological and early-universe behavior
of companion axions.
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5.2 Companion axions as dark matter
In this section, we reinvestigate the companion axion as a dark matter candidate [3]. In
the previous chapter, we discussed the standard misalignment mechanism for axions, in
particular focusing on the two cases where the PQ symmetry was broken either before or
after inflation. When the axion was broken before inflation, the misalignment angle could
take any value, but only corresponded to the correct dark matter abundance for a specific
axion mass. Meanwhile, if the PQ symmetry was broken after inflation, the average
misalignment angle was fixed, forcing a relatively narrow window of axion masses which
were able to give the correct dark matter abundance.

It is again the case here that the companion axions can only comprise the correct dark
matter abundance for a specific portion of the parameter space. Now that we have two
degrees of freedom to tinker with, the physics is more complicated. For the moment, we
will again ignore axion production from the string-domain wall network, which requires
a numerical treatment even in the standard axion case [787–794], and focus on the classic
misalignment mechanism. For the companion axion, however, there are three scenarios
for the PQ symmetry breaking:

(I) Both PQ symmetries are broken before the end of inflation (i.e. both axions are
pre-inflationary). Both angles θ1,2 can take any value from −π to π.

(II) The a′ symmetry is broken before the end of inflation, while a is post-inflationary.
In this case, θ2 can take any value but θ1 = π/

√
3 takes the stochastic average, just

as in the standard case.

(III) Both axions are post-inflationary (or, there is no inflation). Both misalignment
angles take the stochastic average.

In the pre-inflationary case, just as in the standard case, there is always the freedom to
take the initial angle sufficiently close to 0 or ±π to either minimize or maximize the dark
matter abundance as necessary. However, this might be considered a kind of artificial
fine-tuning, especially since the axion was introduced in the first place to remove such a
fine-tuning in the CP-violating parameter.

To demonstrate the ‘natural’ window for the the dark matter abundance, then, we
can introduce a small parameter δ = 0.1 and plot the dark matter distribution for initial
angles θ1,2 ∈ [δ, π − δ]. The specific value of δ is arbitrary, and chosen for demonstrative
purposes. The overlap of these two ‘natural’ bands, in each of the three cases above,
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comprises the new preferred window for companion axion dark matter.

5.2.1 The misalignment mechanism
We still need to calculate explicitly the abundance of each of the two axion species, since
the relative abundances will be extremely important for both detection and cosmological
implications. Again, we will follow the standard misalignment mechanism calculations,
but with the additional twist that the companion axions are coupled. We start as before with
the zero-mode evolution equations for the two axions as a linearized system of coupled
oscillators:

∂2t a+
3

2t
∂ta+M11a+M12a

′ = 0

∂2t a
′ +

3

2t
∂ta

′ +M22a
′ +M21a = 0 , (5.13)

where Mij are elements of the axion mass matrix, and we have specified a radiation-
dominated universe so that the Hubble damping term is given by H = 1/2t. It was noted
in Ref. [795] that including the full nonlinearities in the potential [796–800] could lead
to a resonant transfer of energy between the two particles. In our case, however, it would
only apply in the case where the two axions have very similar massesm1 ∼ m2 but with a
somewhat small value of ϵ ≲ 0.2, which would require relatively contrived tinkering with
the anomaly coefficients to obtain.

To be more precise, we must use the thermally corrected axion mass matrix. The
thermal axion mass calculation is complicated even in the standard case, and will be
even more unwieldy when incorporating the effects of colored gravitational instantons.
Nevertheless, we can get an approximate idea by reusing the standard thermal axion mass
for the single axion [801],

m2
1(T ) = min

[
m2

1,m
2
1

(
T̃

T

)n]
, (5.14)

with numerical values n = 6.68 and T̃ = 103MeV. We then assume for simplicity that
the thermal mass matrix scales just like the non-thermal companion axion mass matrix,
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but with the first axion mass now given by Eq. 5.14 so that,

M(T ) = m2
1(T )

(
1 −ϵ2

−ϵ2 κϵ2

)
+O(ϵ4) . (5.15)

This allows us to decouple the oscillator equations in the mass basis:

∂2t a1 +
3

2t
∂ta1 +m2

1(T )a1 = 0 , (5.16)

∂2t a2 +
3

2t
∂ta2 + κϵ2m2

1(T )a2 = 0 . (5.17)

As we would in the standard case, we would like to know the temperatures Ti at which
each of the axion fields respectively begins oscillating due to the presence of their mass
terms. This occurs at mi(Ti) = 3H(Ti), giving,

Ti =

(
miMP

√
90

24π2
√
gi∗

)2/(n+4)

T̃ n/(n+4) , (5.18)

where gi∗ is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom at temperature Ti and MPl ≃
1.2 × 1019GeV is the Planck mass. When ϵ ≪ 1, this means the temperature at onset of
oscillations for the lighter axion is smaller by a factor,

T2
T1

∼ (κϵ2)1/(n+4) . (5.19)

The oscillation equations are again solved as in the standard case, using the Wentzel–
Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) approximation and an average over multiple oscillations, giving
the energy density in each species as,

ρi|today = mi(Ti)mi⟨a2i ⟩
(
T0
Ti

)3
g0∗s
gi∗s

, (5.20)

where T0 = 2.7 K, and gi∗s = g∗s(Ti) are the entropy degrees of freedom. The total axion
abundance is of course the sum of the two contributions, Ωa = Ω1 +Ω2. What is perhaps
most interesting is the ratio of the lighter to heavier axion abundances:

Ωa2

Ωa1

∼ θ22
θ21
κ0.41ϵ−1.19 . (5.21)
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Unless θ2 ≪ θ1 (which might occur in cases (I) and (II), but could perhaps be considered
unlikely), the lighter axion dominates the relic abundance here. This will be quite important
for the haloscope constraints, as we will later see.
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Figure 5.4: These plots show the preferred space for companion axion dark matter
produced by the misalignment mechanism. The light blue bands are the ‘natural’ bands
discussed above, and so their intersection represents the preferred dark matter window
for companion axions. Within the intersection, the color scale highlights the relative
abundances of the two axions. Case I, where both axions are pre-inflationary, is shown
in the first plot. Cases II and III are shown in the second plot, although Case III is
only a thin line across the diagram since both angles are fixed at the average angle. We
can see that allowing δ to take smaller values will allow the preferred regions to grow
slightly. A few bounds are shown, which will be discussed shortly—helioscope bounds
from ADMX [802] are shown in red, while the projected SKA[803–805] bounds on
gravitational waves from axion domain wall collapse are shown in pink. Black hole
superradiance bounds are in dark grey.

Finally, it is possible to write the total relic abundance in the scenario ϵ≪ 1 in terms
of our ‘fundamental’ theory parameters:

Ωah
2 ∼ Ω1h

2

(
1 +

θ22
θ21

g1∗s
g2∗s

κ
n+2

2(n+4) ϵ−
n+6
n+4

)
(ϵ≪ 1) . (5.22)

In the case where ϵ ≲ 1, the argument proceeds similarly to all of the above, but with the
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lighter axion having the thermal mass m2(T ) ∼
√
κm1(T ). In the same manner we find,

Ωah
2 ∼ Ω1h

2

(
1 +

θ22
θ21
κ

n+2
2(n+4)

)
(ϵ ≲ 1) . (5.23)

Now it is possible for a1 to dominate the abundance, but it requires both vacuum scales to
be similar and the misalignment angles to to be of similar size.

The relative abundances of the two axions are colored in Fig 5.4 within the preferred
dark matter windows. Some of the axion constraints which we will derive in the next
section are included on these plots for demonstrative value.
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5.3 New photon constraints
To get a glimpse into the behavior of the companion axion, we first must derive again the
standard photon coupling constraints [2]. In what follows, we take these representative
values for the anomaly coefficients:

{N,N ′, Ng, N
′
g} = {3, 1/2, 13/2, 3/2} . (5.24)

The precise choice of these values is not important for most of the qualitative conclusions
below, although the exact shape of some of the plots can shift, and there are some non-
trivial cases where interesting cancellations can occur. In addition, to simplify things and
minimize the number of parameters, we will assume that the particular UV completion of
our model is similar to the KSVZ model [691, 692]. This means that the axions couple
only to heavy quarks which carry charges under the U(1)PQ ×U(1)′PQ symmetry and are
otherwise electromagnetically neutral, so that the electromagnetic anomaly is identically
E = 0 in Eq. 4.34. Finally, we adopt the demonstrative value κ = 0.04 for the gravitational
instanton contribution.

The coupling of axions to photons is extracted in the same way as is done in the
standard case [15, 806, 807]:

Laγ =
1

4

(
agaγ + a′g′aγ

)
FµνF̃

µν . (5.25)

We find that the second photon coupling is related to the first by,

gaγ = g′aγ
f ′
a

fa

N

N ′ = −αemN

2πfa
ζ, ζ =

2

3

4md +mu

mu +md

, (5.26)

where ζ ∼ 1.92 again is fixed to avoid axions mixing with the QCD mesons [683]. The first
axion-photon coupling constant is the same as that of the standard PQ axion in Eq. 4.34.
In terms of the mass eigenstates, the photon couplings are found to be,

g1 =
αEMζ

2πfa
(N cosα− ϵN ′ sinα)

g2 =
αEMζ

2πfa
(N sinα + ϵN ′ cosα) . (5.27)

With the model set up, we can now revise the axion-photon constraints for the companion
axion. Although we will not redo every one of the many constraints, we have selected
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a handful of representative and competitive bounds to reexamine. In each case, we can
‘reuse’ the observations from the single-axion case, modifying the physics appropriately
so that we can recast the bounds into constraints on the companion axion.
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Figure 5.5: Companion axion photon constraints are shown for a representative sample
of axion observations. Stellar cooling bounds are shown in green, while the haloscope
ADMX [802] is shown in red, and the black hole superradiance bounds [751,753,754]
are in dark grey. Future haloscopes bounds from MADMAX [730] and DMRa-
dio/ABRACADABRA [734, 735] are shown in dotted orange and green respectively, while
the future helioscope IAXO [808] is shown in dashed purple.

5.3.1 Stellar cooling
As discussed briefly in the previous chapter, sufficiently light axions can be readily pro-
duced in stellar interiors [739]. There are a number of constraints this places on the
axion-photon coupling, but the strongest arise from examining the population of horizon-
tal branch stars in globular clusters. The primary axion production in these stars is the
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Primakoff process,

γ + Ze→ Ze+ a , (5.28)

which works to shorten the lifetimes of these stars. The result of this consideration is the
constraint [737],

|gaγ| < 6.6× 10−11GeV−1 . (5.29)

This constraint can be straightforwardly recast in the companion axion parameter space.

It is convenient when considering axion-photon interactions to move again to a new
basis where one of the axions is the combined state which is electromagnetically active,
and the second axion is the state which is electromagnetically ‘hidden’, and so does not
interact with the photon [809]. The mixing angle ϕ to this state is given by,

cosϕ =
g1√
g21 + g22

, (5.30)

so that the two axion states are,

aEM =
g1a1 + g2a2√

g21 + g22

ah =
g2a1 − g1a2√

g21 + g22
, (5.31)

and it is easy to see from Eq. 5.25 that the hidden state will have no coupling to the photon
field. In this basis, the axion mass matrix has off-diagonal terms,

M12 =M21 = −∆m2 cos
2 α

1 + ϵ2

(
tanα + ϵ

(
1− tan2 α

)
− ϵ2 tanα

)
, (5.32)

written as a function of the original vacuum basis to mass basis mixing angle α. As a
result, the axion states will oscillate as they travel. This oscillation does not strictly affect
the stellar cooling bounds, but as we will see in the following section, will be important
for helioscope observations.

Nevertheless, it is only the active axion state aEM that is produced in stellar interiors,
which means for practical purposes that the effective coupling is increased from the stan-
dard axion case, to gEM =

√
g21 + g22 . In the case where the second axion is significantly
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lighter than than the first (i.e., ϵ≪ 1), this means that there will not be significant change
on the stellar constraints from the usual case. However, when fa ∼ f ′

a, the bound is
enhanced by a factor,

√
N2 +N ′2

N
. (5.33)

The result of this constraint can be seen in Fig 5.5. For most of this parameter space
only the larger axion contributes to the constraints, but when ϵ → 1 there is a very slight
strengthening of the bound.

5.3.2 Helioscopes
Helioscopes [712] are Earth-based experiments which measure axions produced in the
sun. They consist of a long magnetic bore so that axions passing through the helioscope
are converted to photons. When the axions are sufficiently light, m ≲ 0.02 eV, the axion
and photon oscillate coherently along the length of the magnet, significantly boosting the
ability to detect photons. For larger masses, the characteristic length-scale of the axion-
photon conversion is much smaller than the magnetic bore, suppressing the signal since
coherence is lost. In this case, the bore can be filled with a buffer gas such as Helium, which
gives the photon an effective mass. Then, the momentum mismatch between the photon
and axion is made much smaller and coherence can be restored to the oscillation [810,811].

There are two effects which must be taken into account to convert helioscope con-
straints into the companion axion space. First, we must account for the axion oscillation
described above during the axion’s path from the sun to the Earth, which will reduce the
flux at the detector [809]. Secondly, once the axions are inside the magnetic field, we now
have a three-particle oscillation problem. Although this makes calculations analytically
much more difficult, we will argue that the effect is not significant.

For the axions travelling to Earth, the survival probability of the active axion, with
energy ω after travelling a distance L is given by the well-known relation,

P = 1− sin2 ϕ sin2

(
∆m2L

4ω

)
, (5.34)

in terms of the mixing angle described in Eq. 5.30. In terms of our more ‘fundamental’
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companion axion parameters, the first sine function can be rewritten as,

sin2 2ϕ =
4 cos4

1 + ϵ2
α
(
tanα + ϵ

(
1− tan2 α

)
− ϵ2 tanα

)2
,

≃




4ϵ2 ϵ≪ 1

cos2 2α ϵ ≃ 1
. (5.35)

For typical values of L = 1AU and ω ∼ keV, the axion-axion oscillation length is shorter
than the Earth-Sun distance for ∆m2 ≳ 10−12eV2. In order for the mass difference to
be smaller than this, either the companion axions would need to be finely-tuned to the
same mass, or the mass of the larger axion needs to itself be roughly smaller than this
value. The latter occurs for fa ≲ 1013 GeV, but next-generation helioscopes will still
only be sensitive to fa ≲ 109GeV. So, we can safely say that we are always in the
small-oscillation length regime and the second sine in Eq. 5.34 can be averaged to 1/2.
Then Eqs. 5.34, 5.35 together give us the proportion of axions which reach the detector
compared to the standard case,

P ≃




1− ϵ2 ϵ≪ 1

1− 1
4
cos2 2α ϵ ≃ 1

. (5.36)

The number of photons that a helioscope observes actually scales proportionally to g4aγ ,
so we can recast the standard constraints into the companion axion parameter space by
multiplying the minimum detectable photon coupling by P−1/4.

Next we need to argue that the effects of the three-oscillation problem are not signifi-
cant. Generally, the coupling between the two axions is much stronger than the coupling
between the axion and photon. The axion-photon coupling in a magnetic field is given
by gEMBω, where B is the magnetic field strength (∼ 9 T for CAST). For ease we will
work in the regime where ϵ ≪ 1, but a similar argument holds in the general case. The
off-diagonal term Eq. 5.32 parametrizes the axion-axion coupling, and to lowest order in ϵ,
can be approximated as∆m2ϵ. Then we can evaluate explicitly the ratio of the axion-axion
and axion-photon oscillation terms:

gEMBω

∆m2ϵ
∼ αEMζBω

4πK
f ′
a ≲ 10−2 . (5.37)
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In the final limit, we are using the requirement that the lighter axion has vacuum scale
smaller than the Planck scale, f ′

a < MPl. Essentially, the oscillation to the photon
is suppressed compared to the axion-axion oscillation. Since the companion axions
are strongly mixed, then, we can treat the photon conversion just as we would in the
standard case, relative to the slightly smaller flux already described above. Although the
three-particle oscillation nominally complicates things, these additional effects will be
suppressed by the factor in Eq. 5.37.

The result of this calculation are again included on Fig 5.5. The CAST [719] bounds
are less sensitive than the stellar cooling bounds, so we show the projected bounds for the
future helioscope IAXO [808].

5.3.3 Haloscopes
Haloscopes aim to detect axions which constitute the dark matter halo of the Milky Way.
Since we have already calculated the ratio of the misalignment abundance in each of the
two dark matter species, it is straightforward to rescale the constraints set by experiments
such as ADMX [774] for the standard axion. We also assume here that the axion dark
matter does not have additional structure, such as miniclusters, which could impact the
detection signal.

The most interesting feature of the companion axion for haloscopes is that for the
majority of the parameter space, the dark matter abundance is dominated by the smaller
axion. Resonance-based haloscopes are forced to scan slowly over the axion mass range
as they search for a signal, and so have only searched so far over a small area near the
classic preferred dark matter mass in the standard axion case. For the companion axion,
however, the haloscope’s optimal region would be searching for the lighter axion, since
they comprise the majority of the dark matter. This gives additional motivation to continue
haloscope experiments past the classical preferred region, and specifically, to extend the
observation to much smaller masses than previously considered.

In addition, the haloscope constraints illustrate well a particular novel feature of the
companion axion constraints. Since a detection could not a priori know whether it has
observed a1 or a2, any constraint from non-observation leads to two bands being excluded
in the fa, ϵ parameter space. This is because a particular companion axion solution to the
strong-CP problem requires the existence of both axions. These two bands can be seen
on the constraint plot Fig 5.5 for the ADMX and future MADMAX haloscopes, where
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we have converted the constraints on KSVZ-like axions into a constraint on companion
axions, using the relative dark matter abundances Eq. 5.21.

5.3.4 Black hole superradiance
The black hole superradiance bounds [751,753,754] can also be straightforwardly adapted
to the companion axion case, with some simplifying assumptions, since the calculations
are already sufficiently difficult in the standard case. Here we assume that the formation
of the axions’ bound states around the black holes are not affected by mixing between
the two axion species. This assumption is probably safe, except for the region where ϵ
is closer to 1, where the coupling between the two axions might make the superradiance
process significantly more complicated. A more detailed and dedicated examination of
superradiance in the companion axion case would certainly be interesting, but is not the
focus of our ‘first-pass’ over the companion axion constraints. With that in mind, the
standard superradiance constraints are easily mapped to the companion axion case, under
the assumption that each of the axions form independent bound states which could spin
down black holes.

5.3.5 Unique signals
Although the companion axion clearly has rich phenomenology which differentiates it
from the standard QCD axion, if some observation were to find a signal, it would not be
immediately obvious whether it has detected the single axion, or one of the two companion
axions. It is worth showing then, for optimistic future observations, what regions of the
parameter space are able to detect both axions. This can be done either in one experiment,
which could be sensitive enough to find both axions, or in two combined experiments. In
Fig. 5.6 we have plotted some of the regions, using relatively ambitious projections for
these experiments, including IAXO+ [808,812,813], resonant-cavity [732,814–818] and
LC-circuit-based haloscopes [733–735,776,780,819,820].
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us to see both the companion axions either within one experiment, or by combining the
results of two. This would allow us to more definitely rule in the companion axion model
compared to the standard axion.
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5.4 New cosmological constraints
We have already shown how the companion axion model can produce the correct dark
matter abundance via the misalignment mechanism. However, that is not the end of the
story for the early universe—there is a wealth of interesting effects and observations which
would be affected by this model [3]. Here we focus on a small handful of particularly
interesting or prominent ones, in no particular order.

5.4.1 Isocurvature bounds
In the pre-inflationary case, massless axion fields would undergo large amplitude quantum
fluctuations during inflation. However, the energy density of the axion field fluctuations is
negligible compared to that of the inflaton field, the dominant energy density in this period.
As a result, it is likely not possible to observe the axion field by observing the perturbations
in total energy density—otherwise known as adiabatic perturbations—which manifest as
imprints on large scale structure formation and CMB anisotropies.

However, there is another kind of possible perturbation, known as either entropy or
isocurvature perturbations [821–824]. These perturbations are spatial perturbations in
the ratio of axion number density with entropy. In contrast with the total energy den-
sity perturbations, it would be possible to see these perturbations in the temperature and
polarization of the CMB, since after the isocurvature perturbations are converted to true
curvature perturbations, they are uncorrelated with the adiabatic inflaton perturbations.
This conversion takes place at the so-called pivot scale. If we assume that both the com-
panion axion fluctuations are respectively uncorrelated, the perturbation power spectrum
at the pivot scale klow ≃ 0.002Mpc−1 is given by,

∆2
a1

= ∆2
a2
ϵ−2 θ

2
2

θ21
≃ H2

I

π2f 2
aθ

2
1

, (5.38)

where HI is the Hubble rate during inflation. For Case I, where both axions are pre-
inflationary, the ratio of the the total isocurvature power spectrum to the the amplitude of
the adiabatic power spectrum is then,

β =
∆2

a1

As

(
1 + ϵ−2 θ

2
2

θ21

)
, (5.39)

where the adiabatic amplitude at the pivot scale is As ≃ H2
I /(π

2M2
Plε) ∼ 2× 10−9, with
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ε the usual inflation ‘slow-roll’ parameter. This gives us the constraint,

HI ≲

√
β⋆Asπfaθ1

(1 + ϵ−2θ22/θ
2
1)

1/2
, (5.40)

where the ratio β < β⋆ = 0.011 is constrained by Planck [126] at 95% confidence level.
Since this constraint depends on a number of model parameters, it is slightly hard to
picture. In Fig. 5.7 we have illustrated the constraint for a particular choice of fa and ϵ.
The band going across the figure gives the correct dark matter abundance, and the color
scheme within the band shows the constraint above on the scale of inflation. Of particular
note is that when θ1 ∼ 0, inflation must occur at very low scales.

In Case II, the heavier axion is post-inflationary, and the isocurvature bounds on the
pre-inflationary axion is the same as in the literature, with fa → f ′

a.
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Figure 5.7: Isocurvature bounds for a particular choice of fa and ϵ are plotted. The red
band shows where the dark matter abundance is correct, while the shade illustrates the
constraints on the inflationary scale. The position of the bend depends on the choice of
vacuum scales—for different values, the red band would occupy a different portion of the
(θ1, θ2) parameter space.

5.4.2 Domain walls
We now look at an effect relevant only to the cases II and III, where one or both of
the axions are post-inflationary. In the companion axion case, there is now a discrete
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ZN × Z ′
N symmetry in the first cosine term of the companion axion potential Eq. 5.5.

When the two axion fields spontaneously break their PQ symmetries, a domain wall
network [696,697,825] could form, where each patch breaks the symmetry spontaneously,
choosing one of the states from the ZN ×Z ′

N symmetry. However, for companion axions,
there is also the second cosine term in Eq. 5.5 to consider, with its own different residual
symmetry. This term explicitly breaks the residual discrete symmetry from the first term,
and vice-versa, since we required initially that NN ′

g ̸= N ′Ng. This means that the
degeneracy of these axion vacuum states is actually lifted, since there is now an energy
difference,

Vbias ∼ κK (5.41)

between the vacua. This term drives the annihilation of the domain walls, and is generally
known as a bias term for the axion potential—alternative models which aim to solve the
standard axion domain wall problem commonly introduce such terms [826–834]. For the
companion axion, this term comes freely, and is relatively large, allowing the remarkable,
automatic solution of the domain wall problem.

We can explicitly estimate the temperature where this annihilation will occur, and
show that for the majority of the companion axion parameter space, this temperature is
higher than temperature Ti at which the axion mass ‘switches on’. The interpretation of
this, then, is that the bias term prevents domain walls from forming at all. Explicit domain
wall solutions for the ZN × Z ′

N symmetry will be quite complicated, so we will make
some simplifying assumptions to get an order-of-magnitude estimation. We assume here
that two independent sets of domain walls form at the QCD phase transition via the Kibble
mechanism [476,698], corresponding to each of the two axions. The width of the domain
wall corresponds to the Compton wavelength of the axion:

δi ∼ 1/mi . (5.42)

The requirement that the domain walls not be thicker than the horizon size, mi ≳ H(T )

places a lower bound mi ≳ 10−10eV on the portion of the parameter space in which
domain walls can be considered.

We can estimate the surface tension σi of the barrier by considering the difference in
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energy between the two vacua:

σi ∼ K(1 + κ)δi . (5.43)

We can see that the walls associated to the lighter axion are wider and more energetic. The
energy difference Vbias acts as a pressure pV on the walls, so that a domain of size r ∼ t is
annihilated when the pressure dominates the surface tension, pT ∼ σ/t. This means the
wall annihilation time can be estimate as,

tann ∼ σ/t . (5.44)

During radiation domination, this corresponds to a temperature,

Tann ∼ 13.5 MeV
( mi

10−12eV

)1/2( 11κ

1 + κ

)1/2(
10

g∗

)1/4

, (5.45)

written in terms of the fundamental companion axion parameters. The domain walls only
form after the axions gain mass term at temperatures Ti given in Eq. 5.18. Requiring
that Tann ≲ Ti, then, places a lower bound on the axion masses relevant for domain wall
formation:

10−10eV ≲ mi ≲ 10−9eV, (5.46)

where we have included also the upper bound from the the barrier width consideration.
The conclusion, then, is that for the vast majority of the companion axion parameter
space, the formation of domain walls is not relevant, and the misalignment production is
not significantly impacted. This is quite a significant theoretical improvement over the
standard axion scenario.

5.4.3 Gravitational waves
It is natural to wonder whether gravitational waves would be detectable from the annihi-
lation of these domain walls [477]. We will briefly show here that in the small mass range
above, there would certainly be a relatively strong source of gravitational waves, which
would be detectable in the near-future by experiments such as the Square Kilometre Array
(SKA) [803–805] in the context of pulsar timing arrays. However, it is important to note
that the portion of the companion axion parameter space which could be constrained by this
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observation is already excluded, since there would be a massive overabundance of axions
compared to the dark matter in this region (following the misalignment mechanism).

Regardless, the calculation is straightforward, following the results of numerical sim-
ulations in Refs. [835–838]. It was found that the gravitational wave power spectrum
grows as ∼ k3, up to a peak comoving wavenumber kpeak, after which it falls as ∼ k−1

until it reaches a cutoff set by the wall thickness. Estimating the peak gravitational wave
frequency as fpeak = kpeak/2πR(t), we find in our case,

fpeak ∼ 1.1× 10−8 Hz
( mi

10−10eV

)1/2( 11κ

1 + κ

)1/2

, (5.47)

using g∗(Tann) = g∗S(Tann) = 10. Then we can find the relic density at the peak frequency
to be,

(ΩGWh
2)peak ∼ 3× 10−10

(
10−10eV

mi

)4(
(1 + κ)2

12.1κ

)2

. (5.48)

The predicted gravitational wave signal is shown in Fig. 5.8, plotting the relic density as
a function of frequency. The two bands are for two values of the mass at either end of the
small acceptable range, and the band width accounts for the uncertainty in the gravitational
instanton contribution κ. Although current gravitational wave observations are not quite
sensitive enough to see such a signal, future pulsar timing arrays would probe this range.
The diagonal band in Fig 5.4 corresponds to the case where the second axion has mass
m2 ∼ 10−9 (and so forms the domain walls), which would occur in Case III where both
axions are post-inflationary. The case where the larger axion a1 forms the domain walls
would appear as a vertical stripe to the right of the diagram.

Of course, we can see from Fig 5.8 that the region constrainable by SKA falls outside
the correct dark matter abundance, at least according to our misalignment calculation. Of
course, a modification of this result, or a different production mechanism altogether, might
allow companion axions in this region, so the exercise is not pointless.

5.4.4 Primordial black hole formation
Similarly, it is prudent to wonder if the collapse of domain walls could form primordial
black holes, and if so, what their properties would be [484–488]. This calculation follows
similar caveats to the above, in that the relevant mass region corresponds to far too large
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Figure 5.8: The gravitational wave signal from collapsing domain walls for two
choices of axion mass are shown. For comparison, the power-law integrated exclusion
curves [839,840] for pulsar timing array searches for a gravitational wave background
are shown. This includes NANOGrav [841–844], EPTA [845–847] and PPTA [848,849],
as well as the future sensitivities of LISA [850] and SKA [803–805]. We make use of the
power-law integrated curves presented in Ref. [851] with the exception of the sensitivity
to gravitational waves with astrometric data, which is taken from Ref. [852]. In addition,
we show here the ‘hint’ of a strong signal of a stochastic background reported recently
by NANOGrav [853,854], although classifying this signal as a gravitational wave back-
ground is still somewhat premature.

an abundance of companion axions. Nevertheless, the arguments are still interesting to
consider.

PBHs can be formed from the collapse of closed domains containing a false vacuum,
which start shrinking once they are smaller than the Hubble horizon. The total energy
in the closed domain comes from the wall tension, as well as the interior false vacuum
energy. The former is a surface effect, while the latter is volumetric. This means that the
mass of the closed domain is,

Mi = 4πr2i σi +
4π

3
r3i Vbias, (5.49)
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where ri is the radius of the closed domain wall for axion ai. Once the radius is less than
the Schwarzschild radius, the closed domain will collapse into a black hole (ignoring, for
now, the fact that we might prefer to describe the PBH with a cosmologically-embedded
metric). For the small range of relevant masses Eq. 5.46, the bias term dominates, so we
can estimate the black hole mass after collapse:

MPBH ∼
√
3

4
√
2

M3
Pl

(πκK)1/2
∼ 150M⊙

( κ

0.1

)−1/2

. (5.50)

This mass, interestingly, is somewhere in the range of what LIGO/Virgo would be able to
detect. The temperature at collapse is then,

Tcoll ∼ 25MeV
( κ

0.1

)1/4 ( g∗
10

)−1/4

. (5.51)

The uncertainty on κ allows for a relatively wide range of possible PBH masses. An
important difference in our calculation compared to others [486, 487] is that they were
forced to assume very small bias terms in order to preserve the standard axion solution to
the strong-CP problem—then PBHs could only be formed by having long-lasting N > 1

domain wall networks.

In our case, it is not easy to predict with much precision the population of PBHs
produced. This is primarily because it is difficult to estimate the survival probability of
the domain wall network until the collapse temperature. Numerical simulations [787] exist
for the standard axion case, but the large bias term and complexity of the network in our
case make these predictions unreliable. We can make a very crude argument, however,
by treating this process as the decay of a false vacuum with mean lifetime ∼ tann. Since
the tunneling processes which destroy false vacuums have exponential time dependence,
we can estimate that the fraction of closed domains which survive until the collapse
temperature would be,

pcoll ∼ e−(Tann/Tcoll)
2 ∼ 10−22 − 10−9. (5.52)

The large uncertainy in the prediction corresponds to κ ∈ [0.04, 0.6], for fixed axion
mass mi = 10−10eV. For larger axion masses, the mass dependence of Tann in Eq. 5.45
means that this probability becomes negligibly small. It is straightforward to compute the
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present-day PBH energy density from the fraction pcoll as,

ρPBH ∼ pcoll
r3i

MPBH

(
T0
Tcoll

)3

∼ pcoll
M6

Pl

M2
PBH

(
T0
Tcoll

)3

, (5.53)

leading to the fraction of DM density,

fPBH ∼ 34.9 pcoll
M4

Pl

H2
0M

2
PBH

(
T0
Tcoll

)3

. (5.54)

The large range of uncertainties leads to the dramatic range of the dark matter fraction,
from O(10−13) to O(1). Again, for heavier axions, this fraction is negligibly small.
Although this calculation comes with many caveats, it is certainly interesting that it could
account for some population of roughly LIGO-sized black holes.
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The layperson box: companion axions (my work) Previous — Next

It is common folklore that particle physics and gravity do not get along. This is true in
some technical senses related to quantum mechanics, but in some circumstances there are
no fundamental reasons why one cannot do them both at the same time. The real reason in
most cases is that both of those subjects are just quite difficult and it is exponentially harder
to do them simultaneously.

It was realized around the ’70s and ’80s that gravity does the exact same kind of
twisty maneuvers that the strong force does. They found, however, that gravity did its
twisting and untwisting in the background, and so did not affect any quarks or other
particles. But the situation changes when you try to do gravity and one of the other forces
at the same time. First, they tried gravity and electromagnetism, and realized there were
only minor consequences. Then, they did not look again. (welcome to the frontier of
science. Weird, hey?)

My supervisor Archil and one of his students, Zhe, looked at it again in 2021.
They found that if you examine the gravity twistings and the strong force twistings at the
same time, the single axion which solved the problem before could no longer handle both.
The only solution, they suggested, was to introduce a second axion (genius).

Finally, after everything, this is where I came in. If you now have two axions,
which we called the ‘companion axion’ model, the whole landscape of their behavior is
different—not only do they have different properties, they can also interact with each other.
Along with Zhe, Giovanni (from the University of New South Wales) and our postdoc
Ciaran, we took the dozen or so most-important axion results/observations and did the
maths again. Fortunately for me, Giovanni and Ciaran were already axion experts so I
could kind of bumble along learning from them.

Some things worked out more-or-less the same as the regular axion. I would say
our two most important results were: 1; much lighter axions would have to be the dark
matter, compared to the kind they are currently searching for, and 2; the ‘domain-wall
problem’ is automatically solved. This is a peculiar problem for regular axions, in which it
seems theoretically likely that axions would configure themselves in the early universe in
a specific way which contains more energy than the entire universe (you can see that this
would be an issue).

And thus concludes my three-or-so years of PhD research. Thanks for following
along—it’s been a trip. You may as well read the conclusion, while you’re here...
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Conclusion

Our goal is to discover that we have always been where we ought to be.

—Aldous Huxley, The Doors of Perception

Sometimes, after the more formal questions at the end of a talk, you are asked, ‘so... what
do you reckon it is, really?’ Usually, this comes with a sly nudge and a wink. After all
this—the technical ambiguities of cosmological black holes, or the possible gravitational
interactions of a possible new particle—are we closer to knowing dark matter?

My usual answer is somewhat diplomatic: ‘I would not be surprised if it was a
mixture...fifty percent black holes, fifty percent axions. Something like that’. But it is
really just a guess, and any careful physicist would just say that it could be anything that’s
not yet constrained.

It is hard not to be disappointed with this state of affairs. Colliders must probe
increasingly high energies to find new physics, promising diminishing returns as the
expenses and technological difficulties balloon. Dark matter detectors must be bigger,
more sensitive and more complicated. In the absence of new discoveries, theoretical
models become more and more technically challenging and specialized, and new ideas
come with ever more caveats and ifs and buts. The search for the answers is slow, bogged
down by the politics of large groups of people and the difficulty of communication across
increasingly specialized disciplines.

But there is still much to be excited for. We have only been detecting gravitational
waves for less than a decade, and they have provided a great wealth of new data. In
the following decades, as the next-generation gravitational wave detectors come online
(both on Earth and in space), we will have remarkable multi-messenger probes that extend
beyond even the surface of the CMB—and who knows what we will be able to learn about
black holes. Multidisciplinary efforts with fields such as quantum sensing [855,856],
condensed matter physics [857, 858], and even DNA biotechnology [859] are leading to
novel new dark matter detection mechanisms. Small-to-large-sized cracks in the Standard
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Model, such as flavor anomalies, neutrino masses, and of course—dark matter—may be
pointing the way for exciting discoveries at the next order of magnitude in energy. For a
while, it has seemed like theory was ‘ahead’ of experiment, but there may be cause for a
great deal of new astroparticle theory in the coming years.

The biggest unknown frontier left in fundamental physics lies somewhere in the
intersection of the large and small scales, in the intersection of gravity and particle physics.
In this thesis, I explored two realizations of this tension—black holes embedded in the hot
bath of the early universe, and QCD physics modified by gravitational instantons.

After a lengthy introduction, Chapters 2 and 3 discussed black holes and their cosmo-
logical embeddings. The former included a relatively detailed introduction to the history
and physics of black holes, focusing in particular on primordial black holes and their
constraints as a dark matter candidate. In Chapter 3, I introduced the topic of cosmo-
logical black holes, spacetimes which are embedded properly into the hot, thermal bath
of the early universe. Although much has been written on these black holes, they still
carry many ongoing questions and ambiguities, despite being increasingly important in
the contemporary Renaissance of primordial black hole study.

To emphasize the phenomenological consequences of these spacetimes, we chose the
most viable metric we could find—the Thakurta metric—and reconsidered the dark matter
bounds with this spacetime. We found two rather drastic results. First, the gravitational
wave bounds, which limit the abundance of the important LIGO-mass black holes, were
completely evaded. Secondly, these black holes evaporated rapidly in the early universe,
significantly increasing the mass of the lightest black hole which could survive until today
and closing the otherwise-unconstrained asteroid-mass range for primordial black holes.

The back half of this thesis was concerned with axions. In Chapter 4, I reviewed
the strong-CP problem and the QCD vacuum from a relatively pedagogical lens, before
summarising the benchmark axion models and their constraints. Then I introduced our new
theory of the companion axion in Chapter 5. This second axion was introduced to account
for the disruption of the axion solution when gravity is included in the QCD vacuum.
After summarizing the theory of colored gravitational instantons, we rederived a large
sample of axion physics in the context of the new companion axion model. This included
various axion-photon constraints, the misalignment production of axion dark matter, and
numerous other cosmological concerns. Throughout we found that the companion axion
had qualitatively different phenomenology compared to the standard axion, especially
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when considering its viability as a dark matter candidate.

Presumably, the tension between gravity and particle physics will leak into more than
just these two examples. Maybe, there is an important result hiding in plain sight, in some
system where the two forces were assumed to be decoupled. If there is any lesson to be
taken from this thesis, it is that such systems certainly exist, and that there may be large
qualitative consequences from taking them seriously.

In the introduction of this thesis, I lamented the millennia-or-so of physics that hap-
pened before I was born, and so had to catch up with. I will admit, it is sometimes
frustrating to find out that a neat idea I had come up with had actually already been re-
searched and published in 1989, only to be slowly forgotten again. I suspect, however, that
all of those ancient and less-ancient scientists would gladly agree to swap places with us
today, given the chance. As the saying goes, we know the most we have ever known, and
the least we will ever know again (hopefully). At the very least, we can get our revenge by
making the workload of learning even larger for the generation after us.

If you have genuinely made it this far, or if you are just passing through, thanks for
reading. It has been my pleasure—maybe I will catch you around sometime. Goodbye.
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A
The layperson appendix: symmetries

The best time to plant a tree is thirty years ago. But the second best time is...
twenty-nine years ago. Then... twenty-eight years ago, etc. etc.

—Ancient proverb

Of all the aesthetic revelations in fundamental physics, the importance of symmetries
is probably my favorite. I’ll do my best here to leave most of the maths out of it, but
sometimes departing from actual physics can leave things a bit esoteric—you’ll just have
to trust that I am not tricking you. This appendix is a continuation of the layperson boxes
throughout, but I felt I needed a bit more space to really flesh out my thoughts here.

Back to the particle physics box

Back to the index

A.1 What do we mean by symmetry?
It is impossible to separate the concept of symmetry from that of ‘transformations’. When
we say that some system or object possesses a kind of symmetry, what we are really saying
is that if we modified the object in a particular way, it would still appear the same.

Consider a square. It has two kinds of symmetries—the horizontal and vertical mirror
reflections, and the rotations by 90 degrees. Already in the language I use, the relation
between a symmetry of the square and how I must transform it is apparent. The mirror
reflections involve swapping corners across a line through the center of the square, while
the rotations involve cycling each corner around to the next one1.

The situation is the same, or maybe even easier, when we are discussing mathematical

1If you are concerned about the diagonal mirror reflections, it is possible to reproduce them by combining
the rotations and horizontal/vertical reflections. Try it yourself—it may be helpful to label the corners with
numbers to keep track.
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equations. For example, consider the relatively harmless,

y = x2 . (A.1)

If you know what the plot of this looks like, you might be aware that it possesses some
symmetry. You can see this explicitly, though, because if you swap x→ −x, the equation
stays the same (since (−x)2 = x2). The transformation in question, there, was swapping
negatives for positives, and vice-versa.

The two examples I have shown so far are what is known as ‘discrete’ symmetries. Not
in the sense that they are particularly sneaky, but in the sense that the transformations are
big, chunky operations on the whole system. I have to modify the system with a specific
singular action in one go. The other kind of symmetries are called ‘continuous’, and they
involve being able to transform the system by any amount I like, big or small. The easiest
example is the circle—I can rotate it about its center by any angle and it remains the same.

For an easy maths example of this, let’s look at the formula for kinetic energy—the
amount of energy an object has due to its speed:

EK =
1

2
mv2

=
1

2
m

(
dx

dt

)2

. (A.2)

Where the second line uses the definition of speed: velocity = change in distance over
change in time. In maths we would call that a derivative of position, x, with respect to
time, t. Now, what happens under the following transformation:

x→ x+ c , (A.3)

where c is just some constant distance? The derivative changes like so:

dx

dt
→ d(x+ c)

dt
=

dx

dt
+

dc

dt
=

dx

dt
+ 0 , (A.4)

because constants, by definition, do not change with time. As you can probably see, the
kinetic energy does not change. I can make c any number I want, and it doesn’t matter. If
we have a transformation that doesn’t change the system, then, we have a symmetry—and
specifically, a continuous one, here. In physics language, I would say that the kinetic
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energy doesn’t actually depend on where the origin of my ruler is, or rather, where I’m
measuring it from. The symmetry x→ x+ c is known as a ‘translation’ symmetry.

Although it may seem obvious that physics shouldn’t depend on where you measure
it, it turns out these kinds of continuous symmetries are extremely important.

A.2 Emmy Nöether’s theorem
Ok now, a difficult question for you. What is energy? This is probably an obtuse term
you were taught in year ten science, but it may have been never carefully explained. Is it
just some magical quality that objects ‘possess?’ How do we know it is always conserved,
and what does that even mean if it is often being transferred between different kinds of
energies, which may not seem related to each other at all?

I might not have an entirely satisfying answer for you, but maybe I can slightly
elucidate the scene—the answer comes from these continuous symmetries. The intuition
here comes from realizing that whenever we have a continuous transformation, there is
some quantity that is ‘unchanged’ during the transformation. For the circle, maybe you
would say that the radius of the circle is conserved under these transformations. But what
about the translation symmetry?

These were the kind of questions that led to Emmy Nöether’s famous and remarkable
theorem of 1918—one of the most important and influential pieces of maths and physics
in the last century. She showed that every every system which has a continuous symmetry
has a particular conserved ‘quantity’ attached to it, which is easily derived.

When you follow Nöether’s theorem for the translation symmetry, you find that the
conserved quantity ism×v, otherwise known as momentum. In other words, ‘conservation
of momentum’ is directly linked to the fact that physics is the same at every location. If, for
some odd reason, the laws of physics were different in different spatial points, momentum
would no longer be conserved. In that sense, momentum is not just some abstract thing
that your teacher told you is conserved—it is a consequence of the more fundamental
principle that physics doesn’t care where you do it.

There are two more of these kind of ‘spacetime’ symmetries. One is related to
rotations—it doesn’t matter how you orient your physics lab, physics should be the same
from every position. This leads to conservation of angular momentum. The last is ‘time
translation’, or rather, it doesn’t matter when you do your physics experiment, since physics
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doesn’t change over time. The conserved quantity here is... energy.

Energy then, is not some magical property that objects seem to possess. It is just
a restatement of the fact that physics is the same from one time to another. The order
of implication is perhaps important. We give the conserved quantity the name ‘energy’
after the fact—energy is the thing-which-is-conserved-in-time, not some independently
existing entity which also happens to be conserved.

The curious thing here, is that if something like time translation was not a symmetry,
then energy would not be conserved (or, for that matter, definable at all). This is relevant
to the history of our universe, however, which used to be much smaller and hotter than it
was today (see: page 20). If I did a physics experiment fourteen billion years ago, I would
get different results to today. The expanding universe does not conserve energy!

A.3 How symmetries make particles interact
The circle-and-radius analogy above is actually relevant to particle physics, as well. The
equations for particles like the electron have a kind of circle-looking symmetry to them. As
it turns out, this is a very important symmetry, whose conserved quantity is named electric
charge. This can very roughly be thought of as the radius of this circular symmetry—more
carefully, it might be considered a factor which determines ‘how much the circle turns’
whenever you turn it (which in my opinion kind of feels related to radius).

The fact that particles ‘carry’ extra conserved quantities besides energy and momentum
makes the universe interesting. If these didn’t exist, the particles would just float around,
never interacting with each other. That’s because the fundamental particles aren’t really
3D objects, like billiard balls, which can just bang into each other (and recall from
page 54—‘banging into each other’ is really just the electric fields in atoms repelling each
other). Rather, particles are infinitely small points with no ‘size’. But if they have extra
properties, like charges, they all of a sudden can ‘see’ each other and interact, instead of
just floating around boringly. You can change particles into other particles, even, so long
as the conserved quantities are conserved.

Particle physicists talk about these ‘charges’, and the fundamental forces, interchange-
ably. In some sense, the charges that particles feel are like ‘code words’ for which of the
fundamental forces a particle feels. If it has an electric charge, we say that it feels the
electromagnetic force.
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Electric charge and electromagnetism

The electric charge of the electron is probably its most important property. It determines the
majority of the electron’s activities, since the electron’s behavior in electric and magnetic
fields depends on the charge. This determines, for example, how electrons orbit the nuclei
of atoms, and so therefore all of chemistry and ultimately biology and everything else as
well. In addition, light can be thought of as oscillating electric and magnetic fields, so the
electron is able to interact with light too. This means that, for example, light is absorbed
and emitted by atoms—this is handy if you enjoy seeing the world around you.

I am actually simplifying a bit when I said that electrons have a circle kind of symmetry.
The reality is somehow even crazier. When you actually look at the equations, it turns
out that they don’t actually have such a symmetry—at least, on their own. It is only
when you look at the combined equations for electrons and photons (i.e., light) that
the circle symmetry actually works. This might be considered the most unusual, and
possibly most beautiful, revelation in physics. For some reason (which we have zero clue
about), requiring that electrons have such a circle symmetry actually enforces the rules
of interactions between electrons and photons, and therefore, pretty much every process
you care about. The situation is the same for the other forces, too. This is why particle
physicists will talk about photons ‘carrying’ the electromagnetic force—the interactions
of photons and charged particles is electromagnetism.

Why should the enforcement of these circular symmetries lead to every single rule of
nature? If you get to heaven before I do, please ask your favorite deity for me.

Weak charges and the weak force

Actually, every kind of particle has some number of these kind of symmetries, beyond the
circular symmetry which leads to electric charge. There are two kinds of so-called ‘weak’
charges—unsurprisingly, this is because the equations for some particles can be ‘rotated’
in two directions. The weak charges lead to weird interactions which change particles in
the nuclei of atoms into other ones, causing the nuclei to decay (i.e., beta decay). It turns
out this is somewhat important for the fusion processes which power stars, which is nice.
Accompanying the weak charges are three weak equivalents of the photon, known as the
‘weak bosons.’
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Color charges and the strong force

The last fundamental force is the strong force. This force has three charges, called ‘red’,
‘green’, and ‘blue’, and you guessed it—three circle-y symmetries. The interactions that
these charges allow keep the nuclei of atoms stuck together, which is quite useful. This
time, there are eight photon equivalents, known as gluons (if you were wondering—the
rule for the number of the photon equivalents is ‘number of charges squared, minus one’).

Actually, it seems like nature does not ‘like’ it when there are individual colors
floating around. As a result, colored particles (quarks) always get stuck together into
bigger particles. For example, the proton, inside the nuclei of atoms, is made up of three
quarks, one of each color (two ‘up’ quarks and one ‘down’ quark), so that the proton is
ultimately ‘colorless’. The protons and neutrons inside of the atom’s nucleus then stick
together because there is a kind of residual glue left over from all these shenanigans.

Gravity

Finally, you may have noticed that I have distinguished the ‘fundamental forces’ from
gravity, which is surely fundamental as well. On page 13 I discussed how gravity can be
seen as a purely ‘geometric’ effect, rather than a particle physics one. This is part of a
broader tension in theoretical physics between these two regimes. Actually, it is perfectly
possible to reimagine all of particle physics using geometry, just like General Relativity,
although the geometry is substantially more abstract. And similarly, it is possible to
discuss gravity in particle physics language.

Just as the photon is the particle of light (i.e., electromagnetism, which interacts
with electric charges), and the gluons are the particles of the strong force (which interact
with color charges), the ‘graviton’ is the particle of gravity, which interacts with mass.
Unfortunately, there are some curious technical problems with this synthesis—one reason
is that gravity likes to form itself into weird configurations like black holes, and it is not
known how to put black holes into particle physics equations. Often it is said that gravity
is incompatible with quantum mechanics, but this is presumably more a statement of our
current lack of knowledge of the theory which combines both, and not an immutable law
of the universe.
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A.4 The path integral
Okay, this final point doesn’t really have to do with symmetries, but I wanted to put it
somewhere, and I figured here was as good as any. This might be considered the other
craziest thing about particle physics, besides the circle-interactions thing above, for those
who have heard before of quantum mechanics.

I am occasionally asked which is my favorite interpretation of quantum mechanics—
many-worlds, or the other one? The truth is, I don’t think much about it. Classical quantum
mechanics, of which those interpretations relate to, is not even the most fundamental
quantum theory that we have in physics. Particle physics is really formulated in the
language of ‘quantum field theory’, a daunting, if wonderful, mathematical formalism that
combines Special Relativity and quantum mechanics. And it comes with a particularly
wild idea called the ‘path integral’.

You may recall from your life that objects like to follow trajectories through the world
that minimize something like their change in energy (called ‘action’ in physics). Water
follows the path of least resistance, and balls in valleys stay there instead of absorbing
energy from the ground to roll up hills, even if that wouldn’t violate conservation of
energy. This certainly applies to particles and all their interactions, too. The crazy thing,
first described by Richard Feynman, is that actually all those other possible-but-unphysical
paths are important.

It turns out that if you would like to find the quantum-mechanical path that a particle
takes, you can actually ‘add up’ all those extra paths—even the craziest, most convoluted
ones—as equally probable possibilities. Once you add them all up, what you are left
with is the correct quantum particle process. To me, this is an even more wondrous way
to phrase quantum mechanics. It’s not a matter of multiverses—particles really take all
possible paths and kind of average them out. I just think that’s pretty neat.

A.5 Some final philosophical musings
Often, physics as presented to a lay-audience is somewhat sloppy with its ontology (the
philosophical branch dealing with what exists), or even its epistemology (the branch
dealing with what we know), and I too have been no better than average so far. I
think this is understandable from a physicist’s perspective—what we have are a series of
models, with somewhat-well-defined internal logical systems, which we can use to produce
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quantitative predictions about nature. When a physicist says ‘the electron field does this’
or ‘the spacetime is curved’, they are (generally) not making a rigorous statement about
the true existence of these constructs, because they just don’t care. The mathematical
formalisms get the job done—not only is their possible Platonic existence irrelevant, but
it is unanswerable within physics.

What physicists do excellently (and particle physicists in particular) is explicitly laying
out the region of validity in which a particular theory models nature up to some known
precision. Beyond the borders of a theory’s capabilities, there is no longer anything
meaningful to be said, at least as far as physics is considered. And so we must be very
careful extrapolating lessons about the ‘true nature of reality’ or whatever from even our
most fundamental physics.

Still, many of you, and I, might care about such matters as ‘what actually exists’.
These questions are usually out of the realm of physics—so long as the answers don’t
contradict it—and in the realm of philosophers, a truly unruly lot. They have a lot to say
about things like categorizing scientific representation, time, the mind, etc., ranging from
fascinating to entirely illegible. Generally, as in all good things, I find that more questions
are posed than answered, and I am left with a desire to forget about it and have a beer. You
are where you ought to be, as they say.
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B
The Hamiltonian in General Relativity

As my artist’s statement explains, my work is utterly incomprehensible and is
therefore full of deep significance.

—Calvin, Calvin and Hobbes, July 15, 1995

The following is based on a set of notes that my supervisor Archil distributed to some
of his first year students. This derivation is not essential to the arguments in this thesis, but
is interesting nonetheless and I have not seen it written so clearly elsewhere. I will show
here that in theories which have a time-reparametrization symmetry, the Hamiltonian is
identically zero. The point of emphasis here is that ‘energy’ is somewhat tricky to define
in General Relativity, which is built on full diffeomorphism invariance (which of course
includes time-reparametrization invariance).

This does not mean that we cannot discuss mass or energy in General Relativity, but
rather that we have to put more work into their definitions. For example, in the ADM
formalism [412] spacetime is split between spatial slices and time, and the dynamics of
fields in these foliations are controlled by the Hamiltonian constraint.

The relevance to this thesis has to do with our intuition regarding energy in cos-
mological contexts. For example, the concept of cosmological redshift is sometimes
misunderstood—where does the energy of the photon go as it redshifts due to the expan-
sion of space? Really, it does not ‘go’ anywhere. There is no conservation of energy
because there is no time translation invariance in the first place. Similarly, we must be
careful with our intuition regarding the growing Misner–Sharp mass of the Thakurta met-
ric. The growth of the mass does not need to ‘come’ from somewhere, any more than the
energy of the photon goes anywhere.
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B.1 The derivation
For simplicity we will just discuss the case where our theory has a full time-reparametrization
symmetry. Consider an inhomogenous time translation,

t′ = t+ ϵ(t) . (B.1)

Of course, in the limit where ϵ is constant, we would recover the time-translation symmetry
which leads to conservation of energy under Nöether’s theorem. Let us focus on this case
for a moment, since it will be useful when we try to write an action invariant under Eq. B.1.
In the homogeneous case,

dt′ = dt . (B.2)

The Hamiltonian is, by definition, the conserved quantity under homogeneous time trans-
lations. What we would like to do then is begin with an action with this symmetry, modify
it so that the symmetry is extended to the full inhomogenous translation, and examine the
effect on the Hamiltonian of this action. We can do this by defining a new time τ , and
introducing a generalized coordinate Q(t),

dτ = Q(t)dt , (B.3)

such that,

Q(t′)dt′ = Q(t)dt . (B.4)

The above condition means that the Langrangian with respect to τ satisfies the homoge-
neous time translation property, since

dτ = Q(t)dt = Q(t′)dt′ ≡ dτ ′ . (B.5)

The point of this preamble was to show the following: if we have an action which is
invariant under time-translation symmetry,

S =

∫
dτ L [q, q′] , (B.6)
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where q′ ≡ dq/dτ , then we can use dτ = Q(t)dt to find the action,

S =

∫
Qdt L [q(t), q̇/Q] , (B.7)

where q̇ now refers to differentiation with respect to t. By inspecting Eq. B.5, however,
we can see that this action is now invariant under the more general time-reparametrization
invariance given by Eq. B.1. In informal language, the coordinate Q ‘carries’ the inho-
mogenous part of the time symmetry. It is the enforcement of the condition in Eq. B.5
which promotes the time-translation invariance of the Lagrangian to the ‘stronger’ time-
reparametrization invariance. Since the new symmetry is stronger, we expect tighter
constraints—as we will shortly see, this results in an identically zero Hamiltonian.

Since we defined Q as a generalized coordinate, we can inspect the Euler-Lagrange
equations for Q:

d

dt

∂(QL)

∂Q̇
=
∂(QL)

∂Q
. (B.8)

The left-hand side is zero, since there are no Q̇ terms, giving,

0 = L+Q
∂L

∂Q

= L+Q
∂L

∂ (q̇/Q)

(
− q̇

Q2

)

= L− q̇

Q

∂L

∂q′

= L− q′
∂L

∂q′
. (B.9)

By definition, however, the Hamiltonian for the time-translation invariant τ -Lagrangian
Eq. B.6 is the standard relation,

H ≡ q′
∂L

∂q′
− L . (B.10)

Then the result from Eq. B.9 implies that,

H = 0 , (B.11)

for any system with time-reparametrization invariance. The specific reason we have such
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a strong condition on the Hamiltonian now results from the imposed relation in Eq. B.4.
This condition enforces the time-reparametrization invariance, ultimately leading to the
result that the Hamiltonian with such a condition must be identically zero.
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